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' Title of Project:

Principal Investigator:

Contracting Agency:

ABSTRACT

Development of Instruments for Assessing
the Performance Capabilities of Graduates
of Vocational Agriculture Programs

J. Robert Warmbrod

Department of Agricultural Education
The Ohio State University

Amount of State Funds Expended:

Beginning and Ending Dates: July 1, 1973 through June 30, 1974

Statement of Problem: To develop and field test criterion-referenced
instruments for assessment in eleventh- and twelfth-grade vocational education
programs in Agricultural Mechanics, Horticulture, Agribusiness Supplies and/
Services, and Farm Management.

Statement of Objectives: (1) To develop and compile behavioral objectives for
the four instructional programs; (2) to develop performance criteria.; (3) to
develop criterion-referenced instruments for the four instructional promms;
and (4) to field-test the instruments.

Description of Activities: Behavioral objectives were developed for each of the
four instructional programs. Items for the criterion-referenced tests were
reviewed and revised by teachers and superviSors in area vocational centers
and local schools. Twelve mastery tests (including a total of 934 items) were
field tested with 420 students in 16 area vocational centers and 10 local schools.

Techniques of Evaluation of Objectives: Content validity of instruments was
established through the use of consultants for writing and reviewing test items.
The reliability of the instruments was estimated by Kuder-Richardson internal
consistency coefficients.6 A detailed item analysis was performed for each
mastery test.

7'

Contribution to Education: The criterion-referenced instruments p,roduced by
the project are available for use in (1) assessing the effectiveness of instructional
programs in schools, in regions of the state, or on a statewide basis and (2)
assessing a student's level of mastery for specified units of instruction or for
the entire course of instruction.
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THE NA1114TIVE REPORT

Problem

New instructional modelsr)in vocational education place major emphasis
on the evaluation of educational programs in terms of prespecified outcomes.
The models require that program outcomes be specified in terms of the behaviors,
competencies, and performance capabilities expected of students completing
instructional programs. Consequently, program effectiveness is measured in
terms of the extent to which students completing or leaving an instructional program
possess or fail to possess the behaviors and compttencies specified in instructional
objectives. In instruotional systems of this nature, test information is not only used
to evaluate program effectiveness, but can also be used to evaluate the student's
mastery of instructional objectives as an aid to placing students in appropriate
employment or in additional instructional situations (Glaser and Nitko, 1971).
Instruments (tests) designed especially for this purpose are known as "criterion-
referenced tests" (Hambleton and Novick, 1972).

Criterion-referenced tests are defined as a test "made up of items keyed to
a set of behavioral objectives".(Ivens, 1970): Others have defined a criterion-
referenced test as "one that is deliberately constructed so as to yield measurements
that are directly interpretable in terms of specified performance standards"
(Glaser and Nitko, 1971).

The major purpose of the project was to develop and field test criterion
referenced instruments for evaluating the effectiveness of specialized instructional
programs in vocationaagriculturgi. The purpose of the project was to
develop and field test criterion-referenced instruments for assessment of
eleventh-and twelfth -grade instructional programs in the following areas:
AgricultUral Mechanics (Agricultural Industrial Equipment and Services);
Horticulture; Agricultural Supplies/Services (Agribusiness Supplies and Services);
and Farm Management (Management of Production Agriculture Businesses). A
majority of the students enrolled in specialized vocational agriculture programs in
area vocational centers in Ohio are enrolled in these four instructionatprograms.

Objectives

'the specific objectives of the project were:

1. To develop- and compile lists of behavioral objectives for the four
instructional programs--Agricultural Mechanics, Horticulture, Agribusiness
Supplies and Services, and Farm Management.

2. To develop performance criteria which indicate accomplishment of
specified behavioral objectives.
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3. To develop criterion-referenced instruments for each of the four
instructional areas.

4. To field test the instruments by administering them to twelfth-grade
students enrolled during 1973-74 in the four specialized vocational education
programs in local schools and irea vocational centers.

Description of Activities

In developing and compiling behavioral objectives for the four instructional
areas (Objective 1), the project staff collected lists of instructional objectives
prepared by teachers participating in a Curriculum Development Workshop at
The Ohio State University during the 1973 Summer Quarter. The Curriculum
Development Workshop was directed by Dr. Richard H. Wilson, Department
of Agricultural Education, The Ohio State University, and Dr,. Harlan E. Ridenour,
Director of the Agricultural Education Curriculum Materials Service, Division
of Vocational Educatipn, Ohio Department of Education. During the workshop teachers
developed curriculum units for specialized instructional programs in vocational
agriculture which included behavioral objectives for the various instructional units.
The behavioral objectives developed by the workshop participants were refined and
revised by William Symons, Graduate Research Associate, Department of
Agricultural Education, The Ohio State University.

Drafts of statements of behavioral objectives for Agricultural echanics,
Horticulture, and Agribusiness Supplies and Services were obtains also from
the staff of the project "Career ucation in Agribusiness, Renewab e Natural
Resources, and Environmental p otection (U.S. Department of Health , Education,,
and Wdlfare, 1974a: 1974b; 1974 . In the horticulture instructional area, work
at the University of Florida (n. d.) was used in deriving behavioral objectives.
In deriving behavioral objectives for the Farm Management instructional area,
the project staff used the list of behavioral objectives developedby Dr. John T.
Starling and Dr. Leon W. Boucher, Department of Agricultural Education,
The Ohio State University.

Using the sources listed above, the project staff derived lists of behavioral
objectives that were used for deriving the criterion-referenced instruments.
The list of behavioral objectives are included in the appendices as follows:

Appendix A--Agricultural Mechanics
Appendix C-- Horticulture
Appendix E-- Agribusiness Suppties and Services
Appendix G--Farm Management

In developing criterion-referenced instruments (Objectives 2 and 3) the .° -

project staff used as guides the writings of Sullivan, Baker-, and Schutz (1971)
and Popham (1971). The instructional objectives listed 4n Appendices A, C, E,
and G were used for developing items for the criterion-referenced instruments.
First drafts of items were written by the project staff. A consultant staff of
teachers, supervisors in vocational education planning districts, and faculty
members at The Ohio State University was asked to review and revise the 'items
developed by the project staff.



Members of the consulting staff of 16 teachers and supervisors (see
the "Personnel and Facilities'' section of the report) were assembled for one-
day sessions at The Ohio State University to accomplish' the following tasks.

1. To review aria revise the items written by the project staff. The
consultants were rovided behavioral objectives that had been used in
developing the its s.

2. To indicate the correct response for each item and to ,review the wording
of each item so that it could be read and understood by twelfth-grade students
completing the specialized vocational agriculture programs.

3. To write additional items in accordance with the lists of behavioral
objectives.

Following these procedures the project staff assembled criterion-referenced
mastery tests for a four instructional areasAgricultural Mechanics,'
Hortirmiture, Agribusiness Supplies and Services,.and Farm Management.
Copies of the mastery tests are included in the following appendices:

Appendix B--Mastery TLsts Agricultural Mechanics
Appendix D--Mastery Tests Horticulture t.

Appendix F--Mastery Tests Agribusiness Supplies and Services
Appendix H--Mastery Tests Farm Management

A total of 934 items (302 items for Agricultural Mechanics Mastery Tests;
354 items for Horticulture Mastery' Tests; 150 items for Agribusinfass Supplies
and Service's Mastery Tests; 128 items for Farni Management Mastery Tests)
was 'included in the criterion-referenced instruments. The list of instructional
objectives (appendices. A, C,- E, and G) indicate the items include each test., ,

that pertain, to each instructional unit.

The field testing of the instruments, (Objective 4) Involved administering the
instruments to twelfth-grade students in .16 area vocational centers and 10

local schools (Appendix I) . Mastery tests forAgricultural Mechanics,
Horticulture, Agribusiness Supplies and Services, and Farm Management were
administered in area vocational centers. Mastery test/3 in Agribusiness Supplies
and Services and Farm Management were administered in local schools offering
these specialized vocational agriculture programs. Area vocational centers
in which tests were administered for each instructional area were selected
at random. Local schools in which tests were administered were selected
from the schools within the vocational education planning districts in which
area vocational centers had been selected for testing.

Letters explaining the field test and requesting permission for administeying
tests were sent by the principal investigator to the superintendents of area
vocational center districts and-local school districts that had been selected. In
the case of area vocational centers, information copies of letters were sent( to
the directors of the area centers, local supervisors of vocational Agriculture,
and teachers of the specialized programs with students involved in the field test.
In the case oflocal schools, information copies-of letters were sent to high
Schbol principals and teachers of agriculture. All schools contacted agreed
to cooperate in the field test. After the initial contadt requesting permission for
administering tests in the schools, a member of the project staff contacted
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appropriate personnel in each school to make specific arrangements for testing.
In area vocational centers, arrangements were made with local stipervisors of
vocational agriculture; in local schools, arrangements Were made with
vocational Agriculture teachers.

The mastery tests were administered in the schools by members of the
project staff. The Agricultural Mechanics and Horticulture Mastery tests
were administered on two consectuive days with local supervisors or teachers
adminis-tering the tests on the second day.

Three forms of each master.), test were assembled (Appendices B, D, F, and
11). Each student completed only one form of the mastery test. Forms A-1
and A-2 of the Horticulture Mastery Tests involved the use of slides for
presenting the questions.

Techniques of Evaluation of Objectives

The writings of recognized authoritie's in the formulation of behavioral
objectives and the development of criterion-referenced assessment were used ,
in accomplishing objectives 1, 2, and 3 (Baker and Gerlach, 1971; Popham, 1971;
Schutz, Baker, and Gerlach, 1921; Sullivan, Baker, and Schutz, 1971). The
accomplishment of Objective 4 included item analyses for each mastery test
and assessments of the validity and reliability of each mastery test.

Content validity of the mastery tests was established through procedures
reconimended by Kerlinger (1973). The procedur s used to enhance the content
validity of the criterion-referenced instruments w ire (1) the formulation of
behavioral objectives which specify the outcomes ught by the instructional
programs, (2) the development of criterion-referenced items designed to assess'
the student's level of mastery of the outcomes specified in the instruc onal
objectives, and (3) the review of mastery test items by teachers and 1 1

supervisors who are experts in the four instructional. areas.

The reliability of the mastery tests was estimated by calculating internal
consistency coefficients. Kuder-Richardson 20 and Kuder-Richardson 21 internal
consistency coefficients'were calculated for each mastery test (Kerlinger, 1973;
Stanley, 1964). Programs and computer facilities of the Office of Evaluation at
The Ohio State University were used for calculating reliability coefficients and for
the item analysis for each mastery test.

Contribution to Education

Data yielded by the item analysis of each mastery test are presented in
Appendix J. The following information is presented for each item for each
mastery test in Tables 1 through 12: (1) the option scored as correct; (2) the
difficulty index, the percentage of students incorrectly responding to the item;
(3) a point biserial correlation coefficient indicating the extent to which
response to the actin is correlated with total test score; and (4) an index of the
extent to which the item discriminates between students scoring highest on the
test and students scoring lowest on the tests. Summary statistics for the Agri=
cultural Mechanic-s Mastery Tests eare presented in Tables 13, 14, and 15; for
Horticulture Mastery Tests in Tables 16, 17, and 18; for Agribusiness Supplies and
Services Mastery Tests in Tables 19, 20, and 21; and for Farm Management Mastery
'rests in Tables 22, 23, and 24 (Appendix J).
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The estimates of re lability of the mastery tests yielded by Kuder-
Richa rdson 20 internal consistency coefficients ranged from .62 to .90.
Internal consistency coefficients yielded by Kuder-Richardson 21 estimates
ranged from .50 to .88. Ten of the 12 mastery tests have Kuder-Richardson
20 reliability estimates of .67 or higher; seven of the 12 mastery tests have
Kuder-Richardson 21 reliability estimates of .60 or higher.

The criterion-referenced instruments developed through the project are
recommended for use in providing accountability information for the four
specialized eleventh-and twelfth-grade- instructional programs in vocational
agriculture Specif4Cally, the instruments are recommended for use in
assessing the effectiveness of *instructional programs and, for assessing the
extent to which students have mastered the competencies specified in the
instructional objectives.

Program Effectiveness. using items selected from the 12 Mastery tests,
the'criterion-referenced tests can be formulated to assess program- effective-
ness in a particular school or area vocational center and to assess pr:ograrn
effectiveness on a regional or statewide basis. For an assessment of program
Effectiveness, items are selected for each instructional objective which specify 4 the
outcomes sought by the instructional program. The items selected constitute the
instrument to be administered to students enrolled in'or completing-the:instructional
program. A composite of the students performance on the criterion-referenced
instrument: is a measure, ofthe extent to which the objectives of the instructional
Program are being achieved. For a statewide assessment of program effective-
ness, it is recommended that matrix sampling (Sirotnik, 1973) be used for
collecting data.

Student MaStery. The items developed through the project can be-used by
teachers to assess the extent to which individual students have achieved the
competencies specified in, behavioral objectives for selected instructional Units
within a course or for the'entire course. To assess a. student's level 'of mastery
for a particular instructional unit, the teacher would select items pertaining to
the specific instructional unit. (See Appendices A, C, E,' and G for items
pertaining to each instructional unit.) The student's performance on this subSet
of items is a measure of the extent to which he or she has mastered the'competen-

.

cies specified in the instructibnal objective for the unit. -;Similar procedures can
be followed in constructing criterion-referenced instruments for assessing a
student'g level of mastery for the entire course of instruction.

Criteria for Selecting Items. It is recommended that the, following criteria be
used for .selecting items from the instruments field tested in this project: (1). select
items that pertain to instructional objecting which speiify the outcomes sought
by the instructional program; (2) select items that have a pbsitive discrimination
index, a pOsitive point-bisprial correlation coefficient, and a positive phi
coefficient; (3) select items that were answered correctly by a substantial per-
centage of the students--a difficulty index of 1.00 indicates that none of the students
correctly answered the tjuestion; and (4). select items that have tq' highest point-
biserial correlation coefficients indicating a relatively high degree of relationship
between how a student responds to the item and the student's total score on the
mastery tests--a measure of the validity of the item.
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Copies of this report of the project will be distributed to the following
groups: (1) local supervisors of vocational. agriculture in the area .vocationai
schools used for field tests: (2) teachers of vocational agriculture in the local
schools used for field tests: (3) state supervisors of agricultural education, Division
of Vocational Education, ,Ohio Department of Education; (4) teacher educators
in Agricultural Education, The Ohio-State UniverSity: and (5) teacher educators
in Agricultural Education, Kent State University. The availability of the project
report will be announced in a forthcoming issue of the Ag Ed News, a quarterly
newsletter distributed to all teachers of agriculture. in Ohio. The principal
investigator of the project is available to describe the instruments and present
instruction for their use to teachers of agriculture and the Joint Staff in '
Agricultural) Education.
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APPENDIX A

, OBJECTIVES

"AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS
(AGRICULTURAL,INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENrAND SERVICES)
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OBJECTIVES
Apiu c LTURAL MECHANICS

(AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES)

A. Shop Safety Procedures

I. The student will be able to recognize and explain vari us shop
hazardous situations and 'mow how to oorreet ay° d hazardous
situations.

2. The student will practice shop safety to protect himself and his
co-workers from injury.

3. The student will be able to describe the advantages of shop work
and practice good tool arrangement and housekeeping in the shop.

4. The student will be able to explain the use of first aid and faire
equipment an e proper first aid reporting procedure.

Test Items

Form A-1, `Henri I
Form B-1, Item 1

B. Laboratory Cfrientation and Safety Procedures

I. To acquaint students with the shop area and location of safety
equipment: (a) first aid equipment:0) fire extinguisher:
(c) fire'blanket

2. The student will be able to check power machinery for proper use
and electrical safety: (a) wiring: (b)_floor conditions

3. The student will be equipped with proper clothing and protective
equipment; (a) eye glasses; (b) foot wear: (c) clothing; (d) learn to
lift properly

Test Item

Form Item

4t

0 k-.i t.)
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C. Use and 'Application of Single Cylinder Engines

I. Students must be able to measure the needs and uses of single
cylinder engines.

2. Students will be able to demonstrate tovothers: (a) horse power:
(b) type of shaft: (c) series of engine

rest Item
Form A-I, Item 2
Form B-1, Item 2

.
D. The Lubrication System and Cooling System of Single Cylind4r Gasoline

Engine's
s.,

. \
1. The 'student will be able to disassemble, service., repair, a'd

reassemble according to the manufacturer's specifications the
various types of oil .syste.ms found in small gasoline engines.

2. The ability to disassemble, service, and reassemble the components
of the cooling sy-stem on small gasoline engines will be,demonstrated
by the student.

o

3. Given the parts of the lubrication system, the student will be able
to identify and describe the purpose of the parts of ttie lubricatiorr
system. 1

;
,, . 4

,. .,+
,.-

,,...'Test Items
r.,

Form A-I, Item `3

Form B-1., Item 12

Form C-I, Item 2
A

E. The Carburetion System

1. Given either a 2-stroke cycle or a 4-stroke cycle single cyfinder
engine with malfunctions in the carburetion system, the student
will be able to diagnose the nature of the malfunctions.

2. The student will be able to disassemble, repair, and reassemble
according to the manufacturer's specifications the carburetor used
Tri a single cylinder gasoline engine.

Test 4ems

Form A-1, Items 6, 8
Form B-I, Items 3, 5, 6, 7
Form C-I, Items 3, 4, 5,.6, 7

I
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F. The Ignition System of Single Cylinder Engines

1. Given a single cylinder engine with malfunctions in the ignition
system. the student will be able to properly diagnose the nature
of the malfunction.

2. The student will be able to disassemble, service or repair, and
reassemble accoTding to the manufacturer's specifi-itions the
following parts o the ignition system; (a) breaker points; (b) eoil:
(c) condensor: (d) spark (e) flywheel

Test Items

Form
Form
Form
Form

A-1, Items 2,
B-1, Items 8,
C-1, Items 8;
C-2, Item 49

9,
10,
9,

10,

10

11

G. The Compression System of Single Cylinder Engines

1. Given an engine with malfunctions in the piston, piston rings,
valves, and bearings, the student will properly diagnose the
nature of the malfunction.

2. The student will disassemble, repair, and reassembfe according
to the manufacturer's specifications the following parts: (a) piston;
(b) piston rings; (c) wrist pins: (d) connectingi-od; (e) connecting rod
bearing: If) valves

Tes:. Items

Form A-1, Items 7, 12
Form B-1, Items 4', 11

Form C-1, Items 11, 12
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. Engine Block and Head

1. Given an engine with defects in the engine block or head, the
student will be able to properly diagnose the nature of the
malfunction.

2. 'The student will be able to disasseml,le, repair, and reassemble
according; to the manufacttirer's specifications the following:
(a) engine-head: (b) head tr,a$ket: (e) y!ind,:r sleeves

3, Given an engine,block, head, and head gasket, the stu&nt will be
able to describe the purpose of .the parts.

Test Items

'Form, -1, Items 1,, 16
Form -1, Items 14, 13
Form C-1, 14,,15

The i/alvt- System

1. The student will be ble to diagnose properly the nature of the
malfunction in the v lye system of an engine.

2. The---.,$tuAnt will de onstrate his competency by disassemb&g,
repairi and reasembling according to the manufacturer's
specificatiopks thefollowing parts of the valve system: (a) rocker ,
arrn'assemb% '(b)..intake and exhaust valves: (e) valve guides;
(d) vaeve seats: (e) Camshaft

3 Given .the-parts of ,the valve system, the student will be able to
identify and describe the function of the parts of the valve assembly.

Test Items

Form A-1, Items 13, 17
Form C-1, Items 16, 17

a-
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J. Piston and Connecting Rod A.ssembl,.

1. Given the components of the piston and rod assembly. the student
will be able to identity and describe the purpose of each part.

2. Provided an engine with malfunctions .in the piston, ring, and rod,
. the student will properly diagnose the nature of the malfunctions.

:3: The student will disassegr'71e. repair, and reassemble according to
the manufacturer's specifications the following pOts: (a) piston:
(b) piston rings; (c) wrist pins; (d) connecting rod; (e) connecting toil
bearings

Test Items

Form A-1, Items 15, 49
Form 13=-1, hems 9, 17

K. Crankshaft, and Flywheel Assembly

I. Given an engj.ne with malfunctions in.the crankshaft and flywheel
assembly, thy: student will be able to diagnose the nature of
the tnalf u.tALions:

2. The student will..exhibit his competency by disa'ssembling, repairi g
and reassembling according to the Manufacturer's specifications
the following parts of the crankshaft and flywheel assernb,ly.:. (a) -cr
shaft; (b) main.bearings; (c) crankshaft.gear; (d) flywheely(e) ring:
gear - ,

3. The student,wip be able to identify and verbally desbribe the,purpose
of the parts of the flywheel and crankshaft assembly.

Test Items

Form A-1, Items l8, 19
Form- B-1, 'Items 13, 18, 19
Form C-1, Item 18

Form C-2, Item 47



L., The Oil Lubrication System

1. Provided an engine with defects in the oil lubrication system,
the student will properly diagnose the nature of the malfunction.

2, The student II disassemble, repair, and r'eassemb'le according to
the manufacturer's specifications the following components of the;
lubrication system: (a) oil pump; (b) oil (c) lubrication valves:
(d) oil gauge; (e) oil cooler .

Test Items

Form k 1, Items 3, 20, 21 '
Form B-1, Items 20, 21
Form C-I; Items 19, 20, 21

M. The Cooling System

l. Previdekan engine with malfunctions in the cooling system, the
student val properly diagnose the nature of the malfunctions

2. The student will disassemble, repair and reassemble according'to
the manufacturer's specifications the follOwing comport Ms: (a) fan,,
fan belt, and radiator hoses; (b) water p,um; (c) thermostat;
(d) radiator

cs,

Test Items

Form A-I, Items 22, 23,24., 25 .'t
For B-1, Items 2.2, 23, 24, 25
For C-1, Items 22, 23, .24, 25

N. The Gasoline Fuel System

I. Given a malfunctioning gasoline fuel system, the student will be
able to diagnose properly the nature of the malfunctions.

2. Provided equipment with a gasoline fuel system, the student will
disaSsemble, replace, repair, reassemble and adjust according to .

the manufacturer's specifications the following components qf the
gasoline fuel system: (a) fuel tank; (b) fuel pump; (c) oarbiretor;
(d) fuel lines; (e) fuel filter

Test Item.-

Form A- , Items 4, 5, 26, 27, 65
Form tl-1, Items 26,, 27, 28, 33
Form C-I, Items 26,''27, 28



e

0. The LP-Gas Fuel System

1 Provided an engine with malfunctions in the LP-as ;Lie' system.
the student will Properlydia,mOse the nature of the m7:ll'unr...:en:-.

The student will remove, disassemble, repair, reassemble,
adjust-, and/or sek.vice according to the manufacturer':,
specifications the following components-of the LP-gas l'uel
(a) carburetor; (b) fuel lines and valves; (c)pressure
(d) vaporizer regulators

Test Items

Form A-1:, Items 28, 29
Form Item 29

otm_C Item 29

P. Tie biesel Fuel System

I. Provided an engine vkith defects in the diesel fuel system, the
student will be able to diagnose properly the nature of the defects.

2. The student will remove, disassemble, repair, reassemble, adjust
and/or service according to the manufacturer's specifications the
following components of the diesel fuel system (a) injection pump;
(h) injection nozzle: (c) transfer punws: (d) fuel filters: (e) fuel lines

3. The student will demonstrate his comp-Aency by calibrating a pump
and injector according to 'appropriate manufacturer's specifications.

Test Items

Form A-1, Items 30, 31
Form B-1, rtems 30,31
Form C-1, Items 30,32
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Q. The Electrical System

1. Supplied, with agricultural equipment that has malfunctions in the a
electrical system, the student will be able to properly (1i4mos( the
nature of the malfunctions.

2. Provided equipment with the various components of the electrical
system, the student will be. able to test, remov&, disassemble,.

,,replace, repair, reassemble, adus4t, and,/or service the foliowirw
components of the electricaLsystem: (a) charging-circuit: (In -;taring
circuit: (c) ignition circuit: (d) lighting arTd acces.->orV circuiN

Test Items

Form A-I, Items 32, 33
Form B-I, Items 32, 34,
Form C-1, Items 31, 33, 34

R. The TransMission System 1

1I. Providedan item of equipment with malfunctions in the transmissicui
:systdm, the student will be .able to properly diagnose the nature of
the malfunction.

d an item of equipment with malfunctions in the transmission
system, the student will be able to repair or .replace shift linkage,
check en I play pn gears and shafts, check gear backlash, pre-load
the gear train and test the operation of the transmission according to
the ma scturer's specifications.

3. Civ n equipment with a transMission in need of service, the student
wi 1 be able to properly drain and refill the transmission.

4. The student will demonstrate his competency by disassembling,
repairing, and reassembling according to the manufacturer's
specifications the following parts of the transmission: (a) input shaft;
(b) main sh&t; (0) counter shaft; (d) reverse idler shaft

5. Given the parts of the transmission the' student will be able to
identify and describe the function of the parts of the different
shafts:

Test Items

Form A-1, Items 34, 35
Form B-I, Item 35
Form B-2, Item 1

Form C-I, Item 35
Form C-2, Item I
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S. The Clutch System

1. Provided equipment With defects in the clutch system, the student:. ,

will be able to properly diagnose the nature of the Malfunction.

2. Provided equipment with a clutch sistem, the student will be able
to rerna-ve; inspect,, repair, reassemble, and install and/or service

'- the following components of the clutch assembly: (a) clutch linkage:
(b),sprifigs; (c) clutch plate; (d) clutch disk: (e) pilot bearing and
release bearing; (f) clutch shaft

Test Items

Form A-2, Items 1, 2
Form B-2, 'Items 2, 3
Form C-2, Items 2, 3

3

T. The Differential, Final Drive Assembly and Axle Assen%hly

1. Provided equipment with defects in the differential and final drive
assembly, the student will be able to properly diagnose the nature
of the defects.

2. Given equipment with a differential and final drive'assembly, the
student will be able to drain, flush, and refill the rear-axle housing
according to the manufacturer's specifications. r'

3. Given equipment with a differential and final drive assembly, the
student will be able to remove, install, and test the operation of the
differential and various types of final drives.

4. The student will be able to disassemble, repair, adjust, and
reassemble: (a) ring and pinion gear assembly; (b) pinion shaft:
(c) side gears; (d) axle gears: (e) differential bearings

Test Items

Form A-2, Items 3, 4, 5., 6
Form B-2, Items 4, 6
Form C-2, Items 4, 5, 6

a
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U. The PTO Assembly

1. Provided equipment with defects in the power take-off, the student
will be able to properly diagnose the nature of the defects.

2. Provided equipment with a power take -off assembly, the student
will be able to remove, repair and/or service, and the power
take-off.

3. Provided equipment without safety shields for the power take-off
assembly, the student will he able to replace safety shields as
recommended by the manufacturer.

4. The student will disassemble, repair and reassemble according to
manufacturer's specifications the following components: (a) input
shaft couplings: (b) clutch shaft: (c ) enp-,ine clutch assembly:
(d) output shaft

Test Items

Form A-2, Item 7
Form B-2, Item 5
Form C-2, Item 7

V. The Braking Systeni

I. Given equipment with malfunctions in the brake system, the student
will be able to correctly diagnose the nature of the malfunction.

2. Provided equipment with a brake system, the student will be able
to remove, disassemble, repair, reassemble, adjust, and/or service
according to the manufacturer's specifications the following components
of the braking system: (a) brake pedal and linkage; (b) brake lines;
(c) brake drum, disks, and shoes; (d) brake bands; (e) brake adjusters;
(f) brake springs

Test Items

Form A-2, Item 8
Form B-2, Item 7
Form C-2, Item 8
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W. The Steering System /

1. Provided equipinent with malfunctions in the steering mechanism,
the student will be able to correctly, diagnose the nature of the
malfunction.

2. Given equipment with a steering mechanism, the student will be
able to remove, disassemble, repair, install,'adjust, and/or
sennee the steering mechanism.

3. Given equipment with a steering'mechanism, the student will be able
to adjust alignment and toe-in.

Test Items

Form A-2, Item
Form B-2, Item 8
Form C:2, Item

X. The Hydra ilic System

I. Given equipment with malfunctions in the hydraulic system, the
student will be. able to correctly diagnose the nature of the
malfunction.

2. Provi ed equipment with a hydraulic system. the student will be
able t remove, disassemble, repair, reassemble, adjust, and/or
servi e according to the manufacturer's specifications the following
components of the hydraulic system: (a) hydraulic pump; (b) hydraulic
cylinder; (c) hydraulic valves; (d) rc;servoiK, filters, and o;1 cooler;
(e) trines and fittings; (f)

Test Items

Form A-2, Items 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15
Form 8-2, Items 9, 10, II, 12, 13, 14
Form C-2, Items 10, 11, 12, 13, 14



. Y. Hydraulic Hose and Fittings

1. Provided with the de.sign and specifications of a hydraulic system
the student will be able to choose thAproper hose and fittings.

2. The student will be able to identify and properly ass ,mble the'
following items: (a) types of fittings; (b) sizes of fat 'rigs: (c) types
of hose; (d) sizes of hose

Test Items

Form A-2, Item 16
Form B-2, Item 15

Z. The Air Conditioning System-

1. Provided equipment with an air conditioning system, the student will
be able to test the system and diagnose the nature of the malfunctions
in the system.

2. Provided equipment with an air c fiditioning system, the student will
be able to remove, replace, an or service the following parts of the
air conditioning system: (a) compressor:lb) condcnsor: (c) evaporator:
(d) circuits and valves: (e) dehydrator

4.3 The student will be able to remove ,condensation and fill with
refrigerant.

Test Items

Form A-2, Iternh 17, 18, 19

Form 113-2, Items 16, 17, 18, 19

Form C-2, Items 15, 16, 17, 18

7



A4.; Wheels, Tires, and Tricks

1.eiGiven -6ciiiprhent with
able to rernove,,disas

'tire assembry.

wheel and tire assembly, the student will-be
emble, .repair, and install the wheel ancL,

2. Given equipment with a track assembly, "the student will be able to
remove, replace, and adjust the track.

3.-_,,Provided equipment with wheel berings and seals, the student will
be able to remove, inspect, service, adjust and/or replace wheel
bearings and seals. °

4. -Provided the equipinent, the student will be able to add either
metal or liquid wheel weights in the proper location.

Test Items

Form A-2, Items 20, 21
Forin' Items 20,21
Form C-2, Items 19, 20; 21

BB. Assembly, Adjustment, Operation, 'Repair, and/or Service of Tillage
Equipment

.
PrOvided with a manual and the proper types of equipment and parts,
the student will be able to assemble and make the initial adjustments
on tillage equipment.

2. Provided various types of tillage equipment, the student will be able
to service the equipMent for pre-delivery according to the directions in
the service manual.

1.

k

3.- Given various types of tillage equipment not performing satisfactorily in
the field, the student will be able to make minor adjustments and
repairs to correct conditions that cause unsatisfactory field
performance. '

Test Items

Form A-2, Items 22, 23, 24, 25-
For B-2, Items 22, 23, 24, 25 .-4;;;,7
Form C-2, Items 22, 23, 24, 25, 26'

ti-
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CC. Assembly, Adjustment; Repair and/or Service of Planting Equipment

I. Given a manual and the proper types of equipment and parts, the
student will be able to assemble and make the initial adjustments
on planting equipment. ,

2. ,Provided various /types, of assembled planting equipment, the student
will be able to service the equipment for pre-delivery according to
the specifications in tfie.,serviCe manual.

3. Provided various types of planting equipment, not operating
satisfactorily in the field, the student will be able to make minor
adjustments and repairs to correct the conditions on the equipment
that cause unsatisfactory field performance.

Test Items

Form A-2, Items 26, 28
Form B-2, items 26, 27, 28
Form C-2, Items 47, 28

Assembly, Adjustment, Repair and/or Service of Spraying and
Dustin Equipment

Provided a.manual and the Proper'types of equipment and parts, the
student will be able to assemble and make the initial adjustments
on spraying and dusting equipment.

2. Prbvided various types of spraying and dusting equipment; the''
student will be able to service the equipmergt for pre-delivery
according. o the specifications in the service manual.

3. Provided variPus types of spraying and dusting equipment, not
performing satisfactorily in the field, the student will be able
to perform minor adjustments and repairs to correct the defects in
the equipment that cause unsatisfactory field performance.

Test Items

FOrm A-2, Items 29, 30, 31
Forth
Form

B-2, Items 29,
C-2, Items 29,

30,
30,

31

31
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EE . Asserhbly, Adjustment, Repair and/or Service of Harvestil Equipment
1

Given a manual and the proper types of equipment and paits, the
student will be able to assemble and make the initial adjustments
on harvesting equipment:

2. Provided various types of harvesting equipment, the studetit will ,

be able to service the equipment for pre-delivery according to
the manufacturer's specificatibni.

3. Provided various types of harvesting equipment, not performing
satisfactorily in the field, the student will be able to perform.
minor adjustments and repairs to correct the defects in the
equipnient that cause unsatisfactory performance.

4. Presented with various types of harvesting equipment tp be
delivered, the student will be able to load, unload, and discuss
with the customer appropriate operating and maintenance
procedures for the harvesting bquipment to the satisfaction of the
customer and dealer.

Test Items

F'Orm A-2, Items 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 43, 44, 45, 48
Form B-2, Items 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 43, 44
Form C-2; Items 32,33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 44, 45

FF. The Assembly, Adjustment, Repair and/or Service of
Materials Handling and Labor Saving Equipment

1. Provided a manual and the proper,type of equipMent and p ts, the ..
student will be able to assemble and make th0 initial adjust
on materials handling and labor saving equipment.

2. Provided various types of materials handling and labor saving
equipment, the student will able to service the equipment for
pre-delivery or pre-installation according to the specifications
in the service manual.

/3. Provided various types of materials handling and labor saving
equipment, not performing satisfactorily in the field;
the student will be able to perform minor adjustments and repairs
to correct the defects in the equipment that cause unsatisfactory
field performance. A

4. Given various items of materials handling and labor saving equipment
for delivery, the student will be able to load and unload the
equipment and instruct the customer on the operation and maintenance
of the equipment to thesatisfaction of the customer and dealer.

Test Items

f8fRi ittnim 1? 4.1
1 ".31
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GG. Oxyacetylene Welding and Cutting

1. Provided Pie appropriate oxyacetylene welding equipment and
pieces of steel or cast iron of various thickness, the student will be
able to cut steel or cast iron to'the satisfaction of the teacher.

2. Provided the appropriate oxyacetylene welding equipment, the
student will be able to properly connect and inspect the oxyacetylene
welding equipment and light, adjust, and turn-off the flame to the
satisfaction of the teacher.

a

3. Provided the appropriate oxyacetylene welding equipment and pieces
of steel or cast iron pf varying thickness, the student will be
able to braze (bronze weld) the metals using the Appropriate rod
and flame adjustment to the satisfaction of the teacher.

4. Provided the appropriate oxyacetylene welding equipment and
various pieces of steel or cast iron, the student will be able to
fusion weld the metals by either using a filler rod or not using a
filler rod to the satisfaction of the.teacher.

5: Given the appropriate oxyacetylene welding equipment and pieces of
steel that need to be heated and bent to fit a specific given
situation, the student will be able to-heat and bend the metal to
meet the specifications given.

Test Items

Form A-2, Items 47, 55
Form B-2, Item 42
Form C-2, Items 42, 43

C
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Hand and Power Tools and Hardware Used in Agricultural
Equipment and Mechanics

1.. Given various kinds of hand and power tools used in agricultural
equipment and mechanics, the student will be able to correctly
identify the tools and describe their uses using proper tool
nomenclature at a level of, performance established by the teacher.

2. Presented various kinds of hardware commonly used on agricultural
equipment, the student will be able Co correctly identify the hard-
ware by using the proper nomenclature and describe the use of the
hardware at a level of perforinance acceptable to the teacher.

'3. Provided equipment requiring the use of various tools and/or
hardware in order to repair or service the equipment, the'student

.will be able to select the Proper toolS and/or hardware to complete
the service or repair and use the tools and hardware at a level
of performance acceptable to the teacher. -

4. Presented selected items of tools in need of repair or requiring
general maintenance, the student will be able to make such repairs
or perform such general maintenance procedures,to a level of
performance acceptable to the teacher

5. Provided selected tools and power equipment, the student will .

exhibit safe operating procedures for the various tools to the
satisfaction of the teacher or an employer.

Test Items

Form AL2, Items 40, 41, 42, 5a, 51, 52
Form B-2, Items 45, '46, 47, 48, 50, 51, 56, 59
Form C-2, Items 46, 48

4.
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II.' Electric Welding in Agricultural Equippient and Mechanics

I. Provided various types of materials to be welded, the student wil!
be able to correctly identify the metal by sight, by feeling, and; or
by using the spark test.

2. Presented with various .elds that are defective, the student will
be able to determine w tiler the defective weld was caused by
improper arc length, ,improper current setting,, improper speed of
travel, improper ,electrode angle, inidroper electrode. impropetxlv
prepared metal or a combination of these factors and follow
procedures to correct for these sources of defects.

3. Given the metals to be welded and appropriate welding equipment,
the student will exhibit safe operating procedures for arc welding
to the satisfaction of the teacher or an employer.

4. Given the metals to be welded and appropriate- welding equipment,
the student will be able to weld the metal/S to be joined while
minimizing distortion.

5. Given mdtals to be welded and the appropriate welding equipment,
the student will be able to make lap, fillet, and butt welds in the
flat position, horizontal, vertical, and overhead positions.

Test Items

Form A-2, Items 53, 54, 56 -
Form B-2, Items 52, 53, 54, .55
Form C-2, Items 50, 5l, 52, 53, 54, 55

D
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U..' Loading and Unloading Agri-Indus rial Material,

1. The student will be able to set p and knock down machinery.

2. The student wi,l1 be able to load unload, and transport machinery.

Test Items

Forin
Form
Form

A-2, Items 57,
B-2, Items 40,
C-2, Items 56,

58
41,
57,

57,
58

58

KK. Power Metal Working Equiprnen

1. The student will cut metal, grind metal, drill holes kn metal
and bend to shape for fabrication using: "(a) power hacksaw:
(b) bench grinder: (c) drill press; (d) hydraulic press

2. Provided a broken py1thine the student will repair using the
above power tools.

Test Items

Form A-2, Items 59, 60
Form B-2, Item 49,
Form C-2, Item 59

LL. Painting and Refinishing Equipment

1. ProVided a used piece of equipment, the student will properly
clean, prime and repaint.

2. Provided a new piece of equipment the student will properly
clean, sand, prime, and repaint to like new condition using
spraying equipment.

Test Items

Form A-2, Items 61, 63
Fordi B-2, Items 60, 61
Form C-2, Item 60
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MM. Safety and Sanitation Practices in.Agricultural Equipment
and Mechanics

I. When working in the school facility or:on the job, the student
will exhibit to the satisfaction ot" the teacher and/or employer
proper personal safety precautions such as personal dress,
cleanliness, and work habits.

2. When asked to lift and transfer various objects, the student will
exhibit proper methods of lifting and carrying to the satisfaction
of the teacher or employer.

3. When asked to use various cleaning agents, the student will exhibit
adequate safety precautions as established by the teacher or
employer in working with such agents.

.4. When asked to work on a job that requires special ventilation
precautions be observed, the student will be able to follow appropriate

-procedures to insure that proper ventilation is rovided for the
job

5. When confronted with various types of fires, the student will be
able to take appropriate action to completely extinguish the fire.

-6. When working in the school shop or while employed in industry, the
student will inspect and adjust safety shields or other devices
on shop equipment prior to using the equipment to meet the approval
of the teacher or employer.

7. When working in the school shop or while employed in industry, the
student will be able to inspect the electrical system and follow
safety precautions in using electrical equipment and tools to the
satisfaction of the teacher or employer.

Test Items

'Form A-2, Items 62, 64
Form B -2, Items 62, 63
For C-2, Items 61, 62



NN. Planning Water Drairiage Needs

1. Students will be able to read land-use capability maps and
adequately deterrhine drainage needs.

2. Students will be able to diagram various layout arrangement.

, 3. Students will be able to list the types and relative costs of,
various drainage systems.

Test Items

Form C-2, Items 63, 64, 65, 66, .67

C
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APPENDIX B

a MASTERY TESTS

AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS
(AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES)

er

Form A-I
Form A-2
Form B-I
Form B-2
Form C-I
Form C-2

B-1

1



FORM A-I

AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS MASTERY TEST

a

B-2

O

4
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1. If.chemical spray material comes in contact with the body

A. wash off *tact area immediately with water
B, wash off contact area immediately with diesel fuel
C. wash oil' contact area immediately with water and"detergent
D. don't worry about-.it--it won't hurt-

2. If you are working with an engine that-you know nothing about other.
than it does not work, what would you do?

Make.sure you have all your tools together
B. Replace the Spark plug with a new one
C. Adjust the carburetor to the setting in the repair manual
D. Follow trouble shooting procedures'

re"

3. The lubrication of moving parts in a 4-cycle engine is accomplished by

A. fins on the, flywheel
B. an oil mixture in the fuel
C. a method of splashing or pumping oil around or upon parts
D. oil circulating all through the oil bath type air cleaner

4. One of the things a carburetor'must do is
7100

A. slaw, the engine speed down if it goes too fast
B. mix fuel, with air in proportion
C. prdvide the thing' you put your foot in
D. 'leave no flat spots

5. The air fuel mixture (ratio.) in a normally Operating engine under
full`' load is controlled by the

A. adjustment of carb etor jets
B. restriction of air t by the choke

C. float Valve in the Carburetor
D. none of the above

-6. , Sometimes in.attempting to start fammr1_11 engine it "floods out" and will
not start (when not choked). The most prObable cause of this trouble may be

restricted air intake -

B. a plugged jet in the carburetor
C. a sediment bowl full of water
D. a faulty .crankcase breather

GO TO NEXT PAGE
0
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7. In checking over a 4-cycle engine when you turn the engine over slowly
compression gas is heard escaping during the

0
4

A. compression stroke, indicating that there is a problem with either
the piston ring (s) and/or piston
intake stroke, indicating that there is a problem with the valves

o C. compression stroke, indicating that there is a problem with the valves'
D. intake stroke, indicating that a piston ring may be defective

8. If in checking an engine "flooding" is suspected, it can be verified by
removing the spark plug and determining

A. if the plug has burnt electrodes
.B. if the plug is wet with oil
C. if the plug gap is too wide
D. if the plug is wet with fuel

9. If in c ec ing an ignition system on a small engine the coil tests ok
but the s no spark at the spark plug terminal, the most likely source
of the t uble would be

A. the coil, because tests sometimes fool you
B. a short in the primary coil
C. a grounded condition in the system
D. a bad spark plug

10. On a Briggs and Stratton small engine spark timing is regulated by the

A. spark plug gap
B. governor setting
C. location of the condensor
D. breaker points opening

11.- For every revolution that the crankshaft makes in a 2-cycle engine, the
breaker points open .-

A. once every revolution
B. once every two revolutions
C. once every other revolution
D. once every three revolutions

ct

12. In order to provide a. good seal for compression'within-the cylinder, the piston

A. is equipped with compression ring (s)
B. is tapered do that it works like a cork in a bottle
C. is equipped with mnoil ring which seals off the small air gaps with oil
D. is tightly fitted so no fuel or gas can escape even if no piston

rings were used
GO TO NEXT PAGE
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13. When.a 4-cycle engine is on the compression stroke; ghe valves are in the

A. open position
B. closed position
C. only the,intake is in the open position
D. only the eihaust'is in the open position

14. An engine inder diameter is measured in at least

A. 6 places
B. 8 placeS
C. 10 Places
D. 12 places

4

15. The clearance between the piston and they cylinder wall provides for

A. expensioft aPmetals
B. space for air -fuel mixtpre. to enter cylinder
C. prevention of over compression
D. blow by

16. Which ofthe following is the recommended sequence for torquing a
cylinder head-on a tractor?

A.

B.

1

10 13

10 11 12 13

C.

D.

GO TO ITEXT PAGE



17. Most small engines manufactured today have valve faces which are ground
dt a -

A. 60° angle
B. 40° angle
C. 50° angle
D. 45° angle

18. Plasti -gage is ,used in checking

Yflywheel clearance
. icrankshaft bearing clearing

. C. piston diameter -\

Di cylinder taper

19. Some engine flywheel keys are made of,spedial metal to

A. shear an prevent engine damage sr'

B. prevent hearing during excessive loads
C. fit th slot in the 'flywheel
D. none of the above

20. The pressure developed by tractor oil pumps is normally between

A. 5 and 15 lbs
B. 15 and 60 lbs
C. 55 and 60 lbs .
D. 60 and 100 lbs

21. If a tractor has low oil pressure, which of, the following things probably
could have caused it?

A. Clogged breather
B. Worn oil pump drive,
C. Oil pump pick-up screen
D. Oil pump by-pass'valve stuck closed

22. Smell single cylinder gasoline engines are generally

A: water cooled
B. combined water and air cooled
C. air cooled
D. none of the above

GO TO NEXT- PAGE



23. ___Aghen using the'prOcedure shorn in this picture, which of thefollowing
4ris the ma hanic testing about the cooling system?

A. Thermostat
B. Pressure cap

Anti-boiling condition
D. Cooling system efficiency

24. Pressurized radiator caps are used

A. to keep the water in the radiator
B. to increase the water volume"
C. to increase the boiling temperature of the water
D. to keep. foreign material from getting inside

25. Which of the fo/lowing,r6uld cause a tractor engine to overheat?

A. Freee plugs too tight
B. Impraperly timed engine
C. Using.nondistilled water
D. Long-periods of idle speed operation,

26. When checking the fuel system,on a gasoline tractor, you notice it is
running very rough d ng idle. This is probably caused by

A. the idle adjustment set too high
Be the idle adjustment set too low.
C. dirt in the idle circuitry.
D. all of the above could be a cause

27. From this diagram Of the cross section of a carburetor, number 3 is

A. the needle valve
B. the idle adjusting screw
C. zthe -main meter jet- .

D.' the high speed, adjustment screw

GO TO NEXT PAGE



28. From this drawing of an LPG fuel system, letter Lis where the

A. air cooler is attached
B. filter is attached
C. hot water enters
D. cold lister enters

r

29. From this same drawing of an LPG fuel system above, letter P is the

A. carburetor
B. control valve
p. atomizing valve

D. vaporizing unit

30. From this didsel fuel system diagram, the part labeled number 1 is

A. Yessor
B. an injection pump
C. a distributor
D. a governor

31. . In diesel engines, knoching is caused by the fuel igniting too fast.

A. true
' B. false

GO TO` NEXT PAGE



32. A newly assembled tractor engine backfires. Which of the following
would you check out first as a possible cause of this malfunetion?

A. One spark plug wire bad
B. Cracked distributor cap
C. Battery voltage too high
D. Improper firing order

33. The engine will not start and there is no high tension spark coming from

the coil. Which of the following would you check out first as a possible

cause of this malfunction?

A. Spark plugs bad
B Points not adjusted properly
C. Distributor cap broken
D. Carburetor

34. The transmission is hard to ghift into gear. Which of the following

would you diagnose as a possible cause,of this malfunction?

A. Shifter fork bent
B. Bearings worn
C. Lubricant level too high
D. All of the above

35. When the transmission is leaking oil, which of the followingnsituations

would probably not be the cause?

A. Gaskets missing. or damaged

B. Drain plug loose
C. 'Gears worn or broken
D. ;Transmission case cracked

a
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1. Which of the following drawings best represents'a clutch that is properly
adjusted?

-

B. C. D.

2. Youare plagued with a problem of rapid clutCh disk-facing wear. Which
of the following is the probable cause?

A. "Stiff" clutch pedal
B. "Riding" the clutch
C. Throw out bearing worn out
D. All. the above

3. From this drawing of a differential assodbly, number 3 represents the

A. drive shaft
B. input shaft
C. axle shaft
D. none of the above

4. From this same drawing of a differential assembly, shaman above, nuMber 2
represents the

A. planotary gear
B. spider gear
C. pinion goer
-as ring Roar ,

CO TO NEXT PAGE
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5. This tool is used in rebuildirig differentials. It is called a

A. dial indicator
B. micrometer guage
C. -depth micrometer
D. -degree guage

O

6. In the procedure pictured above, the tool is being used to measure
which of the following?

A. Tooth contact
B. Backlash
C. Depth of tooth
D. Angle.

7. Which of the following beet describes a continuous running PTO?

A. Haa its own clutch separate from the'main engine clutch
B. Can only operate when differential is turning
C. Can be operated even though main power train is disengaged
D. None of the above

8. Hydraulic type brakes must be serviced regularly to maintain safe stopping
distances. The purpose of bleeding the brakes is to remove

A. water from the system
B. air from the system
C. mineral oil from the system
D. excess brake fluid from the system

CO TO NEXT PAGE
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9. , Most power steering pumps on tractors are serviced with which of the
following lubricants

A. 90 Wt. gear grease
B. 30 Wt. gear grease
C. lubricating'gear grease
D. hydraulic oil

10. The cylinders are operating too slaw on a front end loader. Which of
the following is not a probable cause of the malfunction?

A.' Relief valve setting too high
B. Air in system
C. - Relief valve setting too law
D. Internal leakage in actuating cylinders,

11. This drawing best illustrates

A. an axial piston pump
B. an internal gear pump
C. a rotor pump
D. a piston pump

12. This drawing best illustrates

A. a rotor pump
B. a vane pump
C. an axial piston pump
D. an internal gear pump

13. This drawing 111.45trates

A. an air vent valve
B. a gate valve
C. a rotary valve
D. a flqppor valve

CO TO EENT PAGE
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14. This drauing best illustrates

A. a spool valve
B. a check valve
C. a cock valve
D. an air vent

15. Which of the following types of hydraulic cylinders would you choose
to tilt the bucket on a front-end loader?

1

D. none of the above

When selecting hoses for a hydraulic pump, which of the following
statements is correct?

- A. Intake hose must be larger
B. Outlet hose must be larger
C. Both intake and outlet hoses must both be the same size
D. Doesn't really matter

17. The hies side service valve on tho air conditioaing compressor leads to the
0

A. condencor_
B. evaporator
C. compressor valve.
D. drier valve

00 TO NEXT PAGE
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18. The function of this unit in an air -conditioning,oyatem is

A. to be a receiver-dryer
B. to pump the refrigerant
C. to condense the refrigerant
D. none of the above

19. This unit is used in air - conditioning systema to

A. evaporate
B. condense
C. expand
D. none of the above

20. The tread design shown in this illustration is called

A. deep vee
B.. Y track
C. herringbode
D. cultivator

4

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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21. To remove a set of tracks from a crawler type tractorthe first thing
that must be done is to

A. drivp out, the master pin or link
B. cut one grouser in half
C. loosen track
D. remove drive sprocket

22. The implement shown below is a

A. disk harrow
B. disk plow
C. moldboard plow
D. 2 -way rollover plow

`23. The "horizontal line of draft" is an important consideration in setting
up the impleEent shown above-. The "horizontal line of draft" is

A.. line of pull from the left (or rear plow) side to the tractor hitch
B.' line of pull from the center of the load of the ploW to the tractor httch
C. line of pull from the right (front plow) side plow load to the tractor

hitch -

D. horizontal from front to rear of plow

24. When field adjusting flexible disk harrows, you should

A. select a level portion of the field and operate with the disk
penetrating at a satisfactory depth.

.

b. stop forward Eotion with the disk gangs in the ground
C. chock levelness of each Gang with a carpenters level amd'adjuBt the

presSure devices if nocessary
D. -all the' above

.7. GO TO 41En. PAGE
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25.-. The coulter bearing shown below is

A. an anti-friction roller bearing'
B. 'a chilled cone bearing
C. a single sleeve bearing
D. a double.sleeVe bearing

26. The rolling coulter shown below

4

A. makes penetration easier
B. reduces the force required to pull a plow

-"C. aids ,in trash coverage
D. reduces side draft on the plak

27. One method of classifying grain drills is according to.type of seed
metering mechanism used, Which of the following classifies grain
drills correctly on the above basis?

A. Hoe and disk.
B. Speed and volume
C. Star q64 and double disk
D. Double -run and fluted force feed

28. Erratic Heed spacing by a corn planter may be caused by ".

\N.

29.

A. slipping chain
b. improper planter spacing 0'

C. disk openers adjusted too close
D. slipping ground wheel

1,

If you want to spray weed killer on patture-with a boom sprayer

A.. use cone type: nozzles and a pressure of 25 to' 4G PSI
B. use cone,type nozZlep and a pressure'Of',125' to 150 PSI,
C. use fan type noizled and prensure of 25 to-.40, PSI
p. use fan type nozzles and a pressure of 125 to 150 PSI

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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30. Spray Volume per minute may change due to

A.. aorn-nozzle tips
B. increased:ground speed
C. decreased ground speed
D. amount of chemical in tank

'31. The nozzle arrangement shown below is best described as

A. complete overtop' coverage for needs or insect,andbetieeen narrow rows
for weed control

B. between 'rqus for weed control
C. over and between rows for insect control
D. between r -for control of insects

0

32. If the gatherer throat opening-Tan'the corn picker is too wide, which of the
f011owaing may .be t'?e result

A.0 increased machine draft
B. loss of ear corn and shelled corn
C. increased wear on parts
Da none of the above

33. For efficient operation, snapping rolls on a corn pickergeneraly have
an 'adjustment range from

A. l/i6" to 4 1/4"
B. '1/2" to 1 1/4",

C. 1" to 3"
D. 3" to 6"

34. The standard rotation rate of the. tractor PTQ while picking cern is

A. 1000
B. 700
c.. ,800

D. 360

GO TO NEXT PAGE



35. The purpose of the stripper plates or bars over the snapping rolls
or blade rolls, on corn heads is, to

A. reduce stone damage to roll's
B. help guide the stalks through the rolls
C. prevent the corn ear from touching the blade rolls
D. none of the above.

36. Loss of corn at the gathering unit ofNa corn picker may be caused by2

A. Insufficient PTO speed
B. Excessive snapping roll speed
C. Cutter barout of register
D. Dull knives

'37. "In a tractor mover t has proper cutterbar alignment when cutting the

A. pitman is at right :an to the -crank pin
B. cutterbar As Aligned with the rear axle of thp tiaetor-

.

C. guards are all lined up with the knife,
D. pitman is aligned with the knife

38. The 16oses per acre of wheat from a combine are as follows:
cutterbar 10 lbs.; cylinder 14 lbs:;, straw rack 30 lbs..; cleanidg shoe 12 lbs.
Which of the follauingwould be'most likely to reduce the total loos?

b.

A. Lauer the cutterbar and increase the forward speed
B. Lover the cutterbar and open the cieveq
C. Increase favard speed and dedreade cylinder clearance k
D. Reduce forward speed

39. Which of the follauing is probably not a canoe ,of poor cleaning while
&Mbning?

A. tieve openingo'too large
B. Elevator° clogged
C. Cutterbar pet too high
D. genes overloaded and straw chopped too fine

40.. The tool shorn' in this illustration is

A. aninside micromter
B. an outside micrometer
C. a rovolution0 counter
D. nono of tho abovo

d
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41. Thepiece of equipment shaun is?

A. A hyAromater
B. A dynanometer
C. An injection pump tester
D. None of the above

10

42. The piece of equipment sh&nfin.this illustration
0.

A. an oil tester'
B. a radiator tester
C. an injector nortletester
D.' none of the above

.

is

'43. This illustration shows the .correct procedure for

A. setting knife register
B. setting guards
C. adjusting knife sections
D. ad3usting lead angld

44. If tho grain toady to urap around the bats as shaup
belauo the reel needs to be

A. raised
B. 1 ered
C. , o tided up'

D. s aced down.

GO TO GENT PAM:
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All other considerations being equal, which of the following belt drives
on a grain auger will need to be the tightest?

A. A 2 foot drive with a smooth load
B. A 4 foot drive with a smooth load
C. A 2 foot drive with a pulsating lohd
D. A 4 foot drive with a pulsating load

46.' Which of the following chains are likely to be used in the web of a
manure spreader?

A. Roller chain
B. Pintle chain
C. Hook link or detacheible link chain
D. Convex spur dhain

The temperature of the hottest part of ,h neutral oxyacetylene flame
is approximately

A. 1300° F
B. 1600° F
C. . 23000 F
p: 60000 F,

48. Broken mover guards probably should be

A. welded by acetylene fusion
B. bronze welded
C. are welded with a hardfacing rod
D. replaced with` new guards

0
49. . What open =~tion is this mechanic performing?

A. Reaming the ring groove
B. Scraping carbon from the ring groove
C. ' Checking for ring groove wear
D. Sizing the ring groove for new rings

0

00 TO NEXT PAGE
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50. For general purpose cuttings the .cutting edge of a cold chisel should
be shortened to an angle of

A. 300
B. 4.0°

C. . 50°
D. it°

21.- The tool illustrated below is a

A. drift punch
B. . center 'punch
C. pin punch
D. none of the above

22. The tool shown below is a

A. drift punch
B. starting punch
C. center punch
D. none of the above 0

53. The veld, joint shown below is

A. flat butt
B. vertical butt
C. flat lap
D. none of the above

a

GO TO Nun PAGE
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54. The weld joint shown below is

A. vertical butt
B. flat cap
C. fillet
_D. none 'of the above

,

CP

55. Which metal listed below becomes brittle and fractures easily if over heated?

A. Aluminum
B. High carbon steel
C. Mild steel
D. Brass

w.

56. A narrow bead is most probably caused by

A. improper electrode angle
B. improperly prepared metal
C. improper speed of travel
D. improper length of arc

57. The, minimum width load which requires special perltion to travel.on
roads in Ohio is

A. 8 ft.
B. 10 ft.
C. 12 ft.
D. 14 ft.

58. The minimum width load which requires wide load signs is

A. 8 ft.
B. 10 ft.
C. 12 ft.
D. 14 ft.

59. In using a.drill press, as the size of the twist drill intreases, the speed
of the drill in RPM's should

A. 'remain constant
B. increase
C. fluctuate
D. decree

GO TO NEXT PAGE



60. Use of lead or pilot holes In drilling metal is desirable when
4

A. drilling unusually hard metal
B. drilling brass or metal
C. drilling holes larger than 1/2" in diaMeter
D. drilling holes smaller than 1/2" in diameter'

61. The most desirable room temperature for spray painting metal is

A. 40-50 degrees P
B. 65-85 degrees F
C. 110-120 degrees F
D. below 40 degrees F

0

62. A straight ladder should be placed so that the distance of the foot of the
ladder from the support is equal to

A. one-fourth of its height
B. one-third of its height
C. one-half of its height
D. none of these

63. To reduce spray drift hazards

A. use large nozzle tips operated at lower pressures
B. operate the sprayer at pressures over 50 PSI
C. spray only when the wind exceeds 10 mph
D. operate spray equipment at speeds in excess of 10 mph

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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64. The safety clutch ancam in tho picturo io lotolod Cl itOM

A.

B.

C.

D._

a

65. When trouble shooting a tractor-that, uon't start, it is determined
that there is a fuel- system problem. The first thing-to check is

A. a clogged air filter
B. a defectiie fuel pump
C. is there gasolin6 in the tank
D. , is the fuel line clbgged

(

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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£6. The subsoil of land you are. considering draining is yellow and
red. This coloration is a good indication that the subsoil is

A. well drained
B. not well drained
C. a Cecil sandy loam
D. none-of the above

O

67. When welding steel, which of the following procedures will give
the least diatortion when beginning a weld?

A.

B.

C.

D.

I

EgD OF TEST
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1. The type of fire extinguisher most appropriate for extinguishing an electricallire is

A. soda-acid
B. foam
C. .carbon tetrachloride
D. carbon dioxide

2. Small 2-cycle engines are preferred over 4-cycle engines where

A. high engine speed is necessary
B. where the most horsepower can lie obtained with the least amount

of weight
C. it is a must to have an engine that starts very easy
D, where fuel consumption is very critical per horsepower developed,

3. If when checking the carburetor float needle, valve, and seat you observe a
groove worn around the valve, what should you do?

A. Ignore it
B. Replace the seat
C. Replace the valve
D. Replace both valve and seat

4. In'a 2-cycle engine the fuel air mixture which is pa'ssing into the cylinder
during the intake stroke has just prior to this been contained in the

piston
B. crankcase
C. gas tank
D. carburetor

5. One of the problems associated with maintaining a small engine is that of
providing it with clean air to be used in the combustion process. To help
in providing the engine with clean air

A, a sediment bowl is located in the air intake system
B. an air vane type governor is used to regulate the clean air intake
C. a breather assembly is installed in the crankcase
D. an air cleaner is used

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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When the gravity typie fuel system on a small engine is not providing fuel into
the cylinder and there is Osoline in the tank, the first step in locating the probable
cause Would he to find out if

A, the intake valve is stuck in the closed position
B. the main jet is adjusted correctly

- C. the fuel line is clear
D. bowl is full of gasoline.

7. When starting a newly overhauled engine prior to tunng what is (are) good
*jet setting (s) ? f'

A. Open main jet valve one turn and idle jet valve open two turns.
B. Open main jet valve 1/2 turn and idle jet valve open two turns.
C. Open both one to one and one half turns'.
D. Refer to service manual

S. In a typical small engine ignition system current flows from the secondary winding
of the coil through a wire to the

A. spark plug
B. breaker points
C. condensor
D. primary coil

9. Feeler gauges can he used in checking

A. piston ring end gap
B. pispton cylinder clearance
C. crankshaft end play .
D. all of the above

10. One of the more common ignition malfunctions On a 4-cycle small engine
is caused

A. by oil in the gasoline
B. by a governor out of adjustment
C. by oil on the breaker points
D, by a "frozen" butterfly valve

II. In both the 2 and .1-evele engines the air fuel mixture is ignited when the

A. pistons zt re sectionally eliptical in cross section
B. exhaust valves open so as not to w,reck the engine
C. pistons are near the top of the cylinder
D. none of the above

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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12. The oil ring on a small engine is

A, always the top ring on the pistons
B. always the lowest ring on the piston
C. placed in any of the piston gl'ooves
D., always placed in the middle groove

- t

3. The crankcase,,of a 2-cycle engine is sealed or air tight so that

A. it is -easier to cool the engime
B. the oil won't leak out
C. it keeps dirt and dust off the breaker points
D. it functions as part of the intake system

14. To check a small engine cylinder head for warpage a

A. micrometer and table are used
B. face plate and prussian blue are .u,sed
C. warpstick and dial indicator are used
D. none of the above are used

15.' In checking a cylinder for wear we should check for

A. diameter and taper
B. out of round and taper
C. diameter, taper and out of round
D. diameter only

16. "Go, nogo" gauges are commonly used in taking small engine measurements,
Why are they used?

A. They are expensive to buy
B. They are a fast method of determining if the part has exceeded tolerance
C. if you drop them they 4111 not go out of adjustment like a micrometer
D. They are more precise a form of measurement than a micrometer

17. A small hole gauge and micrometer are used to check the

A.. connecting rods for wear
B. pistons for wear
C. flywheels for wears El

D. valve guides for wear a

GO TO NEXT PAGE



lg. The purpose of the par-rt shown in this picture is to

A'. maintain the momentum of the engine
B. reduce ring "clatter"
C. transmit power from the engine to the transmission
D. increase the rate of acceleration'of the engine

19. The mechanism on the crankshaft to the left of the crank throw is a

A. . vibration damper
B. governor device
C. cam lobe
D., slip clutch

20. Oil cooler on tractors are deigned very similar to

A. air conditioning compressors
B. LPG coolers
C. I reon coolers
D. Water radiators

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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21. If your tractor engine is consuming oil excessively, which of the following
would you check as a possible cause?

A. Worn rings
B. Worn oil pump
C. Burnt valves
D. Clogged oil screen

22. Using the following'chart, how many quarts of antifreczy are required for
a tractor with a cooling system capacity of 18 quarts if the desired
protection temperature is -10°?

A. 5 quarts
B. 6 quarts'
C. 7 quarts
D. 8 quarts

1..'11k;EZING PROTECTION TABLE

Cbolihg system _"Permanent" Antif-reeze Required
Capacity in Quarts 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

5

6
,7

8

9
10

II

12

13

15

16
17

18

19

20
21

22

16° -12 -620
o

19° 00 -340
990 7o -17.....,

o
2'f' ..):(' _Ito - 7 -- -69°, ,

14° 00
0 o

_940 14- 0 -21 -500o 0
23 16° 4° -12 -34 -62-
26 180 8.

0
- (i0° -23° -47° o

190 10°
o

0 -15o -34o -570
210 13°

e -25o -45 -660°.
0

39
15, 6° .- 5° -180 -34 -54
16- so 0 -43°' -62°02° -1.20 . --,260

o , -34o -g20
17(()) 10 'o, I'0
18 .12 5°0 - 4 -14° -27° -42°
19° 14° 70 o0° -10° -21° -34°
20(

i5o) 2 .- 7° 16° .-28°)

0
16 10o ° 40 -12° .-22
17° 12 6o 0 o - 90 -17°
18° 13° 8 2 - 6° -14°

23. Using this same chart. how many quarts of antifreeze are required for a
tractor with a cooling Evstem capacity of 21 quarts if the desired protection temperature
is 10 °?

A.' 4 quarts
6 quarts

C. 7 quarts
D. 8 quarts

(X) TO NEXT PAGE
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24. From this diagram of the cooling system, nurnbqr 1 is

A.* .pregsure radiator cap
B. non-pressUre radiator cap
C. water pump
D. none of the above

25. If a testshowed carbon monoxide in the water in the radiator .of, a tractor
after the engine had been running for More than ten minutes.&what would be
the most probable cause?.

A.
B.
C.
D.

Damaged head gasket
Exhaust manifold gasket leaking
Worn or broken valves
Worn out water pump

a

26. From this diagram of the cross section of a carburetor, number 2 is

A. the choke, plate
B. the rain mixing. chamber
C. the float bowl
D. the venture

Ire

27. 11 a tractor is giving oil black Nrrioke from the exhaust pipe when under a
heavy load, the fuel mixture is

A.
B.
C.
D.

too lean
too rich
just right
can't tell from this information

GO TO NEXT RAGE
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When starting a tractor, on a cold morning, the engine is choked to

A. °reduce the amount'of gas
B. warm the incoming ,air
C. lean the fuel mixture
D. tichen the fuel flaixture

29. LP-gas tanks on tractors should be filled to what percent of theft'
capacity?'

A. 60%
B. 80%
C. 90%
D. 100%

30. From this diesel fuel system diagrath, the part labeled number 2 is the

-A.- 'first stage filter
B. second stage filter
C. final stage filter
D. none of the above

FT

, tet

31. . From this Same diagram, the function* number l i.s to

meterluel ,

B. develop high fuel,pressure
C. distribute fuel-
D. all of the above

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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32. The engine runs but misses. .Which of the following would you check out first,
as a iirobabe cause of this maifuletion?

A. Distributor cap defective
"B. Undersized battery cables
C. Worn piston pin or bushing
D. Low water level in battery

33. Fuel storage tanks that are to be exposed to sunlight should be painted

A. green
B. black
C. white
D. ,.red

34. , When you turn the switch on and t?ry to qtart the engine, ,nothing happenp'
(doesn't turn over). Which of the following would you Check out first as a
possible cause of this malfunction?

A. Bad distributor
B. Points not adjusted properly
C. Corroded terminals on battery
D. None of the above

35. The tractor engine runs but you are getting no powe'r through the tansmiSsion
at all. Which of the following is most, likely- the cause of the malfunction? .

A.
B.
C.
D.

Gears worn
Excessive main shaft end play
Gear teeth stripped
Idler gear broken 1,-

END OF TEST
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1. The transmission is noisy while operating in gear. Which of the following
would probably cause the noise?

A. Clutch not releasing
B. Bearings worn or dry
C. Gears tight on shaft splines
D. All of the above

2. The tractor clutch is slipping. Which of the following would yciu check
out as a possible cause?

A. Bent crankshaft flange
B. Improperly adjusted clutch linkage
C. Pilot bearing or bushing loose
D. All the above

3. The tractor engine clutch is pulsating as felt on the clutch pedal. Which of
the following would you check as a possible cause?

A. Bent crankshaft flange
B. Weak clutch pressure springs
'C. Foreign material on elatch facing
D. None of the above

4. From this drawing of a differential assembly, number 4 represents the

A. tapered roller bearings
B. straight roller bearings
C. ball bearings
,D. none of the above

A

5. Which of the following best describes an independent PTO?

A. Can opprate when clutch is eng ?ged
B. Can be disengaged any time while engine keeps running
C. Must be manually engaged
D. All, of the above

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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6. Which of the following gear arrangements is used in modern tractor differentials?

A.

B.

C.

D. None of the above

4

7. Brake drag is normally caused by all of the following reasons except which one?

A. Brake shoes rubbing on brake drums
B. Air in the hydraulic system
C,. Sticking wheel cylinder pistons
D. Weak brake-shoe return springs

8. When adjusting front end alignment on a tractor, the two front wheels should
be angled in at the front. This is called

A.' lead-in
B. tracking
C. toe-in
D. none of the above

9. The oil in the hydraulic system shows excessive heating. Which of the following
is not a probable cause of the malfunction? '

A. Restricted lines
B. Viscosity of oil too high
C. Pump volume too high
D. Internal oil leakage due to wear

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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10. Upon inspecting the hydraulic system on a tractor, it is found that the pump is
failing to deliver oil. Which of the following is not a probable cause of the
malfunction?

A. Oil intake line or filter plugged
B. Relief valve setting too high
C. Low oil level in reservoir
D. Air leakage in line

11. While operating a backhoe, you see foam coming from.the filter on the
hydraulic system. This is probably caused by

A. wrong type of oil
B. the pump being operated too fast
C. bad seals on the hydraulic rams
D. all.of the above

12. This drawing best illustrates

A. a spool valve
B. a cock valve
C. a rotary valve
D. an air vent valve

Which of the following illustrates-the type of cylinder that is best to use on a
bulldozer to lift and lower the scraper blade?

A.
J I

B. y

J

C. Neither
D. Both

GO TO NEXT PAGE



1-I. Using the drawing shown below, how much force is exerted on lifting the large
weight by pushing down with ten pounds of force on the smaller weight?

A. 10 pounds
B. 20 pounds
C. 100 pounds
D. 1000 pounds -

. 1 sq. 10 sq. in.

15. Which one of the following hose instailatiqns is correct for hydraulic systems?

i0

. 7 - . t

16. This illustration is of a common type of -line connection used in tractor
air-conditioning systems. It is

A. ari aircraft fitting
B. a hose clamp fitting.
C. an o-ring fitting
D. a flare fitting

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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17. This unit is part of the air-conditioning system on a tractor.. It is

A. a compressor
B. an evaporator
C. a receiver-dryer,
D. a vacuum pump

18. This same unit pictured above is used to

A. develop needed pressure
B. cool the coolant in the system
C. create a vacuum to dissipate heat
D. convert liquid to gas

J9. When adding refrigerant to an air-conditioning system. it must-enter as a

A. vapor
B. liquid
C. solid
D. either a solid or a liquid-:

20. The tire illustrated here is used primarily on

A. mud.
B pavement
C. sand
D. tall grass

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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al. When tightening the spindle nut on a front wheel bearing after packing the
bearings with new grease, it should be tightened by

A. applying approximately 25 lbs. torque
B. bringing pp tight and ad'ding 1/2 turn
C. bringing up tight and backing off 1/2 turn
D. bringing up tight and backing off one turn

22. You ale setting up a cultivator for a customer to use in cultivating corn.
Which of the following shovel settings will do the best job?

A. B. C.

23. When adjusting a moldboard plow in the field, you should operate the plow
in a previously established furrow. You should check and adjust which of
the following items

A. cross levelness of the plow. Note the respective height of the
"'turned furrows

B. measure the width of cut taken by the first bottom
C. measure the depth of the last furrow and compare with desired depth
D. airof the abab-

24. Which of the illustrations below represents the proper hitching position

A. B.

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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25. Select the coulter below-that would be most appropriate for use in a field
with a lot of trash.

26. What is the recommended method of changing a corn planter in the field to
increase the rate of seeding?

A. Decrease the speed of the seed plate
B. Use a seed plate with more seed cells
C. Select a seed plate with larger seed cells
D. Increase the speed of the seed plate

27. You have a flex planter set up for planting corn with a cell plate having
28 holes. This planter has a 16" diameter press wheel with a 3 to 1 ratio
to the cell plate. The tractor will be traveling at the rate of 3 miles per hour.
What will be the spacing of the ketliels of corn of the rows?

A.
B.
C.
D.

511

6"
711

10"

28. If you plan to harvest torn with a four row harvester, yoti would plant the
corn with a

A. 2 row planter
B. 6 row planter
C. 8 row planter
D. 10 row planter

I.

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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29. Which of the following factors does"not affect the eventual spray application
rate per acre?- o

A-. Pressure and delivery of the pump
B. Volume of the tank
C. Speed of forward travel
D. Nozzle size

30. Select the best in-field adjustment to reduce spray volume.

A. increasing operation pressure
B. lowering operation pressure
C. changing pumps
D. shortening the spray boom

31. If yo .are spraying a wettable powder irid the sprayer clogs, the firgt place
.

you Vould inspect for clogging would be the

A strainer
B. jet agitator
C nozzle
D. pressure regulator

32. How often should the tension of all chains and belts on a new corn picker be
checked when first breaking it in?

A. Every 2 or 3 weeks
B. Every few hours
C. Every 100 hours
D. Weekly

33. On corn pickers, the snapping rolls are adjusted by

A. eye bolts
B. screw
C. lever
D. chain tension

34. When picking corn on rough or rocky land and the corn is standing well, it is
recommended that you use a

A. lower position for the head
B. higher position for the head
C. tighter chain tension
D. narrower spacing for snapping rollers

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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35. Greatest loss when harvesting corn with a corn combine usually occurs in the fo%m of

A. cylinder loss
B. rack and shoe loss
C. headet loss .

D. snapping roll loss

36. Which of the following is the cause of excessive cracked grain while. combining?

A. Cylinder speed Coo high
B. Threshed grain returned in tailings
C. Insufficient concaves and cylinder clearance
D. All the above

371 The part shown in this picture is

A. a ball joint
B. a multiple flex join,t
C. a universal joint
D. a slip shaft coupling joint

.

38. Which of the following illitstrations show correct procedure for
setting knife clip down

A.

B.

C. neither
D. both

v

I

. 39. Which illustration below shows the proper sickle register at the end of the stroke

A. C. neither

D. cannot tell from illustrations

B.

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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40. The driver pulley on your elevator is 4 inches in diametef and runs at
200 RPM. The driven pulley is 8 inches in diameter and runs at

A. 100 RPM
B. 200 RPM
C. 400 RPM
D. 1600 RPM J.

-* a

11. The driver pulley on your auger IS 4 inches in diameter and runs at 250 RPM.
The driven pulley on the auger.must run at 100 RPM. What size driven pulley
is needed?

A. 4 inches
B.. 7 1/2 inches
C. .10 inches
D. 12 1/2 inches

42. When the bronze rod is applied in bronze welding gray cast iron, the gray
cast iron should be heated to

A. a fight'blue color
B. 200 degrees cooler than the motten bronze
C. the same temperature as the molten bronze
D. a bright yellow color

.43. As cylinder speed increases, cylinder loss

inereases
B. decreases
C. cylinder speed has no effect
D. all the above

44. An incorrect cylinder concave clearance

A. , reduced cylinder loss,
B. increases cylinder loss
C. does not affect cylinder losses,
D. none of the above

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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45'.. The tool shown in this illustration is

A. a -vertical micrometer
B. .a depth micrometer
C. a tolerance micrometer
D. none of the above

46. The tool shown in this illustration is

A. a depth micrometer
B. an outside micrometer
C. a vertical 'micrometer
D. none of the above

47. The tool shown below is

A. a round nose chisel
B. a center chisel
C. a diamond point chisel
D. none of the above

48. The tool shown below is

A. a round nose chisel
B. a center chisel
C. a bevel nose chisel
D. none of the above

ta

I

.
GO. TO NFXTTAGE.
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49. 'For drilling hard tough steel, a 1/2 iyich twist drill should be sharpened
to a point angle of
t

A. 12
0

B. 15°, 4.
C. 590
D. 70°

50. The punch used to mark.the location of a hole that is to be drilled
to eliminate drill "wandering" is

A. an 'aligning punch
B. a drift punch

. C. a center punch
D. a pin pgnch

The tool illuStrated below'is
. fi

A. a line punn
B. a center punch
C. ° a pin punch
D. rune of the above

52. The weld joirrt4hown below is

A. a vertical butt
B. a flat" b ntt
C. a flat fillet
'D. none of the above

/

,Lar Mounts of small drops of spatter along arc welding bead results from

A.
B. travel too slow
Q. current setting too high,
D. ',arc todslong

incorrect 'angle of electrC4e

ti

.5%

'GUI° NEXT PAGE



54. .flat bead results froth

13

A. ,arc too short
B. rrec" angle of e ec rode
C. travel too slow
D. current setting too high

55. A spattered weld is most probably caused by

A. improper-arc length
B. high current setting
C. improper electrode angle
D_ improper speed of travel

56s Which of the. sparks shown are produced by grinding cast iron?

A.

B. D.

57. For unloading an assembled 3 bottom plow from a truck, you should use a

A. for,k lift
B. lift boom,
C. wrecker.
D. crane sa

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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58. A load that extends 8 feet over the rear of the truck should be marked
with

A. red flags
B. yellow flags
C. at least 2 lights
D. all the above

59. Hand hack saw blades cut on the

A. forward stroke
B. return stroke.
C. forward and return stroke
D. none of the above

60. Which of the following would not likely cause an "orange peel" finish when
spray painting equipment?

A. Improper thinner
B. Holding spray gun too far or too close to the object being painted -

.C. Too lbw an atomization pressure
D. Paint mixed too much

61. Farmer Brooks is planning to repaint a burned spot on the hood of his
tractor. The generally accepted procedures for doing touch-up work
on metal Are identified below. Which of the following tasks should be done first?

A. Wash the surface.
area

all wax and oil.
B. Build up sanded area with primer-surfacer.
C. Sand until level and perfectly smooth.
D. Apply a coat of thinner to smooth out rough spots.

62. Soda-acid and foam extinguishers must be completely cleaned and recharged

A. once a year
B., every 3 years
C. every 5 years
D. never

63. A tractor can be overturned backwards by

A. setting the drawbar too high
B. setting the drawbar too low
C. lengthening the drawbar
D. sudden application of brakes

r
END OF,,,TEST
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1. If someone enters your shop to visit while you are working, you should
A. ask them to leave
B. ' ask them to make themselves at home, then-check to see if

your insurance is paid
C. warn them of possible dangers
D. provide them with safety goggles or glasses as you warn them'

of any hazards

2. In preparing a 2 -cycle engine for winter operation the crankcase oil
should be changed to .
A. SAE 10 W 30
B. SAE 10-50
C. SAE 10
D. none of the above

3. In a suction type carburetor the fuel tube can be checked-for restrictions
(blockage) by

A. blowing air through it from the screen end
B. blowing air thrQugh it from the end opposite the screen
C. bloWing air through it either way
D. hold it up to a light and visually check the tube for restrictions'

4. A cold gasoline engine generally requires choking. Choking is necessary

A. because cold gasoline is not easy to vaporize
B. to increase venturi velocity so as to draw more fuel from the

carburetor
C. to allow for the "air bleed ". in the main jet system
D. to keep raw gas from entering the manifold

5. The throttle butterfly is located

A. in the crankcase
B. in the fuel tank
C. between the ventri and intake manifold
D. in the carburetor bowl so as to oontrol the fuel leyel

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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6. In a suction-type fuel system, the carburetor bowl and fuel tank are one and
the same. In order for it to serve these two functions.

A. the tank is built shallow
B. the tank is placed above the carburetor
C. a float is placed in t e tank
D. the fuel pipe is no lo ger needed

7. In tuning an engine the fina adjustment of the, carburetor is made ,.

A. before starting th ngine
B. as soon as the engine is started
C. after the engine is warmed up
D. only while it is running at idling speed

8'. In order to get the strongest possible spark from the magneto onsan aluminum
flywheel, the air gap

A. is adjusted as wide*aspoosible
B. is set so that it rubs the flywheel slightly
C. is set by using a postcard as a thickness guage
D. ° is set as close as possible without parts rubbing

9. In trouble shooting a small engine when the ignition system is ,suspected of
causing the problem, the first logical step would be to

A. remove the flywheel and check the condenser
B. remove the flywheel and check the points for pits and adjustment
C. check to see if there is spark at the spark plug terminal.
D. remove the spark plug and see if it is serviceable

10. Spark i provided to the spark plug when the breaker points are

A. op n and the lines of force in the magneto cut the primary coil
B. ope and the lines of force in the magneto cut.the secondary coil
C. closed and the lines of force in the magneto cut the primary coil
D. closed and the lines of force in the magneto cut the secondary coil

11. In 4-cycle small engines the most probable source of low compression is

A. bad valve (s)
B. Carburetor out of adjustment
C. bad spark plug
D. partially blocked exl(aust ports

Gp TO NEXT PAGE
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l2. ; - 2-cycle engines may be hard to s t if

-A. the reed valves do not s
B. oil is nottmixed with t
C. 'the crankCase leaks
D.- all of the above

t
fuel

D

13. The cylinder bores in wprn engine block generally show the most wear

A. outside the ir: -of piston travel'
B. near the top, the area of piston travel
C. near, the bot om of the area of piston travel
D. on the 'Irid e"

14. A newly honed cylinder should have

A. a very smooth surface
B. a coarse surface .

- .
.

C. a surface with a cross-,-hatched honing pattern
D. a surface with a horizontal honing pattern

15. In torquing cylinder head bolts

A. all small engine heads are torqued tts the same specifications
B. cast iron heads are torqued to a lesser inch/lbs. than aluminum heads
C. aluminum heads are torqued with a special torque wrench
D. torquing' should be done to manufacturer's specifications

16.. In checkinWa valve-stem diameter, with a micrometer it.must be checked-in
at least

A.' 5 places
B. 3 places,
C. 4 places
D. 6 places

4

17. The margin on a small engine valve is genetally specified tphe between
1/32 and 1/64 inch. This margin is necessary in order to

A. seat the valves properly
B. prevent them from opening too soon
C. keep from warping the valve stems
D. to prevent burning and wairping of the valve head

GO TO NEXT PAGE



18:. Pictured below are

A. axle bratkets'
B. limited, slip shims.
C. engine bearings
D. engine half -sfeevett

19.. ihkengine part shown below is a part of the

A. fuel system.
B.: lubrication system -
C. exhaust system
D. electrical system

.a0-. Which is the thinttest of these oil viscosity ratings?

A. SAE 5W
B. SAE 30W
C. SAE 10-30W
D. SAE 20-20W

?

r.

21. The main reason for keeping air cooled engines as clean as posSible from
accumulations of dirt and other matter is

A. . to assist in the dissipation of engine heat
B. toreduce'friction
C: to reduce the chance of getting dirt in the gasoline tank
D. to keep ftom overloading the ,engine

"Iactor water jackets are located in the

A. thermostat
B. engine bloc)c
C. radiator
D. oil pan

GO TO NEXT' PAGE
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23. From this diagram of the cooling system, number 2 is

A. coolant sealing plug
B. freeze plug
C. water cap
D. drain plug

24. Using the above illustration, which Way does the water flow in a normal
cooling system in a tractor ?

-;3;
' A. ,_Erom x toward y
B. From y toward x
C. Could flow either way
D.. Could flow both ways

of the folloiving would not cause a tractor engine to overheat?

A. 0-rerflow tube broken off).
B. Loose fan belt
C. Insufficient oil
D. Overloading of the engine

26. Suppose when checking the fuel, systeth on a gasoline tractor you remove
the air cleaner and find that the high-speed nozzle is discharging gasoline
while the engine is idling. What is the probable cause?

A. The idle speed set too high
B. The high-speed needle Valve is open too far
C. The high-speed needle valve is closed too far
D. The flint level is too high

27. If there is water.in the gasoline tank of a tractor, the water

A. will be floating on top of the gasoline
will be mixedtogether with the gasoline thrioughovt the tank

'will be in the bottom of the tank
cannot be foundin the gasoline tank

C.
D.

- GO TO NEXT PAGE
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28. From this diagram of the cross section of a carburetor, number 1 is

A. the diliider plate
B. the float plate
C. the throttle plate
D. the choke plate

2

29. From this drawing of an LPG fuel system,. letter. M is the

A. high-pressure regulator
B. low- pressure regulator
C. one-way safety valve
D. vapoiline valve

30. From this diesel fuel syStem diagram, the part labeled number 3 is the

A. distributor
B. injection pump
C. injector
D. fuel valve

.44
GO TO NEXT PAGE
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31. The tractor engine turns over slowly but will not start. Which of the folloVing
would you check out first as a possible cause of this malfunction?

A. --Generator not functioning ,

B. -Defective fuel system
C. Ran-down battery
D. All of the above

32. Which is the more volatile diesel fuel?

A. Fuel with a cetane number of 40
B. Fuel with a cetane number of 60
C. Fuel with ail octane rating of 98
D. Not enough information available

-33. The tractor engine overheats; Which of the following would you check out
first as a possible cause of this malfunction?

A. Ignition timing late
B. Spark plugs are bad
C. Generator burned out
D. Defective coil

34. The enginKpart shown is

A. a generator
B. an alternator
C. ,a starter
D. an air-conditioning compressor

35. The transmission is slipping out of gear. Which of the following is the
probable cause?

A. Gear teeth worn
B: Excessive main-shaft d play,
C. Universal joint worn o
D. None of the above

O.

'END OF TEST
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1. When shifting the gearg clash. Which Of the I,:lowirK is the probable cause
of the clashing' ?'

A. Speedometer gearS, worn
_12oam ng due to improper lubricant

C. Clutch not releasing properly
D. Univi.q-s81 ioint dragging ,

The engine clutch is making a noise while the !raetor is being operated.
Which of the tollo,Aing rs the probable cause ol the noise?

A. ,Weak clutch, pressure springs
Or on the clutch disk

C. Broken cluteh'pressure springs O
D. None of the ,above.

:3. Tke clutch is grubbing and/uti-chatteeing whim released.
following is the probable cause of this malfunction?

....-

A. F-oreign material on .cLutch disk
B. Weak crutch springs
C. Misaligned linkage parts
D. 'N-one of the above

Which of the

In this drie.ving _Of a differential assembly fthe gear labeled.' ha's 10 teeth and
the gear labeled 2 has .11 teeth. What is the gear ratio?

"
A. . 4.00 to 1
B. 4.10 t.o
C. .410 to I

D. .
None of the above

4

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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5. This tool pictured nun-;t be accurate to \,.%Ithin

A. 1 inch
B.. 1 /it) inch
C. 1/100 inch,
D. 1 1000 inch

a.

When adjusting ring and pinion goat, sets in dilferentials and final drives. the..
gear contact mint set for preper wear From the-following drawings s/kleet
the gear pattern bebt suited tor tractor differentials.

. f )

( .

D.

7 Using the'41rawongs provided below, which one of the following statements is
correct?

A. Ntimbe-r, 1 Is designed for 1000 RPM
B. Number '2 is designect> for 1000 RPM
C. Both.1 and 2 arc designed for 1000 -1,iPM
D Ncithet"1 or 2 ar, designed for 1000 RPM

o

'o

1

lY

2

t',0 TO NEXT PAGE
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S. kVhich of the Willow-Mg is not a reason for a tractor pulling to one ide when
applying both brakes (right and -left)

A. Brake linings soaked with oil
-- rake pedals or shoesittleven13,, adjusted

C. Tire-s not evenly inflated -

the, hydraulic 'system.

If your tractor doesn t drive straight down the road at high speed, the
--probable cause. is

A. orn steering gears
B. , worn front wheeLbearings
C. worn tie rod ends
D. all of the above

A hydraulic accumulator is normally-put in complex hydraulic systems

A. build pressure fast
B. excess oil
C. absorb shock

collect dirt and othe'r

11. This drawing illustrates"a

rd

r

D.

-1Ato_o6:1ve
cork
rotdry valve
check valve

12. This drawing illustrates a

A . an extVnaler pump
B. an inteflial-gear pump
C. a vane plunp
D. a rotor pump

oreign material in the-srvstem

GO TO NEXT PAGE



13. In. which direction does this hydraulic
develop its greatest force?

A. .t ding
B Retra

D. Stopped in the middle

'am/shown in this drawn

14. When trouble shooting a hydraulic system,
'.,milky. This condition is probably/due-to

A. too heavy of a grade of oil
B. . an air leak somewhere- in the system
C. water leaking into the system
D.- all of the above

ti

you find the oil-to be very

This illu stration is of a common type of like cc imeAtion used in tractor
air-Conditioning systems. It is

A 2.- .an aircraft fitting
a hose clamp fitting-- C. an 07ring fitting

D. a flare fitting

4

16. The customer complained ofvery little or no cooling in the cab of his tractor.
While trouble-shooting the system. the following gunge situation was observed.

17 The prpba.ble cause of the customer's complaint is

A. air in the 8ystenv
B. a malfunctioning condenser
C. lack of refrigerant :tharge
D. cannot'be determined'

Low
, Side

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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17. The alidOnnleak detector is used to telt%Vou'about the presen e or, -,,,,absonc cif, refrigerant in an air-condRioniirs-system. It reaTts by a chaitge,
--n..,,inncolor et a propane flame. If that flame is yellow - . , ...

-+ ,---n
. ''' -,--:-,,

41. ;::' a mall amount of refrigerant is present
l'/:.; a arge amount of refrigerant is,pres--------
en''1; n refrigerant is present
0, i e detector is not adjusted correctly

n" l

I'S.
nn

n

, n

n The halide leak detector is used to tell you about the n e or
n _1 absen e of refri,i;erant in-k:fn air-conditioning systep. It 1 t
a chi ge in color of a propanOlame. -14 that name' is urpli h-blue-

n ---- n
n A. / a small amount of refrigevant is present

a large amount of refrigerant is present
no refrigerant is present
the detector is not adjusted correctly

Tre d A has a mach higher cleat than does B. The main purpose of -this
der cleat is

longer tire wear
more floation
More traction
for working in orchards

N

20. _ After the spindle nut is Properly tightened, normally y9 would then

a. A. replace, the.dustAa3Ver-
B. replace the inner sea±l. assembly
C. install a cotter pin.
D. replace the tire and w' eel

GO To NEXT PAGE



21. If you wanted-to buy-new tires Wr your tractor. using this chart. which size
would you select for 24 inch rim and 2000_4_0Jund-load-at-20-1-bs of air pressure?

Tire
Size

A.
13.
6.
D.

9.5/9-24
11. 2/1 24
12.4/11
13. 6/12-:.,

Tire Loans at Various Inflation Pressures

20

. 3r 8-24 1140 122U
9. 5/9-1 1075 1150
7. 50-22 1:110 405
9.5/9-24 1435 15',5
3:5/9 -3'2 f 1630 1744
9.5/9.-36 1725 _ 1850\

11.-240-24. 17:15 1860. \
. .,*----- 11.2/1U-28 1860 1990

11.. 2/10-34
1.--______, 35

It 2,, 10-36 2t b0 2250
11.2/10-88 2155, 23051
11.00 - 16 1835 , 19p5.

.12. 4/11-24 2090 2240
12.4/11 -28 2234) 2385

L
A:ou are responsible for reconditioning this harrow'skftioii shoricn below.
The parts 1 beled 1 and 2 below are worn and need to be replace. They
are called

1300
1225
1500
1640

1980
2120

2400
240
2095
2390
2550

A. discs
B. bearin spools

plain s ools
D. gang be ring housings

Ali

GO:";:r0' NEXT PAGE
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23. When setting up and adjusting a new moldboard Plow, the meAanic
She Uld adjust the pitch of the plow so the heel clearance is

fo"

b.

0"
Iri:2"

C.
2//

24. This plow design is correctly called

A. a slattedetieral piirpose bottom
B. a high speed general purpose bottom
C. a general purpose bottom
D. an extra duty bottom

-1..k coulter blade is-generally called

A. a notched blade
/ B. a plain blade

C. a fluted blade
D none of the above

26. Which of the following drill furrow openers is bast for trashy conditions?

A. Shoe-type
B. Hoe -type

Single -disk
D. lister I

. If you want 21, QUO plants of corn per acre and have seed with 85%
germination, how many seeds must you plant per- acre ?

.

A. 21,000 seeds.
B. . 24,1.50 seeds_
C. 24,700 seeds
D. . 28, 225 seeds

ti

4
do TO NEXT PAGE
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2S. As corn planter speeds are increased difficulty may be uxpected because
A. heavy rates of fertilizer will be applied
B. too many kernels may be-a-problem

cracking of kernels may be a problem
D. seed will be-covered too deeply -

19. You are spraying a herbicide na pasture; With a 12;foot boom having 8
nozzles. The desired adplicati i.ratels 40 gallon per acre. IN tractor is movingat 5 mites, per hour. You are,usi r a, nozzle size of .048" with a zzle

of 40 lbs. P. S. 1. kVIiich f the following factors are needed to check theaPplication rate?,
1

--------. i width,' nozzle number-ant gran, d speed ,
B. Boo 1 width. noizle number at nozzle size
C. , oom whit11,---nozimber and nozzle pressure
D. Boonkwidtri:nozzle number, nozzle pressure, and nozzle size

430. Which of the following tykkis o
displacement pUilap ?

A . Piston pump
B- Gear ptririp
C . Roller pump
D. None-of die above

31. Your spray rig is delivering pray at the rate of 10 gall is per acre.
To increase this to 20 gallons per acre you must

2 times
B decrease the pressure 2 times

s is ari example of a non-positive

Tease the pressure 4 times
i'ea6e, the pressure 4 times

alt of the following situations might result from gathering chains
on a corn picker being too loose or. WO tight?

tar ",stiappine
B. ExcessfveTir on parts
C. Excessive s pkbreakage
D. Increased opor,a at speed required

4.

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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. In the illustration of a corn picker,. the correct point to adjust
chains

A

1

34. Excessive shelled corn lo es,v the ground when picking -corn may be
caused by

A. snapping rolls too wide apart
B. husking roll speed too -high
C. husking root to aggress,ive
D. not 9nough-snapping roll clearance

35: The adjtotment of the corn picker's snapping rolls has a dtrect, .

effect on.,ihit,

A, total yielduse field

B. increased machitilkdraft.
C. rolling friction of the--pieker
D shelling losses

O. You find a large amount of shelled corn o he ground behind a corn
picker. of the fellaWing adjustmen uld help correct.thtP -
condition?

A. Increage rate of forward travel
B. Move'snappidg rolls clos'er together
C. , Decrease the tension on the husking rolls
D. t--Adti tugs to the-snapping rolls

CO TO NEXT PAGE
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37. Ti greatest loss when harvesting soybeans usually occurs at the /

A... cylinder
B. straw rack/
C. gathering/unit
D. cleaning/shoe

38. On a corn picker, generally a lower cleaning fan speed is required for corn of
which, moisture content

A.
B. 20(-7c

C.
D. 30q

39. Knife adjustment is important for proper cutting. Which of the following
illustrates proper ildjuStment,

Q. neither of the above
D. cannot tell from. these illustrations

40. If the chaffer eitengion is too high, as shown, it

A. allows light grain to be blown over
B. causes material to accumulate on chaffer causing.

fl

choking
Increase efficiency

D. all the above .*

1

Q0 TO NEXT PAGE
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41. The width of a. V-belt is the width of

1

42. Which one of the following jobs should not be bronze-WeldC.,,d?

A. Spoke of a cast iron wheel
B. Drop forged ,Jox cud Wrench,
C. Face of an exhalist valve for a tractor
D. Generator bracket

An oxyacetylene torch would bepreferred to ati``,tire welder when!

A.' all work is done in the shop
. cutting,ca.st'iron

welding mild steel plow _leveling lever:-'
1)

,
,,cUtting Steel

ti

t
.. .

. .. .,. .

4. .. On a combine the cylinder loss is usually the lowest, /but the by inder .,"
concave elearancennd Cylinder speed adjusim.'ints have a great effect
on the'rqekand shoe losses in the: combines Poor'a_djustnients will show

up from-too little or too much threShing action. .''''-the threshing action
may be inorealed by

A. inereasin cylintlet speed
B. decreashig,cylitider speed ___..---

C. increasing/the,concave cylinder Clearance ,-
0, none of the aborce ,.,

,1

"4.

45. As cylinder speed is inertias greater than normal for the grain being
harvested, the rack and shoe ses .--

A. F incretrse
. B. decrease -

C. . rematnithe-same
D. .none. of t fie above--- v

GO TO NEXT PAGE
_
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46. The.piece of equipment shown is

A. a hyarometer
B. an injector pump tester

a dynanometer
D. none of the above

47. This picture Shows a mechanic usin plastigage.
Plastigage is used to

A. cheek engine bearing clearance
B. determine number of bushings needed.
C. determine clearance required
D. measure eurvature.of main bearing wear

48. This picture shows the use of

water puinp Pliers-
B. hbrseshoe Jock ring pliers
C. snaP ring pliers
D.. 'hose clamp pliers'

.

49. The operation being perfpr%nvd here is

A. ,eleaning 4 sp4rk plug electrode:
B. measuring the spark plug electrical resistance
C. checking and setting the spark plug gap
D. clippie' the spark Wag electrode

ti
r

50. The weld joint shown below is

A. vertical butt
B, flat butt
C. fillet
D. ncine of fire.abbve

GO TO NEXT IxAGE

a
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Si Vertical are welding In an upward direction,a!;,,compared xith welding the
same materiaLin flat position requires a current setting that is

A. . the same is for flat pe.iition
13. lower thair for flat position
C. higher than for flat position
D. none of those

52. The electrode which is especiajty adapted for .c -welding high
carbon steel is

A. tungsten carbide!
B. monet metal
C. nickel
D. low hydrogen G.

53 The electrode which is.especiallyi adapted for tax welding cast iron

stainless steel
B. a nickel_
C. monel metal

stoodite

54. When welding 1/4" steel angle iron in a flat positi n, the electrode
used should be approximately

A. 1/16"
B. 1/8"
C. 1/4"
D. 1/2"

'w4lw

I

55. Which. of the followin prodedures will give the least dkstortion
when Welding steel? .

A.

B.

C.

GO TO NEXT PAGE*
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56. For towing purposes it'is important to distribute the Load 4eight
- correctly-on the trailer. CheL-se thb sketch below which represyiits

the correct.weight.distributioti-lor transport.

B.

C.

D. -None of the.above
4 -

57. Choose the correct statement below about load binders.

A. They aren't really that important so don't bother with them.
B. They should be substantial enough to Prevent shifting loads-.
C. should hav6 a breaking strength equal to one-half the dead weight

of the load. a

D. Binders are never used on cleat-type tractors.

58. For unloading a crated riding mower from a truck, you should- use a

forklift
lift boom
wrecker .
crane

59. In using a bench grinder to sharpen u fiat cold chisel, the work
Npressure

A,
B.
C.
D.

should be directed at the side
should be directed at the face
should be directed at the side
should be directed at the face

of a fine grain abrasive wheel
of a fine grain abrasive wheel
of a mediuni-grain abrtrsive wheel
of a Medium grain abrasive wheel

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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6 Whic of the following would notbe a proper stroke for use of a
spray gun in painting .a ploW?,

-'
, .

A. Uses free arm motion .
. ___ __B. wing. -qn. a wide arc

C. 'Triggers!' the griat each end of stroke
D eeps the gun parallelito surface.

.

61. If it i nectssary to hav ulk storage pf flanirnable thaterials
(gasol ne, paint thinner, etc.), then it should be.
Q . tored in 5 gallon'tahs
B. toyed away.from the,buildings and covered.. rk-"i.

C. stored in the empty corner -ct the.sh-cip in safety can
D.. s ored but insured heavily

62. . A frier( of yours has become nauseous while cutting or welding
galvaniz d,surfaCes,... He should drink I-

A

A. all \the water he`canT
B. a w ter and vinegar preparation
C. swe t milk
D.,- ice t a

a

63. The subsoil of land you. are considering draining is Yellow and red.
This coloration is a good indication that the subsoil,is

. well drained
B., not well drained
C. a Cecil sandy loam'
D. none of the above

, 64. The width between drainage ditches is inostfected b,y the

A. depth of tile placing'' .
B.' length of tile system
C. diameter of drainage tile

width of field

I.

GO *) NEXT PAGE
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65. From looking at this layout; you can tell that th,e tile4spacing is
going to be ,

285' 6"
B. 108'-

10'
20'

.

You plan to- install-4i 260 feet of pl tc drainage tide. Tile cost
of the tile. 11 be approximately

. A. $4--260
B. 4044278
C. $ 850
D. $ 225'

the tile drai2e-e system illustrated below is

,giatit-on'type-----/..
13. double main type
C.' herringbOne type
D. 'parallel type

4 END OF TEST

/





A. ApplicatfOn of Fertilizer to Trees
41,

"1. Given a ,site with established trees, the student will demonstrate the
proper Method of taking a soil sample and will determine the need
for fertilizatIOn by interpteting the results': of the soil test..

Given several .fixed analysis fertilizers, the student will
determine the pounds of actual plant food in each

OBJECTIVES
HORTICULTURE

1/4

1

_

3. Given tree& exhibiting undersized or yellow leaves; spume foliage, or
little twig Or branch growth, the student will determine the fertility
needs of'the'plants. .

L

1 ,

. 4. ,'qiven liquid and granular fertilizer t1 student will
calibrate and apply the needed materials to the landscape plants-

, - ,ind will prepare the equipment for storage following use./1 , 1

Ti* Items.

-Vorm A-3,' Items 1, 2
Form B -14 Items.1, 2, 3, 4

/Form B-2, Item 1
Form B-3; Item 1

B. Identification and SelaCtion of Tree and Shrubs

1. Given a group of trees and shrubs common to tha are4, thestudent
will correctly idenfify each by common name of by. soientific name
with the aid of references or an identification, key.

2.. Given sets of landscapingplans that call for plants by physical
size and a tree and shrub,,list, the student will specify those
plants that will fit the space.

3.- Given a group of trees and shrubs, the studentwill select those
--that best meet the requirements for their intended function -r'

Test Items

Form A-1, Items 4, $, 8, 9, 16,,18,--35,, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36,:

J

Form A.,2, Items 2, 10, 11, 17, 200 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33:, 34 35, 36, 37, 41, 42
Form A-*Items,3, 5, 27, 28, 29
Form B-71Itetns 5, -6, 7, 8, 9, 10
Form B-2, Items 2, 3, 5, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70
form B-3, Itemit 3, 31, 3,3, 34, 35, 57, 59, 63

*
"), A

4, 30



G. priming trees and Shrubs and Hedges

1. Given an injured tree or shrub, the .student will enionstrate the . .
procedure for removing and/or repairing the in 7.T

. to, :. . 9 '.

2. Given.a shrub in need of rejuvenation, the stude will remOve
the necessary wood to restore the shrubls you 1 appearance.

)3. Given an odd shpe*d shrub, the student Will tu3e rrective pruning '
to develop a more balanced and compact appears 0e. .,.

4. Given4 formal hedge and the intended conformati the student
. will shear it to maintain a thick and compact gro

Test Items.

Form A-1, Itearis 17, 24
Form A-3, Item 4
Form B-2, Item 44
Form B-3, Item 53, .

D.; Planting Trees and Shrubs

1. Given a landscape /Stan and various types of trees a shrubs which
are bareroot, balledand burlapped, the student wil Gtransplant
each using the recommended procedure and pr,actic

.2. Given tiees needing protection from winter winds a temperatures,
the student will properly wrap and Stake the trees cording to
industry standards.

411)

i

3. The student will demonstrate thp recommended me od Of waterin

yet
wly planted trees and shrubs,

. -..
.

4., Given an organic mulch material and slifficient ha iici-tools, the
student will apply a mulch to the trees and shrubs to conserve
moisture, mzaintain an even soil temperature, and add 0;4 the beauty
of the surroundings.

Test. Items

Form A-3, Items 24, 25
Form B-1, Item 74
Form B-2, Items 59, 60
Forifi Items 27, 37, 60

:4-

vrb
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t

E.. Tree Maintenance Procedures

1. Given a tree damaged by insects and/or diseases, the student will
'demonstrate the ability to carry out the recommended control
Measures safely and will clean'and store equipment used according
to recommended procedures.

.
.

:?.-Given-iOpe,add a work order which requires rope to be used, the
r . t student,Will demonstrate the ability to tie the following knots and

- 3spierCes without the use of references: (a) boivline; (b) bowline on a bite ;
(c) clove hitch; (d) square knot; (e) sheet bend; (f) timber hitch; (g) half
Ititbh; (h) tautlinef (i) block.

3. Given a tree with a split fork or crotch, the student will demotfstrate
'the ability to climb the tree and secure necessary cables and .

C -4

fasteners according to industry stand4rds.

4. Given g tree in need of trimming or removal, the student will
A demonstrate the ability to climb the tree, remove limbs, and/or

cut the trunk, and grind the stump according to recommended safe
procedures.

Test Items
.

Form B-I, Item 12
Form B-2, Items 6-, 7, 61 r'`Form B:3,1tems 2, 36 56, 58 61, 62, 64, 016."

t.
4 I

F. Planting Media Preparation
to

le

1. Given a choice of materials, the student will se ect those that
meet basid requirements and prepare the following media: (a) rooting;
(b) potting; (c) fine seeded

Giiren a chemical sterilant, tIle,student will dem'Onstrate the
procedure,' with proper safety precautions, in sterilizing a
bench of media.

Giverta bench of media needing sterilizing, the student will
demonstrate the recommended method for steam sterilization.

Test Items

Form Al-1, Item 19
Form B-1, Items 13, 14; 15
Form B-2, Item 74
Form B-3, Items 4, 38, 43
.1

a

. 2
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Tes Items .

G. Fertilization of Floral Plants ,

1.. Given a media qample, the student will- determine if a soil
conditioner is needed; and, if so, blend a suitable conditioner
into a bench of media.

2. Given several fixed analysis fertilizers, thelffildent willAetermine
the pounds of actual plant food.

3. Using a concrete mixer, the student will. add soil amendments
(micronutrients) to plant media. .

4: Using a liquid fertilizer applicator system, the student will
demonstrate the procedure to fertilize a'bench of media:

Test Items

Form A -3, Item 32
FOrul B-3, Items 39, 48

"a.

H. Greenhouse Plant Propagation

-1. Given a Sample of seed, the student demonstrate the various
Steps in the seeding operation from s -d preparation to the
maintenance of seedbeds or seedrowilf

1 r

2. Given vvious samples of seeds, the 4""fudent will demonstrate
. proficiehcy in stratification and scarification treatmentor, " .

seeds to improve germination. .

a

3: Given various floral plants, the at nt will dgniOnstrate proficiency
in leaf-bial.and leaf cuttings as me ods of propagation and will
prepare the cuttings for rooting. 4

Given various -types of bulbs to be prOpagated, the student will
demonstrate the ability to separate the slabs oi 'offsets and
replant in order to achieve rapid uultiplication of bulbs..

,
Min A-3-i Item; 33, 34, 35, 3.6

fi

5
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Maintaining Desirable Environmental Conditions in the.Greenhouse
.1. Given floral crops to be grown and an equipped,greenhouse, the

student will demonstrate the ability to operate the heating, ventilating,
and cooling systems to ,maintain a-specified temperature- and humidity.

The student will demonstrate the ability to operate and maintain
utornatic watering systems and to hand water pot, bench /and
edgrown crops according to specified. procedures.

I.

3. Given; specific floral crops or a variety of "floral crops, the student
will operate and maintain lighting and shading systems according
to specified procedures.

4. Given crops to be grown in the greenhouse and appropriate references,
the student will determine the greenhouse environmental conditions
needed for the crops.

Test Items-

Fop% A -1, Items .10, 12

Form A-3, Iteina 38, 39
Form B-3,, Item 42 I.

J. Insect and Disease Control. in the Greenhouse

1. Given floral plant specimens common to the area that are damaged
by disease, insects or other pests, el student will be able to
recognize the source of the damage, e ther on sight or by using a
recognized referenre

21 The student will Ile able to carry out recommended procedurei for
controlling specific floral pest problems using chemicals, cultural
and/or mechanical methods.

3. Given.a variety of floral cropp.,in a greephouse, the student will
be able to implement a preveAtative ,programtcue pest control.

Test Items

Form B-1, Item 16.
Form B-2, Item 9

,

4t.

a;

c.



K. Use and Characteristics ofFlowers, Plants and Decorative Materials

1. Given various-Common cut floWers found,in the local fl::)rat businesSes,
the student will identify' each by name and give its identifying
characteristics.

-
'2. Given-loliage and floes -ling pot plants commonly found in local

-floral businesses, -the tudent willbe able to identify each by
name and give its most common uses.

3. Given a variety of greens used for design work, the student will
identify each and give its ,common uses in degign.

4-. ThAtudeat'must be able to recognize decorative material@ such as
containers, ribbons, netting and holding devices and be able to
determine how each is used in flower design.

-Test Items

Form A-1, Items 7, 13, 20, 23, 40, 42
Form- A-2, Items 1, 4, 21, 23, 25, 26, 40, 43
Form A-3, Items, 6, 37, 40
Form B-1, Items 17, 18,19, 20, 72
Form B-2,,Iterns 10, 11, 72
Form B+-3, Items 41, 44, 45, 46, 68, 71

L. Arranging and Designing with Flowers and Decorative Materials

1. Given a variety of cut flowers, and decorativeilant material and
accessories, and an order for an arrangement the student will .
Select the basic design shape, an appropriate container and arradge
the flowers using approved techniques to the satisfaction of the
instructor.

t-
2. Given adequate plant material and accessories and arrangement,.
. needed, the student-will construct each of the following arrangements:

(a) Centerpiece; (Ii) hospital arrangement; (c) corsage; (d) basket
(e) wedding bouquet.

Test Items

Form B-1, Items 21, 22, 23, 24
a

Form B-2, Items 12, 13; ,14

I.'" 11)



M. Pruning Landscape-Plants and Trees

1. Given an injured plant, the student will remove and* repair
the injury.'

2. Given a shrub in need of rejuvenation, the student will _ino've
the necessary work to restore the shrub's youthful appearance.

3. Given an odd shaped shrub, the student will use corrective
pruning to develop a more-balanced and compactiappeara,nce.

4. Given a formal hedge And the intended conformation, the student
will shear it to maintain a thick and compact growth.

Test-Items-

B-I, Item 25
4 Forth B-3; Item 29

L Fertilizing Established Landscape Plants and Trees

lq'he, student will-demonstrilte the proper method of selecting a
soil sample and determine the need for fertilizer.

2. Given several fixed analysis fertilizers, the student determine
the pounds of actual plapt food.

3. Given landscape plants exhibiting undersized or yellow leaves sparse
foliage, or little twig growth, the student will'determine
'fertility needs of the plants.

4.. Given liquid and granular fertilizer applicator's, the student will;
calibzste and apply the needed materials to the landscape plants
and prepare the equipment for storage following use

Test Items

Folm A-3, Iten)7
Form B-I, Item 26

Otni B-2i Items 15, 16, 17
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Os Watering and-Weeds Control of Landscape Plants -

1. Given various types, of watering equipment and, landscape
the students will select the most appropriate equipment to use
to supply the moisture needs of the arlea.

2. Gi-veri speciftd type 4,1andscape planting, thA_sitident.will
determine the amount and frequencrorwatering-heeded to provide
the necessary moisture.

i . ,
... '3. Gtven a ,aituation 01 weed infestation of a landsca*. area,, the

student Will recosnize the problem-and carry ouVthe appropriate
chemical, cultural, and/or mehanteal:proesdures neceUary for
controtting Weeds.

. f :
4. Given Chemical weed control sprayers, the..student will demonstrate

the ability to properly mix and apfily-the spray material and clean
,,,

the equipment for storm:`'
...,

I
1 .

Test Items

Form B-1, Itetris27, 28, 29
Form Item 1$
Form B4,1tkni 72

P. Planting Landscape Plants and Trees
z

71. GiVen a landscape plan and various types of plants which are
. bareroot, balled and burlapped, and container grown stock, the
-student will transplant the plants usIng the recommended practices.

2. Given trees needing protection from winter winds and tempersitifres,
the student will properly wrap and stake the trees.

3. The student will demonstrate they recommended method of watering
newly-planted stock.

4. Given an (wattle mulch material and adequate hatid tools, the
student will apply a mulch to the landscape plantings to conserve moisture,
maintain an even soil temperature, and add to the beauty of the
landscape.

Test Items

Farm A-3, Items 30, 31
Form B-1, Item 30



Landscape Insect and Disease Control

1. Given ten landscape plant specimens damaged by disease, insects
or pests, the student will be able to recognize the source of the
damage, either on sight or using a recognized reference.

_ ,

2. Given a recognized reference and landscape plant specimens, ,the
student will be able 'to determine recommendations for control'pf
certain pests.

3. The student will be able to carry out recommended proceduyes
for controlling specific plant,pest problems.

4. Given a landscaped area, the student wilt be able to implement :a
preventative progrdm for pest control.

.

Form A-2, Items 5, 6, 7, 8 G.

Form A-3, Itemg 8, 9
Form B-I, Items 31, 32
Form B-2, Item 19
Form B-3, Item 49

R. Landscape Site Preparation

L. Given a site to landscape, the student will collect representative.soil samples for testing.

2. Given a site to landscape, the student will,make the soil changes
needed based cinkhe soil test results.

3. Given a site to landscape, the student will use hand tools to-grade
and drain the site according to the landscape plans.

4. Given a site to landscape, the student will construct walls,. patios,
walks, and other structures according to the landscape plans.'

Test Items

Form B-2. Item 20
Formj1-3, Item 73
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.*-

planting Media Preparation
. _

1. Given a choice of materials, the nelebt those
that meet basic requirements and prepare the following media:
(a) rooting (b) potting; (c) fine seeded.

2. Given a chemical/ sterilant the student will demonstrate the
procedure, with: /proper safety precautions, in sterilizing a
bench of media. /

3. Given. an organic mulch material and-adequate hand tools, the
student will apply a mulch to young,nursery-stock.

Test Items

Forth B-1, Item 33
. Form B-2, Items,8,

Ts* Fertilization of Nursery Stock

1. Given a media sample, the student will (tete
conditioner is needed and if so, blend a sui
into a bench of media.

mine if a soil
Itable conditioner

student *fitlletermine2. Given several fixed analysis fertilizers, the
the pounds of actual plant food.

3. Given correctly, calibrated liquid and granular fertilizer applicators,,
the student will apply a prescribed amount of materials to a given
plot and preparethe equipment for storage following use.

d msing a concrete mixer, , udent will add soil amendments
micronutrients) to plant m

7a.

Test I ms

Form /B -1, Items 34, 35, 36, 70
Form/ B-2, Item 22,
Forth .1373, Items 5; 47

A --it
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U:---. Identification and Selection of Nursery Stock

1.- Giiren a group of trees and shrubs gammon to the area, the
student will tly ideally and select those that are in the best.
'conditio trans lanting. ( ,

2: Given bets of 'land apitig plans that call for plants by physical
-

size and a plant li t,, the student will specify a plant That will.
,fit the space.

3. Given a group of trees and shrubs, the student will select plantf
that best meet the requirements for their intended function. q.

`4!
Test Items

.

Form A-3, Item 10
Form 13-1, Items 37', 38, 39, 40
Form B-2, Item 23
Form 13.73, Items 32, 51, 54, 65, 67

s.

V. Planting and TranspiantihNurse StOck

1. Given samples of seedlings, t student will identify the samples
that are ready for transplanting.

2: Given four different kindkof plant cOntainers, the student will
select the proper contataer for plaskting annuals according to .

4 .

intended use by consumer.

3. Given various nursery plants, the student will demonbtrate the
primary methodis tol harden plants for transplanting. ,,

,
41. Given suitable specimens. of a variety of three treat; and the

.necessary,supplies, the student will correctly dig, ball, and
burlap the specimens. .

. .

5. The student will demonstrate the proper method of watering
newly planted stock. , ,

,Test Items

Forth A-1, Item 43
Form B-1, Items 11., 73, -75, 76
Perin. B-2, Item 73
Form p-3, iteras 6, 28., 75, 76'
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4' W. Sexual Propagation

-Given Nslarious samples of seeds, the studentwill demoiistrate
profiCiency, iur treating seeds for germination, i. e. stratification
and scarificatja.-

2. -Given a. sample of .seed, the student will monstratethe various
steps in the seeding operation froth* seedbed preparation to the maintenance
of seedbeds or seedrows,

.

C-13

Tesiitems

Form Item 11-
Ft:a.m. B7..1, Items 41, 42, 43

X. Propagation by. Cuttings -

1. Given a
prepare
Criteria

1 I Given a
Prepare
driteria.

14

group of hardwood stem parts and a knife, the Student will
specindens for mist bed propagation accordipg to recognized

ii

group of softwood stem parts and a knife; thg student will
speciniens forpist bed propagation'according to recognized

3. The student Will prepare benches of stem cuttings for effective
root developniqnt under natural and controlled'conditions

4. The student will properly control and maintain environmental
conditions necessar4yfor mist bed-propagation.

Test Items

Form B-1, Items,44, 45, 46, 47
Form -B-2, Item 24
Form B-3, Itenti 7, 8, 55 .

014

4
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Y Grafting and Budding
_ .

1. Gillen the necessary tools and materials, the student 111 demonstrate
the correct technique for A) whip grafting and (by cleft grafting.

2. Given a variety of plants, the student must be able to propagatevall
varieties by grafting or buddinge whichever method is beet suited
for the plant and intended purpose.

Test Items

Form A-3, Items 1304, 15
Form B-1, Items 48', 49, 50, 51, 52
Form . B -2, Items 25, 26, 27, 28, 29
Form B-3, Items 9, 10, 52,

zi
,

Z. Pruning Nursery Stock

1. Given a set of plaits And the purpose(s) of prong each, the
student will correctly prune each plant.

2. Given a net of recently pruned plants, the student will demonstrate
the correct procedure (s) of caring for cute.

kGiVen a set of plants with one or more of the following injuries
-(a) cold injuries or (b) pest or disease injuries, the student Will
demonstrate thq correct procedure for removing and caring for

_the.injurise es. 1

Test Itenle

. Form A-1, Item 41
Form Item 16
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A4. Nursery Weed Control

r
I

C.-15

..
1. -Given-a situation of 4iarious weeds giliwing in ornamental plants,
. the studept will,00rrectly ideiflifylhe.Weed and select Arid conduct

appropriate procedures and processes necessary Xor controlling
r. the-weeds.

2., &Ilea a situation of Various weeds growing ,in a grail) of container
plants,- the 'stipclent will correctly identify the,weed4andselect and
cisduct'appropriate procedures and processes necessary for

'-controfline the weeds.

3. Given chemical weed control sprayers., the student will demonstrate
..the ability to properly calibrate. the sprayer and, following use,

clean.the equipment for storage. ti$ . 4

Test.Items r`
..

Form A71, Item 27 . .
°Form A-2, ItOns 12, 15,

..r-- ..
..

.
s.--..:4

BB. Nuisery Disease and Insect and Pest Control

4. Given plant specimens damaged by disease, insects or pests, the
student will be able to recognize the source of the damage. either
on sight or using a recognized reference.

2. Given a recognized reference arid nursery stock specimens, the
student will be able to determine -recommendatibns for control
of certain pests.

3. The student will beble to carry out recommended procedures for
controlling specific plantpest problems:

4. Given a nursery field plot of container stock,- the student will
be able to tmplementh preventative program for pest control:

,

Test Items

Form A -1,;" Item 22
Form A-2, Item 39
Form A-3, Item 42
Form.B-1, Iteni 53
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C. Safe us.of pest Control Chemicals

1. StudeAts should be able to recognize from labels the type of
pest that a particular:pesticide is designed to control.

2. Given various pesticides, the student should be able to demonstrate
the precautions to be taktiii when handling-and mi5dng pesticides.

*
:g. St4lente should be able'te demonstrate safe procedures to be-

. folIbwed when applying pesticides. .:
J. . 4

4. Given surplus pesticides andcontainer s, thkstudents should be
able to-demonstrate the procedure for safe disposal and storage.

5. 'Students should be able to Select the most appropriate pesticide
far a given problem.

.
,..

6. Students should be able to follow various legal restrictions when)
.

using pesticides. . ., #
.. . -

0 'Kest Items ti

Form B-1, Itern 69 .b

form B-2, Items 62,, 63,v 6e
0.FOren, B-3, Item 30 . . .

t

DD. Selecting Turf grasses for New Plantings

1: Given, the intended use of a particUlar turf area, such as-golf
greens' and lawns, the student will select the best speciekor
`varieties to use. - .i

.2. Given a set of environmental and soil conditions for a specific
turf area, the student will select the most appropriate species
orpixtures of turfgrass (es) to use.

3. °Given a set of management practices for a turf area, the student
Will select the most appropriate va.rietie,s, for establishment.

'4. Gived an established turf areas the student will identify `the
common turfgrasSes growing in the area.

Test Items

Forni A-3, Item le
-Form B-1, Items 54,'55
Form B-2, Items 30, 31, p2
Form 1573, Item,s 11, 12

.4
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EE. Turf Site Prepdration,

1. Given a planned turf site, the student will recognize areas which
indicate a need for sub-surface drainage.

2. Given a rough graded turf site with adecialte.sub-surface drainage,
. student will perform those.operations necessary to provide for
surface drainage of the site.

3. Given a rough graded and drained turf area, the student will prepare the
seedbed soil surface,by using small engine powered or tractor-
driven tillage equipMent. .

4. Given h graded and drained turf area, the student will abprytlime
and fertilizer as recommended by soil test results and will

. incorporate these materials. into the soil to assure meeting nutrient
needs of the grasses to be planted.

'Test Items ,

Form A-3, Item 17
Form B-I, Items 56,.57, 58
Fbrm B-2, Item"; 33, 34
Form B-3, Item$13, 69, 70 .

0

.

FF. Turf Establishment By Seeding and Vegetatively; Planting

I. Given.a prepared turf site,. the student will be able to demonstrate
proper seeding procedures for establitihinea prodattive and
manageableturf.

2 The student will be able to demonstrate the proper procedure for
removing sod from established sod prodticing areas and transplant
the sodin a prepared turf 'site.

`3 diven,,a commonly used mulching material,' the student will
demonstrate the proper method of mulching a newly seeded turf
area to insure improved eStablishment.

4. Given a prepared turf site, the student *ill demonstrate the
proper method of vegetative turf by stolonizing.

Test items

Form A-1, Item 14
Form A-3, Item 16, 19
Form E-1, Items 59', 60
Form B -2, Items 35, 36, 37, 38, °39, 40
Fain B:3, items 14, 15
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GG. Renovating Old Turf Areas

1. Given an old turf in poor condition, the student will detericine The
cause (s) of low productivity and decide if renovation will correct
the poor condition or if reconstruction is the-most feasible
corrective measure.

, 1+- 1_
2. Given the cause (s) orpotir condition in an old turf area that can be

.renovated, The student will determine the procedures and/or pr.ocesses
necessary to.correct the poor condition of the turf area anal wilt"w
demonstrate these procedures.

Teat Items
=1!

Form. B-1,Item 61
Form B-2, Items 41, 42, 431, 45
Form Items 16, 40, 50

et

HH. Maintaining Turf Fertility
4

1. Given a specific turf area, the student will be able to take a soil
saMple and prepare the sample for Luit sis by a recognized soil
testing laboratory.°

2. Giveh a soil test report, the student will interpret the reco'mmenda-
timis in terms of amount, -rate and analysis' of fertilizer to apply.

3. Given a set bit fertilizer recommendations, the student will select
the most efficient and economical fertilizers for the turf area
and apply the fertilizer and/or lime according to recommended

0procedures.

:rest Items

F.eizM D=1, Items 62, 63i 64, 71
Form B-2, Denis 46, 47, 48, 49, .50+, 51, 71
Form 11-3, Items 17, 18, -19+, 20, 74

4: '71-'4.)
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II.- Mowing Turf Areas

1. Given a specific type of turf area (lawn, fairway, golf green, etc.),
the student will select the equipmentneeded to mow the turf areas'
according to its intended use. .

t.

C-19

2. Given various types of mowing equipment, the stuslentwill properly
. adjust the equipment for cutting height according to the type of
turf area to be mowed.

3-. Given properly adjusted mowing ,equipment, the student will demonstrate
those procesims and procedures necessary for mowing a variety of
turf areas and turfgrasses.

. ,
4. Given properly adjusted aerating and thaiChing equipment, the student

will dbmonstrate the ability to operate this equipment in order to
maintain'a given type of turf area. .

6 V

Test Items .

t'orM. A-3, Items 20; 2p
Form B -1,' Items 65, 6 - 4, .
Form B-2, Items 52, 53, 54
Form B-3, Items 21, 22

.1,1; .Watering Turf Area

1. Given.various types of watering equipment, the turf variety (ies)
and the use of the turf area, the students will select the most
appforriate equipment to use, to.supbly the moisture needs of the'
area.

2. Given a specific turf area, The student will determine the amount
and frequency of watering needed and perform those procedures
which will meet the turf area's moisture needs.

Test Items

Forth A4, Item 15 .
Form Ap-3, Item 22
Form B-2, Item 55
Form B-3,- Item 23



Xi C.. Turf. Weed Control
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1: Given a situation of weed infestation of a turf area, the 'student
will be able to recognize the problem and carry out the appTopriate
chemical, cultural and/or mechanical procedures and processes
necessary for controlling the weeds.

2. Given chepticat weed control sprayers, the student will demonstrate
the ability to properly calibrate the sprayer, and follikring use,
clean the equipment for storage.

Test Items

Form A-2, Items 3, 14
Form 'B-2, Item 56

LL. Turf Disease, Insect, and Pest Control

1.- Given turf specimens common to the area damaged by disease,
insects or other pests, the- student will be able to recognize the
-source of the damage, either on sight or by using a recognized reference..

2. The student will be able to carry out recommended procedures for
controlling specific turf pest problems using chetnicals cultural, \
and/or mechanical methods.

.3. Given a turf area, tho. student will be able.to implement a
preVetitatiye program for pest control.

Test Items

Form A-I, Items 1, 2, 3, 6
Form B-1, Item '67
Form B-2, Items 57, 58
Form B-3, Items 24, 25
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MM. fiend and Power Tools and Hardware Used in Ornamental Horticulture

1. Given various idnds of hand and pbwer tools used in ornamental
zhorticulturethe student will be-able to correctly, identify the
tools and describe their uses using g-proper tool nomenclature at
a level of performance'established by the-instructor,

. .

2. Presented various kinds of hardware commonly used on horticultural
equipment, the student will be able to correctly identify the
hardware by using the proper- nomenclature and describe the use of
the hardware at a level, of performance acceptable to the teacher.

3. Provided equipment requiring the use of various tools and /or
hatdware in order to repair or service the equipment, the student
will be able to select the proper tools and/or hardware tO complete
the service.-or repair and use the tools ,and hardware at a level
of performance acceptable to the instructor.

4. Presented selected items of- tools in need of repair, or requiring
general maintenance, the student will, able to make such repairs
or perform. such general -maintenance procedures to a level of
performance acceptable to the instructor.

5. Provided selected tools and power equipment, the student will
exhibit safe operating procedures for the various tools to the

-satisfaction of the teacher or an employer.

Test Items

Form A-1, Items 11, 21,26, 41, 43
Form- A-2, Items 9, 13, 16, 18, 19, 22, 24, 27, 38, 39

-
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NN. Operation and Care of Small Gasoline Engines

1. The student should be able to identify the two basic types of
small gasoline engines and explain their principles of operation with
ccuracy.needed' to differentiate between them.

2. The student should be able to use the proper procedures for preparing
to start and starting a small gatioline engine including refueling to prevent
starting troubles and accidents.

3,. The student should be able to operate, adjust engine speed and load,
. and stop Small gasoline engines using procedures which promote

optimum engine efficiency and operator safety.

4. The studeneShould be able to properly clean a small gasoline engine to
prevent overheating and excessive wear due to dirt entering the
engine.

5. The" student should be able to prepare a small gasoline engine
properly for storage of three or more months duration, to prevent
corrosion and dainage.

Teat Items

Form A.-3, Item 23
Form Item 68-

60,Maintenance?f Small Gasoline Engines

I. The student should be able to identify the different types of
carburetbr air cleaners commonly found on 'small. gasoline
engines and clean and service them according to the manufacturer's
specifications.

2. The student.should be able to identify the three types of fuel strainers
commonly found on small gasoline engines and clean and service
them according to the manufacturer's specifications.

3. The student should be able to select the right kind or oil, keep the
proper crankcase oil level, and change *lie oil in a four stroke cycle
engine according to the manufacturer's specifications for small
gasoline engines.

4. The student should be able to select and'service the spark plug on two
and four stroke cyole engines according to manufacturer's specifications.

5. The student should be able to.identify the principles of carburetor
operatron in small gasoline engine; and adjust the carburetor valves on
eomition small gasoline engines for most efficient performance.

Test Items

Form B-2, Items 75, 76
,Form B-3, Item 26

O
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* APPENDIX D

MA STiltY TESTS

HORTICULTURE

Forth A-1
Form B-1
Form A-2
Form B-2
Form A =.3
Form B-3

0
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FORM A -1

HORTICULTURE MASTERY -TEST
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1. This slide shows

A. °red spider mites
B. aphids
C. ants.

D. rust.,

2. This slide shows an example of

A. black spot
B. brown patch
C. rust
b. apple scab

3. This slide shows

A. scale
S. powdery mildew
C. mealy bug
D. anthracnose

This is an example of
,

A. oak leaves
B. maple lekves
'C. ash leaves
D. beech leavesA

lq

5. This is on example of

A. Tallhedge Buckhorn
, B. Flowering Quince

C. Washington Hawthorn
D. Spreading Cotoneaster

6. This slide illustrates

A. ,phosphorus deficiency
B. fire blight 4

CI chlorosis
D. weed killer injury

4

GO TO NEXT'PAGE
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. This flower pictured id-a

Onquil
B. Crocus.
d. Tulip
D. Iris

. This slide.is an'oexample of
tic -

A. Spreading Cotoneaster
B. Flowering Quince
C. American Holly
D. Washington Hawthorn

i thii is an example of

,

A. Variegated Honeysuckle
B. Variegated Wigelia
C. ,Variegated Euopymous
D. . None of the above

10. This picture shows two forms of

A.trfertilizer pellets
B. jiffy - 7
C. pressed mulches
D. soil conditioners

11. This machine is used to

A.. sterilize soil
B. apply soil nutrients
C. spread dry mulch -

D. shred soil 4

12: This device is used in greenhouses to

A. 'beat Water
B. cool water
C.' heat air
D. cool air.

o

GO TO NEXT PAGE
fi
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,13.% This, flower is-

'A. ap Easter Lily
B. a, Peony .

C. 4,POinsettla
D4 4 Calendula

, -: :
. ,

14. This picture,sholvn example of
. ,- .

A: . application. of 11.:Finid fertilizer
B, lemu.Wfied applitation of mulral
r hydrewatering,

. . ,

:7- '' D. ' hyOwseeding;
.-

.

A

15.' This picture shows an eietmple of
a .

A. a spray nozzle, for herbicide '

.
.

B. insecticide spray nozzle
. C. water,fOgger

D. an impact sprinkler s'

' 16. .,This picture shows an example of

A. Oregon_Grape Holly *
B. 1.10tZ Japanese Holly
C. Azaleas
D. Rhododdpdron

17. This picture shows an

A. - topiaty,

B. esptaier
.

C. arbor
D. none of the abo'Z'

example of

18. This decorative plant is

A. Wegeili4

B. a Rubber Plant
C. Forsythia

' D. Common Lilac

I

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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19. This procedure is `Used to.

A. ..fumigate soil.
B.. Maintain soil moisture °
C. qontrol soil temperature
D. 1<eep plants from startiog to gtow

4

__

04

20. This slide ,illustrates

r 'A. -SnapdrAgons
B. Narcissus
C: EastO Lilies `
0: Daffodils- t

-
4

21.. Thig tool is.

'A.- -1a.gplks tooth farrow
:134- a,LYblade. *

C. a root' sna.f,ffer

D. a subsoil plow .

.

. .

22. Thiseaf probTem is

A

A. chlorosis f'

arrthracnose s..,"

C. scald
P' ° D. :leaf miner damage

"Phase flowers are

A. roses,
--

B. marigolds

4

C., chEysanthemums.
D. asters

e.

I

.0

f.

pc'
.

,..-_

:24,..,:_ The cultural practice shdwn here .is
,

_ ':? --r,. .:-.. .4.,
A. an espalier'
B. a toplary-', 8.

..

C. * an arbor
)

.-
8 14: a trellis,'

. .

Is

F.

(

1'

1

4

00
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41.4- NorwaySpruCe
Red Pie e . -1,

C. "a,ue'Rug Juniper
, ,

.. D. Ilugh0 Pine. *,

ThiS4$2.ant Is an example of

1414.....

This meal/A, is s.

4t4..

I.

A. a grassflail chopper
B. a vaeuum
C. a mower' with 0 clipping bag atiachment
V. :ArAbockharvester

4`.
This pint is an exampIe-of

. 4

A., Poison Ivy
B. Smartweed
C. Fooftail

D. Nimblewill

28. This tree is a

,

A. London Plane'
B. Red Maple
C. Silver Maple
D. Norway Maple

e

-v

4;

4,

"a,

J1

dw

29. This isan example o

A: Pin Oak .

B, jRed.Oak__

'C. - White Oak ',,

,4 D. Willow Oak
J

30. Thig tilde is an example

A. Littleleaf Linden
B. Lilac
C. Yatsuratree

-.D. Eastern Redhusi

"G*0 TO'NEXT PAGE

g
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This slide is an example of

A. Red (Yak,
B. Pin pak,

0 C. Scarlet Oak
D. White Oak

.
'

32*. This slide is an-example of

BGolden Raintree
Honeylocust SI

C. Mimosa
Z. Japanese Pagodatree

r

33: This slide is*an example, of

4N,

Tuliptree
B. Silver Maple

American Sweetgum'
D. none of the above

.

34:: 'This slide is an example'of

A., Ohio Buckeye
87 Persimmon .

C. Russian Oliver
D. Katquratree

.
35. This is an example of-

-A._ Norway f.iple
B. Hedge Maple
C. ,.London1Plane

.

D. Stier Maple

36. 'This is an qxample of

A. Common Box
B. Cranberry Cotoneaster
C. Convexlqaf Japanese,Holly
D. irethorn

GO TO NEXT PAGE
)
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37. This is, an example of

_b

A. viburnum
B. 'dogwood
C. chestnut
,D. none of the above

38. This tree is

A. a Red Maple
B. a Silver Maple

a London Plane
an Ohio Buckeye

ti

7 1

39. This picture shOws an example of

A. Coniexleaf-Japanese Holly
B. ,tuarf Privet
C. Rhododendron
D. - 'American Holly

40. These flowers are called

A. Irises
B. Tulips
C. Gladiolus
D. Petunias

$

41. The tool being used here is

A. hand shears
1L. loping shears
C, tree trimmers
D. none of the above

42. These flowers are

A. .Petunias
B, Tulips
C. Gladiolus
D. . Snapdragons

GO TO NEXT'PAGE
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43. This attachment on the bobcat is called a

A. tree topper
B. tree sprayer
C. tree spade
D. pruning platform

o

Ao

END or 'TEST

J.





Questions 1 through 4 refer to this drSvang:

1,. These three numbers on a fertilizer bag refer to
I.

A. the fertiliZer grade
B. the per cent of major plant nutrients
C. the ratio of major plant nutrients
D. all of the above

How many pounds of available phosphate are there in this
-*fertilizer?

TA.- 6 lbs.
B. 8 lbs..

C. 12 11;s.'

D: 24 lbs.
rt

bas of

. --

How many Pounds of potash are there in thiS bag of fertilizer?

A% 6 lbs.
B. 8 lbs.
C. 12 lbs.
D. 24 lbs.

4. Approximately how much would eaCh pound of available phosphate
cost if we were only considering phosphate nutrients?

A. 15
B. 17'
C. 25i
D. 33

GO TO 'NEXT PAGE



5. The leaves of the maple tree are

A. serrated
B. lobed

4 C. entire
D. partial

6. The leaves of Fed oak are

A,_ -entire

B. serrated
C. lobed
D. partial

. The leaf arrangement*of the Thornless Honeylocust is

A. opposite-bimple
pposite-cOmpound

Ci itmlce pintt1y compound

$. The point at which leaves arise from the stem is called

A. an internode ists

B. a laiwio.

C. arf

D. a limb

- -9. Which of the following' Should not be used in a foundation platting?
or.

-A, 74XUS Media ITirownii
B. Pfltzer Juniper

Bluv2Ouce
D. All of the above

1

10. In the-.name Gymnociadus didicus, the Word 'dioicus," refers to-

A. specific epithet (species)
B. cultivar,
C. genus
D. family

GO TO NEXT PAGE



11. Generally transplant nursery stock

A. 2" above existing, grade
'B. bet at same level as grown in'nursery
C. 2" below grade
D. it does not matter

12. Ae tissue responsible. for stem dtameter increases is the

A. cambium
B. cortex
C. pith
D. phloem

13. A suitable potting media contains 50% peat and 50% fine vermiculite

A& -True

B. False''

14. A common soil fumigant is

A. methyl bromide
B. captan
C. benlate
D. endrin D.

, .

15: How many days must soilke aired after treatment by methyl bromide?

A. fine day

B. Ten days
C. Fourteen day's
D. Thirty days

16. Red Spiders on roses are controlled by

malathion
B. terrachloro
C. kelthane
D. lead arsenate

17. Which material is not a commonly used holding devicein flOral
design?

A. Styrofoam
B. Chicken wire
C. Greens (fOliage)
D. Sand-.

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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18. Which of the following cut flowers is relatively sensitive to
temperature and should be stored at a temperature above 55 °.F?

A. Rose
B. Carnation
C. Chrysanthemum,
D. Orchid

19% Which of the following greens has the poorest keeping quality
when not used in Water?

A. Huckleberry
Asparagus fern

C. Baker Fern (Leatherleaf Fern)
D. Salal (Lemonleaf)

20. Which of the follOwing flowers is shipped in a vial of water?

A. Bird of Paradise
B. Orchid

:.Gairdenias
D. Roses

21. Which fbliage would be most appropriate for constructing a
boutonniere?

A. Salal
B. White Pine (Emerald Leaf)
C. Baker Fern (Leatherleaf Fern)
D. Huckleberry

:1

22. Which are Primalay colors when considering flowers for an
arrangement?

A.,' Blue, yellow and red
B. Blue, yellow and green.
C. Blue, red andgreen
D. Yellow, red and,green

23. The maximum number of different types of flowers whicb should
ordinarily be used in a desIgn is

A. 3

D. 4

C. 5

D. 6

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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24. Which flowering pot plant is marketed thrOughout the year?

A. Chrysanthemums
B. 'Poinsettia
C. Easter'Lily
IL Geranium

25. Spirea and Forsythia should be pruned

A. in early spring :

B. when dormant .
.

C. after flowering
v

-..-
D. at any time 1

.0a. 14-
26. To raise, hepHofF.a'so#-yoU would

A. hydr ted,lime
B., calci lsulfate

C. iron au
D.. liquid nitrogen'

add

_ e N
- O'

27. Water is translocated from the roots to the leaves of`tre
through. the

A. phloem tissue
B. cortex tissue
C. xylem
D. cambium

28. The soil water available to plants is.

A. hydrocopic water
B. ° capillary water
C. gravitational water
D. none of the above

29. A herbicide is used to control

A. insects
B. diseases
C. plants
D. all of the above

GO TO NEXT PAGE.
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30. You purchase 100 bare root priiret hedgesto plant along yol#
property line. They are wrapped in:bundles of 25 You heglin v.
the task but are stopped halfway throug What,would you do
..s 4th the bundles that had not been Planted?

A. ,Layer
B.4 Harden-off
C. Heel-in.
D. Girdle

31. Maple bladdeE,zall can controlled'byspraying at the bud
- stage-in therspria with

A. sevin 1,

B. malathion
C. copper sulfate
D. 2,4-D,

.

32. 2,4-D is recommended for the control of

A. buckhorn plantain 1"

B. quackgrass
C. crabgrass
D. niMblewill

33. Organic matter added to the soil

A. adds large amounts of fertilizer
B. improves soil structures
C. decreases"the texture
D. all the above

34. Which of the following plants does not require acid

A. Japanese Pieris
B. Japanese Holly
C Rhododendron
D. All the above

Soils?

35.. Which-of the following elements is least available-to_plants
in a highly alkaline soil?

A. Potassium
B. Phosphorus.'
C. Iron
D. Nitrogen

610..)it5<; PAGE:
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36. For plants requiring acid ;oils:the pH of the soil should,be
in what range?

A. '4.5 to 6.0
B. 6.0 to 7.5
C. 7.5 to9.0
D. 9.0 to9.5

46

37. In drawing a landscape plan, you realize that you must keep
plantsand buildings in scale: In measuring your propeety
you kind that one bush is 12'` away from the N.E. corner of the
house. On a landscape plan with ea, scale of 1/4" this distance
would be equal to

//
''A. 174 of an #1Ch:on the plan
B. ,1,,inch on the plan
C. 3-inChes on the plan. ,

D. .2 1/2 inches on the plan

08: Betula pendula (European White Bircb) is note, commonly recommended
- for landscaping due to a problem with

A. boron deficiency
B. birch borer
C. white fly
D. leafidner

*

.39. A ground cover pl;nt which will not grow well irpsunny areas is

A. Periwinkle
B. Pachysandra
C. Ajuga
D. Hedera Hdlix

40. A very fast growing tree is'

A. ,Sugar Maple
'Bst -HoneyloCuit,
C.,attleleaf tinden.
D. Pin Oak

GO TO NEXT,PAGe
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*41. Thel4Iyision of a clone of plant's is known as

A,

'c.

sexual propagation
asexual.pro,pagation
none of these
both A. and B

42. Which,of,tbe following factors contributes the least in
germination of seeds?

A. Light'

B. Temperature
C. Moisture
D. Nitrogen level

.

43. Air layering .is a method of

A. sexual propagation
B. asexual propagation--

tC. neither A non- bui a form different from either one
D. controllt fig diseases on plants._,

7.

4 -If you plan t9, store Iprdwaa icuftinga:that are collected r; the.
------- fall, they should be-kept where the temperaturle ie betweeri----- . ,

'
% ., ,

. A. 09 and 2.0°F
13'. 32° and 40°F,
C. 400-and 500T
D. 800-and 1009P-

45. Cuttings of softwood shoots ante generally

A 1 to 2,inches long:
2 to 8inches long,

C.- 4 to & inches` long
D. 7 to 12 inches-long

..

O. 0

46. Softwood cuttings from mostdeciduous shrubs` -are made in

,Aliearly summer
late summer

C. fall
D. early spring

V

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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47. .Call' is may form on plants

A. which have powdery mildeif
B. which are being rooted
C. which"arepeing hardened off
D. which are infected with virus

Whip grafting works best when Stock and scion are about,

A. 1/4 and S/8 inch in diameter
B. 1/16-and 1/8 inch in diameter
C. 1/2 and 3/414.nch in diameter'
D. ovef 1 in, in diameter-* .

49.
Cleft .grafts are most successfully madejon stubs approximately

- A

A. 0 to 1 inch in 'diameter
B. to 2 inches'in diameter
'6. 2 to 3 inches in diameter
D. 5 to 10 inches in diameter

A

50. A whip is normally.known as

A. a seedling,
B.. a% pruned-off branch
C. a scion
I. none of ;these'

to, 4

51 NA method of prOPagation where the'new plant gets its food and
water supply from thmother'.plantis known as

.--. A. "diviSion-
B. layering
C. grafage
D. . none'ofthese

52. Budding is a method of

A. sexual propagation-
.13. "asexual propagation %

C. apomixis
D. layering'

GO TO NEXT, PAGE
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r -European Mountain Ash is genirally net recommendedas.a Landscape
planidue to a prOblem with

A. trunk borer-"
B. white flies
,C. nematodeS
D. aphids

,ro

6 ,3
. , __-,--

54. Which krassNas sithilar managemen-requirements and usually
is included with Kentucky bluegrass in lawn.m1xtures in Ohio?ue as.

A, Rough Bluegrass
B. Creeping Red Fescue
e. Annual. Bluegrass'.
-DC Tall Fescue --

, V

S5. Athletic fields-and playground turf
the following?

.A. Bentgrass
B. Danish Bluegrass
C. Tall'rsc4e

None, of the above

,

usually contain which of

.. -

,i6.,. A good sqii for root development hat
.

,

_

, \ 4.

4 , _
:,-

A.4. 501 air" space, 25% sand matter.and, 25% water
-B. : 50% sold matter, 25% elfr spacA'and 25% water

t C. . '50% water-, 25% air;spaCe;.atd 25% solid matter
D. ,JSO% solid matter,and'50% water 4

Ir

04

4

.

4

T.

0 1.

. . -
..

57. '.Football gFootball fiestoare-licrowned" to ,

, %
. %

,

° A. drovideproper drainage of exce sutstaoe water
,B., provide proper drainage of excess subsurface-water
'D. meet the rulesof4'ale game' 0

' 'D. reddce injury toplayers
,,,

...
'

..
. .

58. Soil granulation is desirable because it 4 f .
I 4

, ----
AI ,tqndS--ttimProve,aeriation_and draitage
B. decreases thevampdnt of\air
C. _breaks. down 'the soil'stru'cture

D. all the above' *

L____ , k

G., 0

GO' TO NEXT PAGE--__
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The minimum percentage of germination for most kinds of grass.
seed shouldbe

A. about 75per cent
B. about.80 per .cent.

.C. about 85 per cent
D. about 90 per cent

. The best time to establish a lawn in the central Ohio area is

A. ,mid July
B. -mid May
C. mid September
D. mid February

61. The best time to renovate a lawnis-

.

A. late spring and early summer
B. late summer and early fall .

C. either early spring or late fall
D. either late spring.or early fall'

62. Which is the best organic material to use as-a physical
conditioner for aturfgrass soil ?

.

A. Manure
B. Sawdust
C. Peat
D.4,,Cocoa hulls

t
-4

0 4

63. Thatch is the result of .

A. a nutrient deficiency
B. insect damage
C. poor soil drainage
D. an accumulation bf dead plant material

64. When selecting a soil sample to"determine'the need for
fertilizer, the best fool to, use is a

k. hoe
B. scoop aho3.141,

C. auger
backhoe

4

GO TO XTPAGE '
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65. In selecting a mowirighight for golf fairways, consideration
should be given to the maintenance t,equirements of the grass
species- and to playing conditions. Which' of the following
mowing heights, would vou celect-"to meet both needs it- th.
fairway was seeded prima fly with kern ucky Bluegrass?

A. 3/4 to 1 inch
B. 1 to 1 1/4 inch
C. 1 3/4 to 2 inches
D. 2 1/2 to 3 1/2 inches

66. A Kentucky Bluegrass 1Qawn is moved, at a height of

A. 1/4 to 1/2 inch
B. 2 to 2 1/2 inches
C. 3 to 4 inches ",
D. 5 to 6 inches

c

67. The chemical 2,4-D is used for weed contrgl. Which weed is
not killed by 2,4:4):

A. Yellow rocket
B. Buckhorn
C. Crabgrass
D. -Curly dock

a,

o

68. This is one type of air cleaner that is used on small engines for
equipment used in horticulture. It is called a

A. dry type air cleaner
B. oil foam air cleaner
C. oil lath air cleaner
D. ceramic filter air cleaner

69. AIA stands for

A. Agricultural Inspection Agency
B. Amount.of active chemical ingredient to apply per acre
C. Amount of light intensity applied
D. Amount of insecticide application per cubic foot

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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70. All of the following could be used.to lower soil pH except"

A. :iron sulfate
B. Sulfur
C. alumihum sulfate
D. sodium sulfate

71. A soil test indicates that five pounds each of P205 and. K20 are
needed for each 1000 square feet of bed area. How many pounds
pf 5 -10 -5 would be necessary to insure adequate amounts of both
in a 2,000 sq. ft. bed? .

A. 200 lbs. of 5-10-5
B. 100 lbs. of 5-10-5
C. 10 lbs. of 5-19-5
D. 2,000 lbs. of 5-10-5

72. Which obi the following statements is true?

A. Hardy bulbs should be lifted each year in October'
B. Hardy bulbS should be planted in early spring
C. Non-hardY bulbs shOuldbe planted in early March
D. Hardy bulb should be planted in nearly fall

73. Which ofthe following is most likely, to cause a root growth
problem in transplanting nursery stock?

A. Planting a clay loam ball in sandy soil
B. -Planting a bare-root plant in clay loam soil
C. Heeling a clay loam ball into peat and wood chips'during

the spring for six weeks
D. Planting a container plant grown in hardwood bark in clay soil

.'74. When transplanting debiduous trees, ab out one-third of the top
growth may be removed. This pruning is done primarily to

A. develop a desirable shape
B. make handling the tree easier
C. make the top more compact
D.. compensate for roots lost during digging

I

CO TO NEXT PAGE
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7t. Which of the follo4ing ttateMents is false?

A. Balled and burlapped plantsshould be bandied by the ball.
B. Untreated burlap should be removed before planting.
C. The top rim of peat pots should be broken of or carefully

'planted underground.
D. Trunks of trees with thin smooth bark should be protected

by wrapping.

76.
.-

Which of the,following statements is incorrect?

A. Transplant nursery stock s9 that the best side will be most
frequently seen.

B. Mix 20-2D-20 fertilizet into the backfill before covering
roots with it,

O. When roots are half to two-thirds covered, tamp the soil
and soap well with water before proceeding.

D. Use soil to form a basin -or dish around the plant.

END Or TEST
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1. This slide illustrates

A-Orchid
B. Rfrica4 Violet
C. Rose
D. -Carnation

2: This is an example of

A. maple leaves
B. oak leaves
C. chestnut leaves
D. tuliptree leaves

3. This weed pictured is

A. Bindweed
B. Quackgrass
C. Smartweed
D. Nimblewill

4 4. This slide illustrates

, A. Marigold
B. Chrysanthemum ,

C. Aster
D. Dahlia

5. This slide shows'

A. apple, scab

B. rose black spot
C. rust
D. brown patch 0

4

6. Ifythis bag of snail pellets cost $5, how much would each pound of
active ingredients cost?

A. $1.00
B. $2.50
C. $5.00
D. $50.00

GO TO NEXT PAGE



7. This slide shows damage'by

A. bagworm
B. heiMinthosporium
C. tent caterpillar
D. red spider mite

8. This lide shows

A. bagworm
B. tent caterpillar
C. red spider mite
D. fall webworm

9. This tool. pictured is a

A. cross cut saw
B. bow saw
C. tgeble saw
D. coping saw

10. This is an example of

A. Common Privet
B., Sleader_Deutzia
C. Malls Azalea
D. , Winged Euonymous

11. This Slide is an example of

A. Winged Elm
B. Burkwood Viburnum
C. Winged Euonymous
D. White Fringetree

12. This weed is ''a

A. 'Nut Sedge

B. Common Chickweed
C. BUlthistle
D. Buckhorn Plantain

o

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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13. This picture shows an example of

4A. watering bY_,Fhapin system

B. an automatic siphoning \

C. an autoMatic,chemicalsapPlicator

D. a plant experiment

This weed is an example of

A. Purslane
B. .,.'Common Chickweed

Nut Sedge
. Field Bindweed

15. This weed is

A. Crabgraps
B. Giant Ragweed
C. Quackgrass
D. Dandelion

16. This picture shows an example of

A. pinking, shears

B. loping shears

C. herbascious clippers
D. hedge shears

17'. This picture shows an example of

A. Pieris foliage-
B. Poinsettia
C. ColeuS
D. Pachysandra

. This material is

- A. cheese cloth
_ tarpaulans

C, mulch °,

JD burlap

N
GO TO NEXT PAGE
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19. This picture shows an example of

A. an air conditioner
B. a space heater
C. a soil sterilizer
D. an insecticide Logger

20. This tree is

`IC a Canadian Hemlock
B. an Eastern Red Cedar
C. a Taxus
D. a White Fur

4.

21. This flower is

A. an Aster
B. a Carnation
C. a Marigold
D. a Sweet William

,22. This machine is

A. . a rototiller
B. a flail chopper
C. a grass thatcher
D. a cultipacker

23. These flowers are

A. Jonquils
B. Dahlias
C. Tulips
D. Crocus

24. This tool is called

A. eturnbuckle
B. a log roller
C. a,load binder
D. ,a double joint slip hook

4

C.

GO-TO NEXT PAGE
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'25. This flower is

A. a Gladiola
B. a Dahlia
C. a Mum
D. an Aster

28. This flower is

A. a Carnation
B. a Dahlia
C. an Aster '
D.. a California Poppy

27. This picture is an examine of

A. a portable mulch bed
B. a portable water tank
C. a steam cart
D. a portable herbicide treatment tank

28. This slide is an example of

, A. Slender Deutsia
B. Spreading Cotoneaster-
0. Flowering Quince
U. Flowering Locust

29. This is an example of

A. European Mouhtain Ash
B. Green Ash
C. Hdneylocust
D. Washington Hawthorn

8 ©. This slide is an example of

A: Common Lilac
B. Littleleaf Linden
C. Matsuratree
D. Eastern Redbud

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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'31. This slide is an example of

A. 'Forsythia
B. Golden Chaintree
C: Honeysuckle
D.. Chinese Lilac.

G

32. This is an example of

Sugar Maple
B. Hedge Maple
C. Red Maple
D. Sweetgum

33. This slide is an example ,of

Eurppean Privet--
4

0

R. 'Tartarian° Honeysuckle

-C. Bumalda Spirea
D. Spicebush

34# ThEs is an example of

Bridalwreath Spirea
-R. Regal Privet
C. Burkwood Virburnum
D. Doublefile- ViburpuR

. This is an example of

A. Littleleaf Linden
B. American-Elm
C. Hedge Maple
D. Blackhaw VirburnUM

36. This is an example of

Silver Maple
.8: Tuliptree
C. Flowering Quiri'ce

D.' Flowering Dogwood

J

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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This-is.an extmplip,of

A. Silver Maple
B.- Green Ash
C. Japanese Tree -Lilac

D. AturMaple.'94-.
.

38.- This."man.is using a

A. limb:chipper
B. leaf stripper -

C. log splitter
D.," log sizer

39.' This mail is using

A. , a spray rig
B. a duster
C. ," a herbicide applicator
D. a f9rtiliZer applicator

40 The flower" pictured is

A. a:Dahlia
B. ap Aster
C. a .

D. _a Chrysanthemum
.

. This leaf is identified as

4

A. !t-?an American Holly leaf

B. .an Oregon Grape -Holly leaf
C. a Chlbapple leaf
D. Japanese Holly leaf

_

IN

42. This slide showS the flit of the

A. =, Winged Elm Tree

B. -Tilliptree
C. Silver Maple Tree
D: White. Ash Tree:

. '

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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43. The flowers,ardicailect

R.. Easter Lilies
B. , Morning Glory

Carnations
D. Narcistis

.1+

I

0

END OF TEST
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1. A few yeactafter moving into your newly built home, you notice
that some of the more mature trees are starting `to show under-
Sized and partiallyNyellovi leaves. The, most likely source of the
problentjs

water
B. compaction and backfill over the roots of the tree
C. lack of nutrients
D. possibly all of these

)

WMch of the following trees has heart shaped leaves?

A. Red Maple.
B. Redbud °
C. Red Oak.
D. Tutiptree

The Sentry Maple is best known for its shape which is

A. . globe.
B. vase
C. columnar
D. rectangular

4. recommended shade tree that*grows over 50 feet 401 is

A Retibud
B. tied Oak
CI Ruby Red llorsectoestnut
D. None of the above

p 4- -.v.

5., Which of the following has yellowish white flowers?

A. Washington Hawihorn
B. HopeSirgent Crabapple
C. Kwanzan Cherry
D. . 2-Quince

6. The tissue responsible for stem. diameter. increases is the
.

A. cambium,
B. cortex
C. .pith
b. phloem

GO TO NEXT PAGE



ght be used to treat 1

A. chlo atic4Pin
B. evergreeirtutting..
C. --:Lilac with powclety Mildew
D. tecently 'pruned trees .

B. Soil pa turizati o done to

A. kit weed seeds
B. kildisease organisms
C. kill inseorelgs
D. all the above

4

J. Red spiders on roses are controlled 1.)y

A . malthion
terrachkig

C. kelttrans .
D. lead arsenate

10 .Which of the fonOwing a perennial?
. .

A. Vinca'Rosea
B. Chrysanthemum
G. Petunia
D. Zenia

11. Which foliage has the heaviest texture?

A. Asparagus Fern.
B. Hucklerry ., ..
C. Baker Fern. (Leatherleaf Fern).
D. Salal (Lernonleaf Fern)

n4

12. The "underlying skeleton or linear pattern which'holds an arrange
ment together is, called

A.. form
B. line
C. st ale
D. '- pattern"

GO TO NEXT PAGE
A
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13. The maximumnumber_of cplors which s ordinarily be used in
a design is

A. ,- 3
B. 4.
C.

14. Which flower has the best keeping quality?

A. Rose .

B. Pompom
C. Stodk

a

15. A soil test indiCates-whg \her the soil is
\

A. low or high in nutrients
B. acid or alkaline
C. both A and-B-
D. neither A or B

16. How manyi)ounds of actual nitrogen are contained inn 50 pound bag
of 10-6-1-fertilizer?

A. 6 lbs.
B. 5 lbsj.
C. 10 lbs.
D. 50 lbs.

17. When fertilizing shrubs in the spring use 10-6=4 at the -ratio oft

A. 3,t, lb. per 100 sq. ft.
B' 1 lb. per 100 sq. ft.
C. 8-10 lb. per 100 sq. ft.
D. any of the above .

18. Poison iNfy is controlled by applications of

`A. Xelthane
B. Sevin
C. Benlate
D. 2,4-D

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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19. Red spiders area controlled chemically by -the use of
,.,-- - --

---he5icides
--. --- 'des

,,----=,-, C. fupgici
----, D.- antibiotics--, -- -

.
.

20. The-pain soil's can increased from 4.7-to by adding

A. sand
" B lime

C. sulf
D.

N

.. _ - .
21. Which soil particle has the gr.ealest ability to hold nutrients?

... t-. R

,

* t
1

22. In a 50 pound bag of fertilizer having an analysis 15-10-5,
%haw majiypounds of phosphorus areiPresent?

. .
.

23. ,Vglich of the\tolloviing plants might be:Suggested tot a rapidly-
growing Screen? .

A. -:14_'OCvns Yew .
B. Privet
C. Japanes Pieris
D. Euonym us

4

14

Each hardWoc d cutting should include at least

A. 2 node
B. 6 node
C. 10 nod
D. nodeg tae of needed on cuttings

4.

4
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25. Whip' grafting is beet done in

A. early falk
B. late sunffner
C. early summer
D. late winter

.
26. T stock that is to bcleft-grafted should be cut

gonailly
parallel' to last branch

. squarely
at least twice

27. Which of t1 owing plants is mainly propagated by division?

A. Peony--
B. 'Raspberry-
C. Azalea
D. Juniper

The most common type of graft in propagating upright
Junipers is

A. splice `graft
B. side 'graft

u C. cleft graft
D. budding

/
Most crabapple cultivais are propagated by

A. cuttings
B. budding

'C. layering
D. B and C

30. A graes used in' mixtures for quick temporary cover .for erosion
.control is

A. Cotnmoit Kentucky Bluegrass
13, Kentucky 31 Tall Fescue
`0 _Coninton Ryegrass
D. Creeping Bentgrass

K GO TO NE*T PAGE
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31. Which of the following grasses would tiot be included in a mixture
for home lawns in Ohio?

A. Common Kentucky Bluegrass
B. Creeping Red Fescue
C. Merlon Bluegrass
D. Zoysia

32. In highway hillside plantings a good cover crop is desirable to
keep, soil from eroding and to beautify-the land cut. From the
following list, which plant species would be the most desirable?

A. Marion Bluegrass
B. Bentgrasses
C. Annual BluegraSs
D. Crownvetch-T

33. To prevent Water accumulation in a tile line,-a drop of

A. 1 to 3 inches per 100 linear feet is required
B. 2 to 4 inches per 100 linear feet is required
C. 3 to 6 inches per 100 linear feet it. required
D. 4 to 8 -inches per 100 linear feet is required

34. To add a Supply of sulfur and calcium to the soil but not
. significantly change the pH, one would add

A.- dolomitic limestone
B. gypsum
C. calacitic limestone
D. flowers of sulfur

dit

35. Identify the method of vstgetative reproduction pictured below

A. Tillers
B. Stolons
C. Rhizomes
D. Ligules

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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36. The time for seeding lawns in central Ohio which would give the
best chance for success is

A. Ma.7ch 15 - April L&
B. September 1 39
C. October 15 - November 15
D. January 15 - March 15

37. The amount of Kentucky bluegrass seed needed to eed Lod
square feet is

A. 1/2 - 2 lbs.
B. 1 3 lbS.
C. 5 - lba. 9

D. 2 0 - 30 lbs..

38. Which of the following is an example-of a "warm-season" grass?

A. "Bluegrass-
B. Zoysia.
C. Red Fescue
D. Rye

39. When smile seeds are planted 2" deep in the soil they are slow
toigerminate. This is most likely due to

A. not enough light*
B. too much water-
C. not enough air-
D. improper temperature

40. Muldhes a44' used to

.add- nu rients to the soil
B. sgoniier e moisture
C. find a. 'So for waste material
D. decrease the texture

0

41. The main purpose of aerating a turf is,,to

X. improve drainage
B. reduce surface compaction of the sell
C. get fertilizer to the plant roots
D. thin the turf Ms

GO 'ro NEXT PAGE
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42. Whenever large amounts of sand and peat are used to alter the
physical condifion of the soil, it. will 136 necessary to adjust
certain maintenance practices,which are

A. fertilization; and Mowing
B. fertilization and spraying for w,?eds
C. mowing and spraying for weeds
D. fertilization and irrigation

43. A, subsoil that has a bright yellowish color generally indicates
. -

A. poor drainage
B.. good drainage

, C. good fertility
D. poor fertility

44. Shrubs which are not intended to become a hedge should be spaced at
planting

0

A. no closer than one-half their mature spread
B. no closer than their mature spread
C. one foot for each inch of trunk diameter
D. so that their longest branches just touch

45. Phosphorus is essential for

A. chlorophyll formation
B. . root development
C. enzyme activation
D. healthy bark

46. Sand and peat are mixed into soils used on golf greens and tees to

A. provide nutrients
B. build resilience and .resist compaction
C. promote deep rooting and provide nutrients
D. promote deep rooting and neutralize acidity

47. The best pH range for-most turfgrasses is

A. 5.5 to 6.0
B. 6.O to 6.5
C. 6.5 to 7.0
D. 7. 0 to 7. 5

CO.

1.
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48. A term used to designate the minimum guaranteed percentages-of
nitrogen, available phosphate, and water soluhlt potash contained
in a fertilizer is a.

A; nutrient level
B_. formula
C. grade
D. fertilizer analysis

49. Finely ground limestone

A. helps reduce acidity,more rapidlythan coarsely ground
limestone -

B is more effective as a fungicide than coarsely ground
C. Ids more efiectiVe in rethicing the acidity .ct. the subsoil
D is less expensive than agricultural grade limestone

50. Basic fertilizer for turigrass establishment consists of

A. phosphate materials
B. potash materials

0-1 C. phosphate and/or potash materials
nitrogen and potash materials,. .

51. The fertilizing element least likely to be lacking in lawns is

A. nitrogen
B. potassium
C. phosphorus
D. sulfur

52. This turfgra'ssi worker is using this too( to

A: take a soil_sample-
B run a pereulation test
C. test the moisture content
D. install a new -e,up

GO TO NEX f PAGE
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53. Vertical mowing IS a cultural practice designed to

A. correct the development of grain and thatch
B. correct the effects,olislier-fertilization
C. 'improve the puttiurg condition of a golf green
D. Control chinch bugs

"Grain" is a term used fo describe a turf condition caused by

A. using a dull mower
B. operating a mawer too fast
C. continued mowing in the same direction
D. inioroper application of rfertilizer

55. Infiltration rate of water refers to the rate/at which water moves

A. into the soil
B. through" the soil
C. into the grass
D. through the grass

56. The best time to control crabgrass i1 larlyns is

A. silring
B. suirimer
C. fall
D. winter

57. Dandelion is a common perennial weed which is best controlled by

A. 2,4-D
B. 2,4,5-T
C. Sevin
D. diazinon

58. Mildew on lawns is caused by a

A. fungus
B. bacteria
C. rust
D. scale

f--
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59. *, Newly planted trees, and shrubs should be watered twice a
weed during, hot weather unless

air

.
- A. there is at least 114 inch of rainfall per week

B. there is relatively high humidity
---C. the soil is covered with-4 inches of mulch

,

B. there is at lalisrone inch of rainfall per.-7 to 10 days
, .

Which of the following.is not a reasw.for wrapping the trunks of
newly transplanted trees

A. reduces water loss
B. protects from sun scald

partial protection against bor rs
D. partial protection against c tain aphids and mites

t

61. -bark injuries to trees- should )4e. repaired by

A. 'removing damaged biar and shaping the wound so thdt it is
pointed at the tOp a ottom

B. removing loose ba and shaping the wound into a circle,
p, making a bridge graft over the damaged spot
D. both b and c above

62. If you should aecidentally spilt some pesticide concentrate on
yourself, yon should \immediately

4 A. consult the lab 1 to see if an antidote is suggested .

B. remove cpntam nated clothing and wash thoroughly
C. telephone a doctor for instructions
D. contact the Poisn Controlbcollitdr-

, i ' . ,

63. The first ,step in prep ring to Lute a pesticide is to

A. put on your rubb r gloves and
(respirator ,

B. clean the spray link with hot soapy water
C. read the pesticide label A , *

.

D. c make sure the sprayer nozzles are not clogged

64. Pesticides,Should be stored

A. in their original containers only
B. in a cool, dry place when they 'will not frOeze
C. in a building pr cabinet which is always locket'
D. all of the above

, I

Go TO Nvcr PA 5E
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05. A,flight of outdoor steps should

A. have a wide tread anCtiov.- titers
be-no higher than it is wide,'

C. be narrow and direct
p. both a and b above

a
_ -

A walk to the front door should
....

be wide enough for two peopleto walk side-by-sidt,
. be,as close to the hous aspossible

Lead directly to the front doprviroui,the street
both a and c above

i '
.

67-, Flower beds are undesirable in the public area because they
. it, .*

contrast too Sharply with the house
compete with the house for attention _

contrast too sharpy) with the tfitlLeblors of walks and driveways
require excessive maintenance and attnact. insects

i,

.
68. /The best over-all planting for the public ,area Should be

11, e
Sr i

. ...
'4A

. mostly deciduous plants!that are hardy in the area -

B. mostly eVergreensbpcause they stay green in the winter
C. either all evergreen ()tall deCiduouS
D. a-combination of broadleaf evergreens, needle evergreens, and .

deciduous shrubs

,
When selecting for privaby in the patio area a recommended practice
is to

A. construct' 'several screens-or baffles close to the patio
B: plant a Rosa multiflora ledge along.the-prOperty line
C. constrjapt a dry wall along the property line
D: *plan a dense screen of Cotoneaster apiculata around the patio

or along the property line'

,

70._ , When landscaping, contrast is
,"41a

A. used to call.dttention to a feature of the landscape
.,', '-.

B., achievedby-grouping together plants of different teXturewsize,
habit or color -

Thoth a-"and b above" 1.

' D. , no of the abbve
is-

.7)
'GOTO?STEXT PAGE
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71. If a soil test iMicates-that correct:lye
should b., applied at thv rate of 12 lbs

.available phosphorus (p.05) is i)eing

4$

4,
-A. 5. 5 lbs.
B: 6.5 lbs.,
C. 1211bs. "
D. Not enough information is

4/t-

Antidesiccants or antitranspiirants. arc used to

A. keep roots from 0.rying out during shipping
B. reduce moisture loss rrom Lea"vL4
C. slow &Am respiration in .storagc tissue
D. control .scale insects,

terti izer of analysis 0-46-0,,
110 ft. , how much

er 1000 sq. ft.'?

given .,

In order to harden-off plantS before -transplant* g they are .

A. *gradually kept cooler and drier
B. gradually kept cooler and given extra nitrogen

given less -light and less nitrogen
I). given morb light and more water

, -

said744 Heafy soilS of clay ancLlightsoils of sand aro often modified
before transplanting nurserpstock. The soil' modification
enable's ,, `.

A. .', t soils to 40so b water ore rapidly
6B. he vy so to thold & re nut Lents .,

C. hea A,.soilo, provide better aeration
D_ light so s-to eporepordlts.

Frbinkis diagram of the cross Section of a carretor.
mbir Tirana the

A. choke Plate _
main mixing-Chamber
float bowl
throttle plate

Ash



' 4.
76. From this same diagram (question 75) number 3 is used to

adjust

-14

-

0

a

A. idletspeedi'
B. .

C. the main gas-air ratio
D float lever

o

op

END OF TEST
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1. Chlorosis or yellowing of leaves
is a deficiency of

yr

A. , chlorine
B. iron
O.' water
D. nitrogen

Which of the,following
growth?

A: Copper
B. Iodine
C. tint
D. Nitrogen

3.1 The leaves c5f maple trees

opposite;

B. :alternate
t. ..,whorled

D. _entire

in Pin Oaks-, Maples, and Azaleas

-

is not an essential element for plant

4. Th6 reoOmmended
shrgbs Ls

Pt
A
A . late winter

.

are'

pruning time for

-before flowering in spring
'after flowering in spring
early fall *

.

The leaves of most dogwoods are

A. Opposite
19% alternate
C. whoyled
D. A and C

early spring flowering deciduous

rya
I j

. Which is most commonly used as'a source of foiiagetfor making
'flower` arrangements?

A. Maidenhair Fern:-
B. EnglishIv
C. -:Boxwood''
D. -T-Salal,(Lem nleaf)

"GO T00 NEXT PAGE
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7. :Which of the olSowing-would not lower pH?

A
>--- .

Superp osphate
B. AluMinOm sulfate
C. Sulfur
D. _ iron sia3 fate

(

8.- -Apple scab- on craba le trees is caused by

A.. fungus
B. virus
C. bacteria

-D.. germ

9. Scale insects are best controlled. by

A. dormant oil
B. 2,4-D
C.- kelthane
D. 2,4,5-T

AI

10. Which of the following plants require the least amount of maintenance?

- A.

B.
Viburnum, Mugho Pine, Brown Yew
PriKet_hedge, lilac, White Pine

\ C. Kalls Honeysuckle, Silver Maple, Spirea
D. Weeping Willow-i-Crabapple, wigelia

11. The transfer of pollen from 4tamen to pistil is known as

A. germination
B: pollination
C. fertilization,.
D. none of the above

12. Bagworms, a serious pest problem in arborxitde, are commonly
controlled with sprays of

A. sevin,

B. aramite
C. benlate
D. all the above

r

GOilTO NEXT RAGE



-This...sequence of drawing s will b used.4to'anwer quest -ions 13 .through

.; s. .

13. This.procedure or operation is called
s. ." . .

A. terminal stem grafting .
4 .

B. cleft grafting .

C. bud grafting- '

D. none of the above
.-_, .

* * *
-, .

14. The "T" tut made in -Figure B should be c.nt__ '
. . -

.

A. halfway through the bark layer so as'tolopose Ule cambium
- B. only through the bark to expose the wopi__ 4

C. through the bark and one layer of, inner wood
D. ---at any- depth depending on convenience,

15. In the final stage the graft is .wrapped to

A. keep the sun off
B keep it moist
C. hold-thegraft;in plaCe
D.- both B andC

to

16. -Whic, one of the .,following grass,

in a mix for athletic fields? ,

A. Commqn Kentucky Bluegrass
B. Merlon Kentucky Bluegrass

..pntgrass
TalITescne

'

Gg' NEXT ,AGE

varieties would not,pe includ'ed

'
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The-pH-of2the s . refersto--

'A. the degree of y .of the s6i1
B. the concentrpti f hydrogen ions in the soil soluiiion
C, the soil copt'iins ai" proportions of (H+) and' (OH+)
D.* the amou4t ere cAla' in and sulfur "the soil,chmtains

4 .

. . .
.

__,-

18._ Sphagniim moss peat is an organic material %especially .rtecommended
physical con.dltioner because- it

..
...

decomposes s4.p,ly . ' a.

. " B. . is easily incorporated o

-.;
, C . is-not very ,o ost ly

w ti D. is rea'dilk, availabl
..

19, The main difference between rhizome and st lon methods. of
reproduction is

A. rhizomes are above grounq while stolons are below grouhd
B. rhizoth s are below- ground while stolons are above ground
C. ' rhizom are *angiosperms; stolons are not

stolOns re angiosperms; rhizomes are riot
.

,

.

#% 20, Most Merton Bluegrass thrfgrasses are mowed to a'height of

l'to _Inchs

B. 11/2-to-2 inches

C. "2 to 21/2 inches

*to 3 inctes'
0,

0

21. During the growing season the homeowner is burdened with the
chOre of lawn mowing. He normally selects the rotary mower
for this purpose. The - reason he does so is because of

,

A. their 'scisgort-like .cutting action
their superior-safety tenures. .

. C.,. their' flat top cutting of the lawn 'and_superiOr cutting
action on poorly ,growing grasp areas and lawA ;reds

D. all *of the above
%

",t\

a,

Orr

)
GO TO NEXT AGE
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22. The amount ofwater that should be app dtoaturf is
determined bythe

A. number ofdays sluce the last watering
B. mount-of moisture. desired in the
C. type-of grass bpecifound in the, turf
.D. time of-day and temperature

e )

23. -Whencl6aning and servicing: small engine air cleaners which
of then following should net beeaned in solvent?

IA, -Dry type air cleaner
. B. qil foaM -air cleaner

C. Oil bath airicleaner
D. All of the above

4

C.

24. .When haAdling balled -lants-you'must careful to handle'them

AA. by the stem
B. by grasping the branChes,
C. by.graspingrthe ball itsblf
D. -*_by placing cbain.airound trunk and lifting with a hoist

0

1.
25., When guying a newly transplanted tree; the Stake at the base o f

the,guy wire-should be driNien into the arc-Yu-rid,

A.t at the same angle as the guy wire
perpendicular-to the guy wire

C. at a 30° angle to the guy wire
D. at a 60°anAle to the-guy wire'

,0

26. Regular pruning of mature deciduous shrubs could best be `described as:

of.
A. cutting back .

B., shearing
C. 'rejuvenation

. D. thinning out
.,.,,

. 1,
... . ,

.

27. Which 'Of tht following is not a basic goal of modern landscaping
in the public area? , .

. ,

A. Soften architectural lines of the building:
B. Frame the building with trees
C: Maintain open lawn areas o

. D. Hide the foundation of the building
, -

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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28. The most important feature iii-the public area is
$ .

A. the birdbath
B. the front ent ancp
C. the picture indow

\s' the flower b d or specimens

29. When landscaping- can ba-achiev'd be by

A. using the same corbelling materials as the neigib
B, developing asymmetric-A balance around. a focal poi
C.- tying plantings together with a living grOundcomer
D. using a variety of plants .theoughout the landscape

.-
30. When planting a'bare-riot plant, which" one. of the following is

not recommendedT-. I

A. Prune, dead and broken roots away',
B. .Sprea roots around, in planting ho,l.e
C. Stamp ound plant to secure the soil: .
D. Gentlyr se and" lower the plant to the soil

31. - The major cause of .plant loss during the first growing 'season` is

A. lack"Of sufficient meter
Br-----laCk of sufficient nutrients
C.n ec ,Infestation, due to weak
D. / improper planting depth

04

cnii.i'Cion of

. A: planting media is in need. of a -soil conditioner if

A. it drains too-rapidly
B. it ;drains toky slowly

it -is v_er3r dompaCted and hard
all of the above

"O

tk_

-
33'. When-propagating grdenhouse plant from seed one should

A. sow the < Si ecl lightly in'rOws
B. broadcast seed overithe whole -seedling plant
C. sow seed hev:5.1.y in rows

.D,' none, of the laboye

CO ,t0 Jima- Mt

° t



Ojie important method o- reproducing.taster Lilies is

A.' separation of the individual scares and planting theirt
S.,----cutting the bulb in half and plan4ng each half

,planting all bulblets that occur
D. :none of the above

35. When a Chrysanthemum plant is pinched it results in

A.' reduced uality'

B. increase quantity' ot, flower-9

C. Increas-d size of plant,
D. reduced quantity'of.41pWers

order to sets, flOwer budS-in tulips

K. a cold period is needed
B. a warm period is needed
C. a dry period is needed
D. a warm, dry period is needed

.

37. One Of the most, popular spike flowers used in 1.r.1 d

A. 'Dom Pom
B. Oaadiolus
C. Babys Breath
D. Aster

- 7 38. The Least importahf .environmentak factonlconcerning plant 'growth IS,

A.. water
B. temperature
C. containers
D.. nutrients

P

39. A cot on spacing tfor

A. 2 x 3 inches
5 inchps

C. '6 it 7 inches

-D. 6 x-,6 indWs

*

hthemums

A.

GO TO NEM' Pita
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Which of the 'following bulbs is very pui;oftous if eaten?

A.

D.

Tulip
-Hyacinth
Narcissus, '

Easter Lily

1

s_

t

4 o

v

END OF TEST
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.. .
.

New fertilizers are appearing on themorket-eVeryday,. A'product ,

where the nutrients are released Over a period:of nine-Monthstis- --
i

A. ammoniated nitroden
0 B. urea nitrogen

C. osmocote
D. ilitratejlitrogen

in 'Order to rejuvenate leggy deciduous shrubs

A. cut al; stems back one-half
B. thin out one-third te one-helf of the';tems atgroUnd level
C. remove tips of all stems.
D. all of the above A \'

r.
.

,In the, tame MaIus,Purpurea-temoinei, the weird "LemoInei is
referredtq as `'the

/ A. family
/ B. cultiN,ar

C. genus
D. jspecies

e.

A mixture of 90% sphagnum mess and 10% olean,sapd p a s t'corrdat
mixture for a rooting media.

True
p.

5. Soil structure refers tb''the

,A% typb pf goillparticle ,'
. 0

B. arrangemegtof particles in the soil
C. weight of particles in the soi
D. si;e of Soil particles (

I

t;

4

6. Seedlings which are to bs."harderled offhoilla be & '''

%.
,..

.,

gradually cOoledcand watered less
,,put in a dark 'cool area

fertilized heavily'
kept warm and moist*,

n.

if

60 -TO- NEXT PAGE.
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7. The basal cut of softwood shoots is generally made

A.' just above a bud or leaf
B. just below a bud' or leaf
C. between a bud and A leaf
D. anywhere is OK

8. Most perennials are propagated by

A. diirision

B. layering
C. -cuttade
R. drafting

9. A group'pf plants propagated yegetatively from a single
individUal is known as a

.

species
genus
lone

family

10. A bud graft should be done in

'A. summer
.B. -winter
'C. fall
D. any of the above

4
Which grass "is: often included in lawn seed' mixtures

quipkly,provides a temporary grbund cover?.-

A., Annualuegrass
B. )Kentucky = uegrass
C. Common Ryegr
D. Creeping Red Fete

6

12. , A grass mt t suitabe for shady coildition's,is

Kentucky Bluegrass,
*i.

Bentgraps
. Fescue

D. Rye

''''4".

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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13. Which soil particles has the lowest nutrient holding capacity?

A. Sand
B. Silt
C. Clay
D. Organic matter

14. Mulching with clean straw

I

A. covers the seed
B. prevents wind erosion
C. protects against excessive moisture evaporation
D. prevents "Washing of seeds during" rains

15. What is the element that should be incorporated into the soil
pricks/to seeding it for a lawn?

A. Nitrogen (N)
B. Phosphorus (P)
C. Potassium (K)
D. . Iron (Pe)

A
16. It is advised o fertilize the lawn frequently thro ghout the

season. The. lement that is in.constant shortsup ly and is
the major reason for repeated fertilization 5.6,

A. Nitrcigen (N)

B. Phosphorus (P)
C. Potassium (K)
D. Iron (Fe)

0 4

17. The use of lime on a soil to correct acidity also

fi

4

A. helps to improve :arainage
B. makes fertilizer, nutrients availabl
C. controls grubs in the k)il
D.. prevents fertilizer burr

18; The release of nitrogen from slowly Oailabl4 fertilizers
depends partly on temperature and the

A. amount of moisture in the soil
B. type of crop being grown
C. activity of soil mitro-organisMs
D. soil pH (acidity)

- r

do TO NEXT PAGE
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19. The form of lime recom

A. ground_limestone
B. butned'liie (cal
C. hydrated lime'(c
D. marl

'fr

for use ory turfgrass areas Ls.

loade)

hydrate)

20. A soil returned fromithe oil testing laboratory with a pH
of 9.0 is

4

A. neutral
Ib. intensely acid .

C. strongly a ka line
D. slightly a kaline

21. The most common mowing eight for bluegrass tee's is

A. 1/2 of and itth
B. 1 inch
C. 1 1/4 inches
D. 2 inches

22. The grass mos
clipping,is

likelyto survive and grow well under closet

A. Red Fescue
B. Bentgras.
C. KentuckyIBluegrasS
D. RyegraSs

1

ay

23. A light.appp,Cation of water is used to correct
on golf greens- -This practice is called,

A. syringing -

B. sprink ing
C.- wettin
D. dampin -off

"temporary wilt"

24. Several ins Ot may daMage turfgrasses. The grayish- white,
fleshy, worn ikepests which feed on thp belOw ground arte----
Of the gras lanis are called

A. sod we rms
B. nemato
C. chinch bog Urvae
D. grubs

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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25. Grubs in turf are controlled by spraying with

A. chlordane
8, alathion
C. benlate
D.( 2,4-o

25. This is one type, of air cleaner that is use& on small engines
that power equipment used in horticulture. It is called a

A. dry type air cleaner
b. oil foam air cleaner
C. oil bath air cleaner

.D. ceramic filter air cleaner

27. If ydu cannot plant bare root plants soon after purchase, you
should

C

A.' heel them in temporarily
B. just diSpose of them
C. return them to the nursery
D. keep them covered with warm water

I

28. Deciduous shrugs should be transplanted by the bare-root method
only

0

O

A. immediately-after flowering
B. if they have been root=pruned within e'year before transplanting
C. if they .are in the dormant state--
D. in-late May or early June

A deciduous hedge shouldbel-m-med

A. so that its siaos-are-vertical
B. so that it ig" broader at the base than at the top
C. in early winter
D. in late fall

30. Empty-pes'ticide containers should be

A. sent"to the local dung or incinerator
B. thoroughly cleaned and recycled -

C.. saved for future use
D.- buried or4ourned away from people and animals

Gil TO NEXT PAGE
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31. specimen plant is

A. used to accent a group shrub planting
B. used on either side of the front door
C. intended to', be viewed as 'an individual!
D. the plant around which all others mutt be balanced

32. When selecting plants for the landscape plan you should consider

A. ' their mature height and spread
B. their foliage, fruit, flowers, and habit-,
C: their soil and exposure requirements and hardiness
D. all of the above

33. By arranging groups of plants with low/plants in the foreground,
medium -sized plants behind them, and taller plantt in the back-
ground, we are using the principle of

A. scale
B. sequence
C. repetition
D. propottion

34. So that the driveway can easily be.seen it should be marked by

several bright reflectors.
brightly painted rocks
A or B above
none of the above; it'is not necessary to marktthe driveway

35. 'A fence that is built for privacy should be

A. simple and function
03; of the chain-li' type since they are more durable
C. fancy and orative
D. at le,q ps high as the eaves of the house,

36. Wrapping at the trunk of a newly planted tree helps prevent
a

,.

A. sunscald.
B. drying of the bark-, .

C.' reduces possibilitk Of borer infestation .
all of the above

4

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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-37. Trees and shrubs planted in early spring (March or early April)

A. should be mulched 1" 2"

B. . should be mulched - 6"
C. Should not be mulched to allo* the'soil, to warm up
D. should not be mulched to allowyater to enter the soil more

freely ,

38.. Before adding micronutrients to a planting media, one should

A. -make ,sure all micronutrients are added to the-media
-B. make a thorough analysis of the planting media for nutrient

content
C. add only the most common micronutrients
D. they are not important, don't add any

39. When using a liquid fertilizer applicator in the greenhouse,'it
is best to

4`. A. fertilize heavily once a week
B. fertilize lightly every watering
,C. fertilize heavily once every two weeks
D.- fertilize lightly now and then

40. Stratification of seed

A. an important greenhouse technique for germinating seeds
B. a method of layering soil types
C. not very important for geriO.nating greenhouseseeds.
D.' used on petunias primarily

41. Of thifollowing plants the one that cannot be propagated by a
leaf cutting is

A. Africk Violet
B. Glokini
C. Poinsetti

-D. Rex Begonia

4.7

i42. Shadng-ACompOund-for greenhouses is used to

A. reduce humidity
B. change light.quallty
C. increase humidity
D. reduce light intensity

GO TO NEXT PAGE rre
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43. When pasteurizing_soil a temperature of 180 °F is eeded for

A. one hour_
B tWo hours
C. one and one-h4f hours
D. one-half hour

A

44. .Thebe'st grade,of standard Chrysanthemum is

A. Red grade
B. White grade
C. Blue grade
D. Gr.Ren grade

45. The indiNi4dual flowers on a_snapdragon spike are called
c .

.A. Anthers
B. Pistils .

C. FlOrets A s
D. Stamens

46. -1)lb-fits which are sensitive to light are said to have a

A. -geotropic response
B. hydrotropic response
C. thigmotropic response
P. phototropic response

47. The most common proporiion of'fertilizer to water for a siphon
mixer is

A. 1 to 8
B. 1 to 16
C. 1 to 82
D. 1 to 64

48. One method to redUce soluble salt build-up is to

A. run the crap dry
B. leach the crop
C. add lime -

D. increase fertilizer amounts

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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49. The least important method of insect and disease control in the

home landscape should be

A. use o resistant varieties
B. remov 1 oedead'and diseased branches
C. keepi g plants watered, fertilized, and vigorous
D. chemical applications

50. All of the following are ,;used to breah dormancy in seeds except

A. scarification
B. hot water
C. Captarr
D. stratification

51. A Rock Cotoneaster "on a standard" is

A. a container plant graded by ANA standards
B. a group of one hundred plants sold as a unit
Q. a three,year'old pinched plant bearing fruit
D. a miniature tree form produced by grafting high on to a

compatible rootstock

52. Which of the followingsis not true cone ning'graftingoas a method
of propagation?

A. Grafting is used to propagate varieties which cannot be
conveniently propagated by other methods.

0
Be Grafting is used to change the variety odan eetablished

plant (tap working).
C. Grafting is used because it is easier and less expensive

than cuttings.
D. Grafting is used to utilize benefits from certain rootstocks.

53. An espalier is

A. a plant trained to basically two ditensions
B. a plant trained to an unusual three dimensional shape
C. a plant limbed up very high
D. a plant which has been double grafted

v

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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54. Baltic Ivy, Vardar Valley CoMmon Boxwood, and Leland Firethorn'
are all clones selected for their

disease resistance
B. winter' hardiness

C. fall color
D. shade-tolerance

JJr r . Broadleaved evergreens are usually propagated from

g

A. herbaceous cuttings
B. softwood cuttings
C. semi-hardwood cuttings
1). harsiwood cuttings

56. Girdling may occur when
'

A. 1,1ant roots are pruned too drasticall
B. plastic or wire-attached labels are not,temoved-. -

C. tree-wrap'is applied too tightly
prUning scars are not treated

1

57. Which of the,following is a narrowleaved evepgreen shrub?-

As Scotch Pipe
Canadian Hemlock

"' C. 'Mugho Pine.
D. Concolor Fix;

. .

58. Which ok the following needs a well drained
orgallic matt err-

AA Upright Japanese Yew.
Bs Blue Rug Juniper
C. Evergreen Azalea
D. Eastern Redbud

W.

4

acid soil high in

59. Which of the following is a small deeidUous shrub?

.
A. Japanese Pieris
B. Purple Wintercreeper'Euonymus
C, Convexleaf, Japanese Holly
D. Cranberry Cotoneaster

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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60. For which-group of plants is it generally most important to
consider orientation (cbmpass direction) and exposure relative
to other landscape features?

.

t
A. Broadleaf evergreens
B. Narrowleaf evergreens
C. Deciduous shrubs
D. Fall flowering trees

61. Which of the following is particularly sensitive to poor drainage?
1

A. Red Maple
B. Taxus
C. Thornless Honeylocust
D. Cotoneaster.

62. "Removing half thesandle" is

A. a method of pruning pines
B.- a method of pruning junipers
C. a means of hardening off bedding plants
D.: a technique 'of budding

63.
4 '

eroM a distance of eight or fen feet Which of the following would
be most easily confused?

/ Boxwood and Japa nese Holly -0 .1,

y/' B. Japanese Holly and American Holly ,

C. American Holly and'Oregon Grape Holly
/ D. Japalese Pienis.AApd Boxwood

64.

65.

-

Caliper refers to

AI ,the grade of 4 bare-rocit shrub according to weight
B. the diameter of a eree
C. the setting on a fertilizer applicator
p. a device used to root prune trees and s

t

Which of the following canirt

A. Blue Rug Juniper.
B. Vince
C. "Pachysandra'

D. W16ged Cuonymw

be used as a round cover?

GO T NEXT RAGE
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66.. Seguestretie is

A. a rooting compound for use on cAtings
B. .an iron,chelate for iron-chlorotic plants
C. a chemical pruning agent
D. ;i1 wetting agent used in chemical solutions

-

67. Organic fertilizers are 'probably most desirable because they

As are less eAfensive than synthetics
B.- are slowly available and non-burning
C. come in higher atialrw3es
D. dissolve more readily

68. When we have cloudy wihter weather in Ohio which of the following
is true for a mum crop.,

A. Daytime temperature should be raise to .65 -700F
B. Additional lighting should be provided
C. Watering should be less frequent and carefully dope
D. Nitrogen fertilizer-should be applied only every three weeks

o

69. Which of the following is least important to pre-emergence herbicide
effectiveness?

A. Soil type
B. Soil cultivation practices
C. Soil moisture
D. Soil phosphorus level

70. Chloro-IPC, Casoron, Simazine,

A. .post - emergence herbicides
B. soil fumigants
C. pre-emergence herbicides
D. fungicides

and Treflan are all

. Gladiolus must be shipped

A. at an angle
B: vertically
C. 'horizontally
D. it makes no diffe ence how they are shipped

0) TO NEXT PAGE
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72. Which of the following is not necessary information in'a good
weed control.program?

A.- Species of .nursery plants
B. Species of weed6 present
C. Current weed control recommendations from county extension agent
D. DIIK

r.

A. Tost-emergbnce herbicides are used most effectively in the nursery
or landscape in

A. tree or large shrub areas
B. ground cover areas
C. narrowleaf evergreen areas
D. broadleaf evergreen areas

.

74. Which of the following statements about soil sampling is incorrect?

A. Sample when soil moisture conditions 're suitable for'plowing.
B. Remove. .,sod or top debris before sampling
C. Sample lawn areas to a three to six inch depth
D. Slowly oven-dry samples before crushing and mixing!

.

75. Which of the following would not be transplanted bare-root?

A. *Red Maple
B. Japanese Pieris
C. Chinese Wac
D. Forsythia

76. A B&B broadleaf evergreen would est be transplanted In

A. early fall'
B. late winter
C. late fall
D. spring

$

-END OF-TEST
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OBJECTIVES
AGRICULTURAL SUPPLIES/SERVICES

RIBUSINESS SUPPLIES AND SERVICES}

Human Relations in Agricultural Supplies

/ I. When meeting with emlikeyers, fellow employees, supe SOTS, or
customers, the student wilLbe able to "communicate orally
writing with these person (s) to the satisfaction of the teacher an

,/ employer. J

f t

2. While working in an agricultural supply firm, the student will attempt
to improve his relations with other personnel as evaluated by the
.employer utilizing criteria such as appearance, punctuality; dependability,
production, initiative, and cooperation.

3. While employed in the agricultural supply firm, the 'student will
be' able to properly answer and use"ihe telephone to conduct business'
transactions to the patisfaction.of the teacher and/or employer'

4. In preparing for an occupation in the agricultural supply firm, the
studentwill be able to conduct a self-evaluation to the satisfaction
of the teacher, of his physical appearance, speech and conversation,
and personality as it relates to relations with other persons.

Test Items oat

Form A, Items 24, -25, 26, 27, 28

Form B, Items 23, 24, 25, 26,..27, 28

Form C, Items 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28

B. Agricultural Supplies, Salesmanship and Selling .
1. While working in, the sales depa rtment, the student will be able to

handle the objections and complaints of a customer to the satigac-
- tion of the teacher and/or employer.

A While working, in the gales department, the student will be able to
fill out the appropriate .saleg forms used by the business to the satis-
faction of the employer.

1

3. While working in the sales department, the student will be able to
advertise and display items for sale in a manner acceptable to the
teacher and/or employer.

4.. While working in the sales department, the student will be able to
meet pro:41)0(41w customers and conduet a Hales presentation to the
satisfaction of the teacher and/or emploler.

Teat. Items

Form
form
Form

A, .1.4mar8, 9, 1Q, 11, 12, 13,

B, Items 1, 6, 7, 8; 9, 10, 11,

C, Items 8, 9,10, 11, 12, 13,

14,
12,

14,

16, 18,

13.; X14,

16, 18,

19, 20

17, 20

19, 20, 22
f



C. Advertising and Promotion

61$

E-;3

. 1. The student will be able to write a brief paragraph on the purpose
of advertising.

2. The, student will be able to deterinine the cost of advertising through
a given media when given a specific situation.

3. The student will be able to identify whit is good advertising for
each Media when given samples of advertising material.

_,4. 'The student will be able to construct an advertising calendar as
givien in lecture.

e student will be able to develop-a budget from the calendarwhen
ven a product and,a given amount of money for advertising.

orm'A, Items 1,
Form B, Items 2,
Form C, Items 1,

2,
3,
2,

3,
4,
3,

4,
5,
4,

5,
15,
5;

6; 7,15
16, 19

6, 7, 15
I

D. Agr cultural Supply Procedures and. Records

Upon making a sale, the student will be able to correctly write up
a sales ticket and calculate the total cost of the sale after considering
and calculating diecoun,ts, service charges, and sales tax where'applicable./

4 /
2. Presented a completed sales ticket and payment in either the,.form of

currency or check, student willbe able to operate the cash register
correctly'and make nge for the customer.

3. Using the appropri e inventory forms used by the a 'cultural supply
firm, ,the student ill be able to correctly maintain a erpetu 1 inventory
and take'a physic =1 inventory at the end of the year.

4. Using the appr riate purchase order forms d receiving ecords used
by the firm, 4 e student will correctly write p the purchage order for
inventory it ms and complete the receiving ecords.

Test Items

Form A, I ms 23,
Form 13, Items 22,
Form C, Items 36,

39, 46, 47, 48, 49; 50
39, 40, 44, 45, 46, 47
40, 41, 47, 48, 49, 50



400

I

E. Business Money Managernent

E,4

1. The student will be Uhl to compute business income tax when given
a specified business si nation, the business books, income tax forms,
and references. ;

12. The student will be abld to compute the personaPinconid tax for the
proprietor when giVen personal data. .

1 3., The student will be abidto compute local and state tax in accordance
with given manuals. .:

4. The student will be-able to identify and list items that are taxable
personal property from a list of fifty common household items.

5. The student will be able to provide by t*el.nnumount of insurance
he would recommend for the enterprise Whep given the inventory list,
number of employees,. and owner/manager. The acceptable recommend- i
ations are to be within 20% of an actual cost for insurance of the given types
W4hin the local area.

-
4C

4,

6 the 'student will be able to Calculate' the annual, interest charges by
Percentage and actual amount when given a case situation relating to,
(a) credit card charges, (b) commercial bank rates, (c) real estate
rates,, Or (d) truth in lending regulations.

11

7.,The student will be able to draft net worth and financial statements
when given of set of books from a small agribusiness.

8. The student will be able to list the conatiOnsiunder 'which a bank
extends credit for (a) real estate, (b) persimat, and (c) commercial,
uses.

9. The student will be able to determine what:id auacceptable sale when
given a company credit policy and selected sales slips statinglhe
conditions of sale.

Test. Items
I
[

Form
/FOrm

}Corm

A, Items 17,
B, Items 18,
C, Items 17,

37,
37,
36,

38,
38,
37,

40,
41,
38,

41, 42,E
42, 43,
42,;43,

43,
48,
44,

44,
49,
45,

45
50
46

4.

a

a

-5
r .)
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. Marketing Agrie ltural Products .

1. To develop the student's ability and skills necessary to identify
the steps involved in marketing,agricultural products from the
point of product ion to the ultimath consumer.

Test Items

30,
31,
31,

91,
32,
32,

32,
_33,
33,

33,
34,
34,

34,,35,
35, 36
35

36Form A, Items,21\ 29,
Form B, Items 21, 9,30,
ForM C, Items 21, 29, '30,
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° AGRIBIUSINESS SUPPLIES AND SERVICES MASTERY TEST
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It costs $2.20 per column inch o place an ad in the elClassified Section
of the newspaper. How much ould a classified ad of 3 column inches
cost?

A. $2.20
B. $4.40
C. $6.60
D. $8: 80

2. HOW' much would a 1-minute announcement 3 times a day for a week
cost if the Costs of advertising at the local radio station are as follows

20-secOnd spot $3.75

A.
B.
C.
D.

$ 89.50
$100.50
$.92.50
$ 94.50

1-minute
1/2 hour

t

- $4.50
- $30.50

V

iv

3. The costs-for advertising on the rocal TVstation are as.followt

Spot buys:.
Class A

Class B

Class C

60 seconds' 30 seconds 20 seconds 10 seconds
4:00 {p. m. to 8:00 p..m.

15.00 '.12.00
V---7

.9.00 6.00
8:00 p.m. to sign-off
$12.00 1 9.00 $6.00 $3.00
Sign-on to 4:00 p.m
P0.00 -$ .00 $4.00 $2.00

Mininnalm order: 10. spots
A,

Using this information a 10- second spot at 7:00 p.m. and 10:00 p. m. for
7 days would cost

A. $84.00
B. $/2.00
C. $63.00
D. $42.00

4. The purpose (6) served by an advertising calendar is (are)

A. it allocates the ad budget
B. it directs the ad emphasis
C. it is used as a nide for other marketing efforts
D. all of the above

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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5. As an employeectran agribusiness fiim you may be asked to
make an advertisement. In making the advertisement you should
be aware bf the elements of good advertising dopy. Which of the
followingot--one of these elements? - *.

A. Logatype
B. Illustration
C. . Color
D. Headline

6. In developing an,advertising calendar, which of the following
products would you not schedule advertising for the month of January?

A. ',Winter feed additive
B. Spittle bug spray
C. Silage preservative
D. Seedcoats

7. Which of the following products would an Agriculture. Supply Store
advertise during the month of August?'

8.

A, Seed oats
B. Seed wheat
C. 'Early order fertilizer
D. Atrazine

A customer asks for an item or product that is not-in stock or is
on back order. When confronted with this situation a pod salesperson
will G.

A. tell the customer to go to another store
B. call another store to see if the item is available
C. attempt to make a subspitute sale
D: any of the above.

9. If a customer says "This shovel is too heavy," a salesperson should
fl

A. emphasize service
-11;-----==l1fid-wArmilar-items of different price .ranges
C. admit to the objection but show other features
D. show other shovels

0

10. Which of the following should you be able to do as a machinery sales-
4 person in an agricultural machinery business?

A. Write up a purchase agreement
B. Explain the operation of a combine
C. . Suggest maintenance procedures for a corn picker

,D. All of the above
GO TO NEXT PAGE
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11. A successful salesperson must have

A. a knowledge of the products he is selling
B. _knowledge of the customers
C. personal confidence
D. all of the above '

12. When selling a product in an 'agricultural business,
, the sale" means

"approac Irto

A. "walking toward the customer
B. deciding when the customer is ready to buy
C. making it easy for the customer to buy
D. all of the above

13. Which'of the following indicates to the salesperson that a customer is
ready to buy?

. / 4

A; Customer asks the salesman to repeat the advantage's

B.
product
Customer shows interest in the product
customer asks -questions about the product
All of these could indicate the customer is ready to buy

G!
D.

14. What is meant by overselling?

A. Give the customer a little more of the product than he paid for
B. Continue to talk about product after the customer has decided

to buy
C. Selling the customer two items when he wants only one
D. Charging more than the original price of the product

15. Which of the following is the most important concern inlwiridow.
display?

A. To bring customers into the business.
B. To show customers, how to use, products
C. To make use of surplus items
D. To display items to be donated to the Salvation Army

115... Which of following are not functions of marketing?

A. Assembling or buying
B. Processing and packaging
C. Selling
D. Production of products

GO TO NEXT-PAGE
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17. Which of the following is the'most important reasen for keeping
complete and accurate records?

A. To know the financial status of the businbess.at any given tithe
B. `To prepare state and federal tax returns
C. To plan desirable changes in manapi, ent and operatioh
D. ,Al2. (*the above

18. A good sales person should knew that there are times when a
customer's objection must be accepted and forget about the sale.

A. True
B. False

19. Customers should be allowed to handle products so thitthe sense
of touch is involved.

A. True
B. False

20. If a customer wants to know price first and other information.later,
reversing this order will lose the customer's attention.,

A. True
B. talse

21. Ai an employee of a grain elevator you are asked "Why are
storage fees so great? All you do is hold our grain." Which
of thefollowing is not a factor in determining the cost of storage?

A. Shrinkage
B. Insurance
C. Labor
D. All of the above are cost factors

22. The receipt for stored grain given to a farmer by a storing
warehouse is called

A. a storage receipt.
B. an inventory receipt
C. a promisory receipt
D. a warehouse receipt

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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23. An advantage of production contracts or leases over outright
purchase c?r ownership is

A. farmers can operate at peak efficiency
B. market supply is approximately equal to market demand
C. financial risks are shared by two or mere parties
D. farmers becomemore independent

24. In business, human relations means

A. relationships between the employer and employees
B. relationships between employees
C. relationships between customers and salespersons
D. all of these it, .

25. The persons in managerial positions in an agricultural business
are responsible for

A. production
B. sales
C. service
D. all of the above

26. The reactions of the people in a company toward each other may be
interwoven into what is calked

A. company morale
B. success
C.' failure
D. advancement or promotion

27. Employers evaluate the personal qualities of potential employees by

A. reviewing the application form
B. interviewing the pergpn applying fOr a Job
C. checking references provided by ajob applicant
D. all of the above

28, Misinformation is often passed from one employee to another in
the form of

A . good intentions
B. semantics
C. rumors
D. oral communication

GO TO NEXT liAG,E
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29 "Assembly " as a marketing function is the same as

A. processing
grading

C. buying
D. storing

30. " Processing" as a marketing function is

A. putting the product in a salable container
B. maintaining productivity in a facility
C. gathering a product at a convenient place
D. changing the form of the product to meet consume demands

31. The main reason for the ma3 gement of an agricultural business to
study market channels is tb

A. reduce damage to products
B. reduce transportation cost
C. reduce the numbert)f handlers
D. reduce the number. of final outlets

32. Market lambs dress out at approximately

'A. 40% of live weight
B. 50% of livitweig,ht
C. 60% of liveweig,ht
D. 75% of live weight

33. "Cash grain" market tiuotationEi rgfer to

A. price for grain delivered local markets
B. price for grainlelivered to Columbus, Ohio
0. price for grain delivered to Chicago, Illinois
D. _price for grain deliVerecl to New York

34. Thd main purpose of the futures market is to

A, establish a firm price
B. establish a competitive market
C. establieh year around grain markets
D. establish equal prides

GO TO.NEXT PAGE
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35. Which of the following is not considered_when establishingrailroad freight rates?

A. Space required-for the load
B. Weight of,the load
C.. Distance 120 aveled
D. Valu th-Fan

36. Parcel service is used to transport agricultur commodities whin
A. perishable items are to be transported
B. speed and quick availability of transportation are" needed
C. small items are to be transported
D. special hauling and accommodations are needed 1,

37. Which of the following expenses are not deductable on-federal
inconie taxes?

A. Personal telephone use
B. Office electric.billings
C. Real estate interest payments
D. None of the above are deduc

A

38. If you itemize dedudtions on your federal income tax return, which
of the following personal items are deductable ?

A. Home entertainment
B. Auto interest payments
C. Liability insurance
D. AU of the above

39. The sales ticket is important to the agricultural business firm because

A. it is a permanent record of the transaction
B. it is a part of the accounting and bookkeeping system.
C. , it provides a record for the customer
D. all of the above

40. The most expensive way to.borrow money is by the

A. easy payment plan
B. add-on' interest plan
C. -simple interest plan
D. none of the above

CO 140 NEXT PAGE
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41. Workmen's Compensation Insurance does not cover

A. hospitalization costs
, medical expenses

C. lost time Vora work
D. retirement lstird disability'

f

42. Which of the.following vehicle insurance coverage is the most
expensive'?

A. Property darnage
B. Medical 'payme'nt
C. Collision
D. Unihured motorist

e
43.. Real estate value, for tax purposes, isipased on

A. the taxable market value
B. the apiraised market value ti

C. the appraised selling'value
D. a percentage ofcurrent market value

( 44. MOneST used for state government activities are colleCted
primarily. as

A. federal income talc
B. state income tax
C. estate tax
D. gasoline tax

4 e

45. Which of the following is not a tax in the American tax system?
("'

.A. Income tax
B. Real estate tax

- C. Purchase tax
D. Personal property tax

46. A good rule for a Salegperson in'an agricultural busine'ss firm to
follow-is "All, shoplifters look alike. "

A. True
B. False

GO IP NEXT PAGE
I..



.. Depreciation is allAable on rnachin

A, wear
B. damage
C. obsolesence
D. all of the above

used in a business due to

48. - Sometimes mark-up is figured on the selling price instead of the
cost. An item that selth for $2.00 has a 25% mark-up on the selling
price. What is the mark-up on the cost?

'A. 22%
B. 33 1/3%
C. 50%
D.' 30%

49. Selling price usually cornpenqates for

5Q.

A. profit
B. overhead costs
-C. wh+sale cost
D. all of the above ,

_

A restrictjAte endorsement on a check

A. limits further negotiation of the check
B. limits. the amount of the quack
O. indicates payment in full
D. none of the above

END OF TEST
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. An agricultural business firm advertises

A. to produce inimediate sales
B. to create demand
C. to attract customers
D. 'all of the above

. -Bow much would' a 20-second spot tv!rtilie a week for one month
costif the costs 9f advertikng at the local station are as folloWs

20-second spot - $ 3.
$ 4:50

1/2 hour $30.50

A. $29.25
B. $30.00
C. $31.75
D. $30.25

The costa for advertising on the local TV station are as follows

*

Spot buys:
Class A

60 seconds 30 seconds 20 seconds. 10 seconds
4:00 p. m. to 8:00 p.m.115,09:00 ttOC$6.(;r___
8:00 p. m. to sign-off

Class B $12.00 $ 9.00 $6 00 $3.00
Sign-on to Coo p.m.

Class C $10.00 $ 8.00 $4.00 $2.00
Minimum order: 10 spots

Using this information a 60-second spot at 5:00 p.m. 2 times a week
for a month would cost

A. $150.00
B. $120.00
C. $ 80:00
D. $ 96.00

4. Which of the following is (are) important to consider when
constructing point of purchase displays.?

A. Traffic movement
B. Location to related merchandise
C. Seasonal sales
D. All of the above

dr:eel 10
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5.. Which of 'the following is not an important principle that should be
used in.cleveloping an advertising calendar?

A. "',Seasonal variation.,

..
4,*

B.- Lead time
C,__Ewl-spacing of ad emphasis
'D. None of these

A customer buys a 10-pound bag of lawnseed. Which -of elollowing
related-items should the salesperson suggest to the cus mer

A. Renting a seeder
B. Fdrtilizer .

C. Mutching materials
P. All of the above

0 k

Which of the following is (are) common customer objections?

A. Brice
B. Quality
C. Service
D.- All of the above

8. If the customer says "The price on this lawn mower 143400 high, "
a salesperson should

A. tell the customer to go to another store
B.. show similar items of different price ranges*
C. admit to.the objection but emphasize service
D none of the above

9. Which of the following is not an advantage of substitute sales?

A. Saves time for the customer
B. Often builds good will
C. May save a lost sale .

D. None of the above

10. A good salesperson suggests purchases of related items.

A. ,True
B. False



11. The quality indicated whezra .salesperson puts "everything he has"
ir4o the sale is

A. enthusiasm
B. honesty
C. aggressiveness
D. integrity

,

le' Which of the followin are not characteristics o£ a successful
salesperson?

A. Cheerfulness, courtesy, and tact
B. Friendliness and enthusiasm
C. Sincerity, initiative, application
D. ,None of the above

13. As a sa spersonin an agricultural supply business, what type (s)
of. custo erg. WilLyou usually be dealing withq

A. Customers who first have to be sold on the need for t)e°
product you are selling

B. Customers who-have already decided that they need your
. product but are not sure they like your brand
C. Both A and B
D. Neither A nor B,

*14. There is no set time for closing a sale.

A. True
B. False

I I

15. What is out-of-store advertising?

A. .Arranging some products in frontof the store in the summer
B. Advertising through,newspapers, TV, direct mail and roadsigns
C. -Getting some high school students to`thake graffiti on buildings
D. None of the above

16. Which of the following statements is true abpuf xadio advertising?

A. Talk about products that can only be sold through radio
B. Use fast, hardhitting spot "messages
C. Stress, advantages of, products in detail
D. None of the .above

. GO TO NEXT PAGE
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17. What is the main function of an agricultural supply business?

A. To provide supplies and services needed, by agriculturalists
B. To protect the farmers' investment
C. To offer free advice to farmers
D. To encourage competition'among farmers

.18, What records are used to determine profft and loss?

A. Profit and loss statements
B. Sales slips issued with each sale
,C. Bank statements
D. Net worth statement

. 19. Display advertising is used to attract the customer's attention
since people learn more through their sense of sight than any other sense.

A. True
B. False

. .

20. A good salesperson gives customers literature available on the item
or product they are interested in purchasing. .

A. True,
B. False

21. A farmer has 1,140 bushels of corn in storage from October 20 to
January 3. What is his storage fee if the,elevator charges l /20c per
day per bushel?

A. $3/.28
B. $37.48
C. $38.28
D. $38.48

22. A contract is

A. an agreement
B. an offer
C. an acceptance
D. all of these

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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23. The most common reason for people being fired from their jobs is

A. talking too much with customers
B. inability to get along with their fellow workers
C. not talking enough_with-eustomers
D. high pressure selling

After unloading bulk feed, the driver ,fol the Agriculture Supply Store
accidentally backed into the farmer's feed spout and broke it. Which
of the following should the delivery person do?

A.- Go back and try to fix the feed spout
B. Report the damage to the manager and let him handle it
C. Forget about it and hope the farmer will think someone

else did it
D. Hire a repair man to fix it and pay for the repair'

25. Am agricultural business cannot survive without which of the following?

A. Employees
B. Customers
C. Stockholders
D. Cooperatives

26. The purpose (s) of human relations in business is (ale)

A. gaining the cooperation of people
13, getting them to produce more
C. helping people get satisfaction from their work
D. all of the above

-.,

27. Most employers look for leadership potential in new employees
because they like to promote people from within the organization
'rather than fill top jobs with people from outside the company. °

,

A. - True
B. False

28. In many businesses the management evaluates the human relations
of the business by

A. self.rsatisfaction of employees
B. morale or attitude surveys
C. criticisms and suggestions of customers
D. Lim:Aber of employees who have been dismissed

QO TO NEXT PAGE
_
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29:"Grading and standardizing" as a marketing function is

A. putting the product in a. salable form
B. preparing a product to.better meet the demand of the market
C. moving the product from one location to another
D. gathering, raw products at a convenient place

30. uPeArsging" as a marketing function, it3 mainly concerned with

A. -_putting the product in a satabe form
- B. making the product attractive

C. making the product transportable
D. all of the above

31. Which of the following is not a type of livestock market?

A.. Terminal*
B. Auction,
C. Jobber
D. Direct

32. Pastellrizing milk means

A. heating the milk to kill bacteria
B. breaking clown fat globulbs in milk
C. blending-milk to the butterfat percentage
D'. blending butterfat with skim milk

33. "Futures" market quotations refer to

A. markets of the'future
B. priee guaranteed for the future
C. tomorrow's price for today's contract
D. all of the above

34. The gross weight on a scales ticket refers to the

A. weight of the truck and cargo
B. weight of the truck only
C. weight of the cargo only
D. weight of the truck minus the cargo

GO TO-NEXT PAGE
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35. In establishing railroad freight rates, an advantage is given for

A.- heavier loads and longer `distances
B.. lighter loads and shorter distances
C. heavier loads and shorter-distances

-D. lighter loads and longer distances

,.36. When compared with other types of transportation, rates for
air freight are

A. always thelighest for the amount carried
-B. sometimes the highest for the amount tarried
C. about the same-as other rates when all factors are considered.
D. usually lowest for the amount carried

37. Federal `income taxes generally apply both to individual and
business operations.

True
B. F.alse

38. Real estate tax rates are expredsed in terms of Mills. If the
tax rate is 46.20 mills, the amount of tax,(in.dollars) for each
$1,000 tax value is

A. $4.60
B. $42.26
C. $462.00
De $4,620.00

36. A customer's sales transaction was $11.36 and he presented a $20 bill
in payment. Using the least number of articles of money,, the chauge
returned by the salesperson would be

A. 4 pennies, 1 pine, 1-514 piece, 4-$1 and 1-$5
B. 4 pennies, 2dimes, 1-500 piece, 3-$1 and 1-$5
C. 4 4 pennies, Ldime, 1-500 piece, 3-$1 and 1-$5
D. none of the above

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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40. An agricultural supply usiness offers a $3. 00 p r ton discount on
fertilizer orders of 10 t s or more. The buff' e : en a
2% discount for cash. What is the cost to a.' f4tner who ordns 10
tons of fertilizer @ $72.00 per ton for which he will pay cash?

A . $702.60
B. $676.20
C. 1075.60
D. Depends on the analysis ordelred

41. A disadvantage of offering credit`to customers in an agricultural
business is

A. credit holdzszgood customers
B. credit helps get new customers
C. credit makes doing business a high risk
D. credit requires more booking

42. Public liability insurance covers all of the following except.

A. when a dog bites a salesman
'B. when a customer falls and breaks a leg
C. when property is damaged by wind or hail
D. when there are hogs on a highway

43. Schools are operated primarily on money from

A. city income taxes
B. state income taxes
C. real estate taxes
D. personal property taxes

44. When verifying the accuracy of a monthly bank balance, the
depqpitor must consider

'A. beginning bank balance
B. service charges
C. outstanding checks
D. all of the above

GO TO NEXT PAGE



45. The Agricultural Supply Stoie marks up items 50% obi cost. The
cost to-the storm for one dozen hammers is $24..09. What must be the
price of each harmer to get the desired mark-up?

A, $1.50
B. -$2. 40
C. $2.50
D. $3:00

46. The axiom, "You can't do business from an empty wagon," stresses the
importance of inventory control. The main reason for inventory
control is

A. to always keep the inventory down
B. to have oversupply which allows for special discounts

and sales
C. to maintain a proper balance of inventory
D. . all of the above

47. Which of the following is the correct formula for figuring depreciation?

A. Salvage value minus cost divided by the years of use
B. Cost minus salvage value divided by years of use
C. Sailvage value times 50% times years. of use
D. None of the above

CO'

48. A single personvorks at a feed mill after ddhoo 1 and onSaturdays.
During 1973 he earned $1, 665.48. His employer reported this amount
of wages on the W-2 Form and indicated that $92.00 had been withheld
for Federal Income Tax. This person -

A. does not have to file a Federal Income Tax report
B. will be refunded the $92.00 withheld from his wages

automatically
C. must file a Federal Income Tak. report
D. does not have to pay income tax if he is a student

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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49. Which of they follawing kinds of inc0.1710 is (are) taxable?

A. Wages from employfnmt
B. Tips from services
C. Profit from a project
D. All of the above

.50. A corporation had earnings of $35, 000 during 1973. What Would
be the tax on this corporation,s earnings according to the
following schedule?

22% on earnings up to $25,000
48% on earnings over $25, 000

A! $10,3
B. "$13,000
C. $20,600
D. $26,00.0

END OF TEST
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. It costs $1.42 per column inch to place an ad in the Display Ad
SectiOn of the newspaper. A Display Ad 2 inches wide and 6
inches deep would cost

A. $17.04
'13. $16.24 -

Cp. $18.62
D. $17.24,

2. VOW much, would a 1/2 hour progrim once each month for 1 year
cost it the costs of advertising at the local radio stationare as
follows

20-second spot - $ 3.75
.1 minute - $ 4.50
1/2 hour. - $30.50

A. $340.50
B.
C. 355.50
D. $366.00

3'. Which of the following is not a major feature of position media?

A. Repetition
B. Concentration -
C. Flexibility
D. -Mobility

4. An agricultural businese firm had a sales volume last year of $122, 500.
If the advertising budget for this year is set at 1% of last year's sales
volume, ?the amount budgeted for advertising this year would be

I

$ 122.50
B. $1,225.00
p. $12,250.00
D. Cannot be determined friim data given

5. When developing advertising copy, which of the following characteristics
of customers should be considered? -

A. Psychological makeup of the market
B. Educational makeup of the market
C. Numerical makeup of the market
D. -Both A and B

GO TO NEXT 'PAGE
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6. As an employee in an Agriculture Supply Store, you are assigned the
responsibility of preparing anadvertising calendar. What month
would you begin to schedule advertisements far seed corn?

A. April
B. November
C. May
D., March

7.. i In planning the advertising calendar for a Horticulture Supply Store,.
what month would you schedule advertising for bag fertilizer?

A. - February
B. August
C. June
D. November

8. If a customer says "This is not what I had in mind, " a salesperson
should -

A. emphasize service
B. show similar items of different price ranges
C. admit to the objection but show other features
D. 'show more goods

A *ubstitute item or a box-end wrench is -

A. an adjustable wrench
B.. a pair of Vice grips
C.; . an open-end wrench
D. none of the aboVe

The major pioducts handled by agricultural sut)ply businesses area

A. feeds and seeds
B. fertilizers and chemicals,
C. small equipment and hand, tools
D. all of the above

11. The first thing a salesperson has to sell. is

'A. his/her school
B. himself/herself
C. hi13/her experience
D. products

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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. Which of the following are characteristic of a salespersan_who makes a
gaud impression?

A, Courtesy
B. .411aci
C. Cheerfulness

- D. 'AIL of these
I

13. A salesperson who is friendly, alert, courteous, and has a Confident
approach to the customer will always get favorable attention from
the customer.

A. True
B. False

14. What is more likely to happen when a customer is high pressuied?

A. The customer thinks something is wrong, and becomes cautious
B. 'fie customer will buy more quickly

The customer shbws more interest in the product
The customer -likes high pressure selling

15. What is point-of-purchase advertising ?- --

A. Ads in and around the place of business
B. Telling a customer about another product
C. Advertising only products fatmerS are interested in
D. Advertising products in the classified ad section of newspapers

16. Which of the following it not a type of business ownership ?

. A. Individual proprietorship
B. Partnership
C. Corporate ownership
D. Stewardship

17. Long-term credit is usually used when buying

A. land and real estate
B. farm machinery
C.. agricultural buildings and facilities
D. none of the above

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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18. When working in a farm supply store a farmer asks you wb-it varieties of
wheat are recommended for the area. How would you answer the
question?

A. Ask him what variety he grew last year and recommend that he
use it again this year

B. Check a reference book at the store (such a& the Agronomy Guide)
and show him what varieties are recommended for the area

C. Tell him that you are sorry but that you do not know
D: Tell him that he will have to_check with the agriculture teacher

or county agent to get that kind of information

19. Which of the following should not be used by a good salesperson when
handling customers' sales objections?

A. Give a long and informative reply
B. Know when to stop talking
C.. Get at the real problem
D. None of these

20. A good saleiperson in an agribusiness firm shoulddemonstrate
the product, if possible, because this shows the customer how the
product operates:

A. True
B. False

21. The price of corn at harvest is $1.25 per bushel, On January 15th
the price of corn is $1.53 per bushel. The cos_t of storing corn at the
elevator is 1 1/2 ¶ per bushel per month. How much will a farmer

'make if he stores 1, 800 bushels of corn from Ocotber 15th to
January 15th instead of selling the corn at harvest?

A. $34 24.00
B. $423.00
C. $504.00
'D. Cannot be calculated from inforthation given

22. An advantage of leasing instead of purchasing a piece of
agricultural eqUipment is

t

A. lease payments on rentals may be deducted as operating
expenses.

B. the leaSor is reeponsible for major repairsC. the leasee is relieved of all personal liability
D. all of these

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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The manager of an agriculture supply store'observes a salesperson
makes a mistake when with a customer. After the customerleaves the store, the manager should

A. / fire the salesperson on the spot,
B. not say.anything to the salesperson because pointing

out mistakes is discouraging
C. point out the mistake to-the salespepson and tell the .salesperson how to avoid future mistakes

require th3 salesperson to write a letter of apology, to the
customer

24. The supervisors in an agricultural business will usually be the
owner of the business, the manager, or a foreman. These persons
hold supervisory positions because

A. of theii ability to give orders to employees
B. they do, more work than other workers
C. of their past experieheelor success
D. 'none of the above

25. A 'salesperson who wants to improye'in salesmanship ability should

A. ask a friend to crime by and offer advice
B. not let the employer know that he wants help in becoming

a better salesperson
C. not tell anyone? but get more experience in selling
D. ask the employer for stiggestions for becoming a better

salesperson

26. First impression

A. "mann s
B. ap arance
C. shoeshine
D.- hair style

A

re almOlst always based on the salesperson's-

27. What indicates how the responsibility, authority, and workof a
business are divided into smaller units with specialized activities
in order to achieve the objectives of the-business?

An organizational chart
B. The ber of supervisors in -the business
C. vertical and horizontal chart

The speeches made by the manager'

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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28. The most important traits called for in good customer relations are

A. self-discipline and psychology
B. hu/han behavior and getting along with other's
C. unstructured hyman relations and good manners
D. tact, courtesy and respect

29. "Transportation" as a marketing function is closely related to
4

A. assembling, and storing
B. processing and packaging
C: grading and standardizing
D. buying and forniing

30. Which of the following is usually not a handler of agricultural products
from the producer, to consumer ?

A. Retailer
B. Wholesaler
C. Jobber
D. Drop shipper

31. Which of the following has a dressing percentage of approximately
75% ?

A. Market hogs
B. Steers
C. Market lambs
D. Veal calves

10

32. Which of the following needs to be done to get eggs ready for sale?

A. Washing
B. Candling
C. Packaging
D. All of these

33. Which of the following is the most common discount applied
when marketing corn?

A . Moisture
B. Shrunken kernels
C. Insect damage
D. Disease damage

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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34. The tare weight on a scales ticket refers 'to the

. A. weight'of the truck and cargo
B. weigh& the truck only
-C. weight of the cargo only
D. weight of the truck minus the cargo

35: The agreement made between the shipper and carrier for each ship-
ment of merchandise by railroad or truck is .

A. an invoice. .
B. a receipt of goods shipped
C. a bill of lading
D. a bill of insurance

36. Which of the fallowing is not required to pay federalincome taxes?

A. Partnersh4ps -
B. Cooperatives
C. Corporations
D. Individuals

37. Which of the following taxes are not paid to state of local tax
agencies?

A. Personal property tax
B. Federal income tax
C. City income tax
D. State income tax

38. Which of the following is usually not financed by real- estate taxes?

A. Building of interstate' roads
B. Building of township roads and bridges
C. Building of joint vocational schools'
D. Building of county courthouse

39. Magnetic symbol numbers on checks sually indicate.

A. the date the check is written
B. the account number of the customer
C. the amount of the check-
D. the payee

GO TO NEXT PAGE
ilk
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40 Agricultural business firms sometimes allow discounts on ,

A. early orders
B-; pre-inventory orders
C. quantity 9rders

all of the above

41. An agricultural business would send which of the following to customs
at the end of the month?

A. Net worth statement
B. Monthly statement
C. Financial statement
D. Credit statement

42. A company's term life insurance policy will usually offer the
greatest benefits to

A. the younger employee
B. the raid-aged..employee
C. the older employee
D. all of these

43. Which of the following auto insurance coverages is required by
state law on all vohicles?

A. Comjrehensive , '-
B. Liability
C. Bodily injury
D. Collision

.
44. The, person who receives the face value of a life insurance policy

in case of the death Of the policy holder is

A. the estate manager
B. the-trustee
C. the beneficiary
D. the bank,official

45. The more money a person is paid during the year or the higher the
profits of a business, the higher the tax rate.

A. True
B. False

GO TO NEXT PAGE



46. Personal property tax is applied to an automobile when the -
automobile is used in the business.

A. True
B. False

47. How much depreciation could be taken per year on a feed mixer costing
42,800. 00 with a salvage value of $400.00 and an expected life
of eight years?

A. $350.00
B. $250.00
C. $300.00,
D. $400.00

48. The record of purchase, and sales adjusted to an inventory record is

A. a physical inventory
B. a perpetual inventory
C. an exact inventory

none of the above

elt

49. Sometinies mark-up is "figured on the 'selling price instead of the cost.
A hamme; that sells for $2.00 has a 25% mark -up on the selling
price. What. is its cost?

A. $1.50
B. $2.00
C. $1.75
D. $2.25

50. A purchase order indicates the

A. quantit of merchandise ordered
B. selling price of the merchandise
C. the date the-order is shipped
1), all of the above

END OF TE'ST
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OBJECTIVES
FARM MANAGEMENT

1/11(MANAGEMENT OF PRODUCTION AGRICULTURE BUSINESSES)

A. Students will be fable to establish salvage values for machinery and
equipment and p rchased breeding livestock..

Test Items

Form A, Item 28
Form C, Item 27

B. Students will be able to calculate depreciation for (a) pUrc Bed breeding
livestock, (b) machinery and equipment, and (c) buildings' Ointprovements.

Test Items

Form A, Items 26, 29, 30, 32 .
Fbrm B, Items 2, 25
Form C, Heins 24, 26, 28, 29

C. Students will be able to identify depreciable and nondepreciable assets
and establish inventories for depreciable and nondepreciable assets.

Test Items

Form Items 23, 24, 28, 29

D_ . Students will be able to compute capital pin or loss on items subject
to capital gain or loss treatment.

Test Items

Form A, Items 33, 41
Form B, Items.26, 27
Form C, Item 30

E. Students will be able to prepare and analyze a net worth statement.

Test Items

Form A, Items 11, 12
Form C, Items 31, 33



tl

F. Students will be able to evaluate marketing services and choose the
service which will provide the greatest.net profit.

Test Itemq

Form A, Item 15,
Form 84 Item 8
Form C; Item 2

G. Students will be able to apply profit-maximizing principles in
organizing the farm, business sucif'as (a) diminifthing returns, (b) fixed-
variable costs, (c) opportunity costs, and (d) substitution.

Test Item

Form A, Items 4,
Form Items 4,
Form C, Items 5,

5,
13,
17,

7, 17, 18, 19, 20,
14, 15, 16, 18, 19,
18, 19, 20, 21, 22

21, 22,
20, 21,

23,
22,

24;.25,
32

27, 34

H. Students will be able to outline and use a total insurance plan for
farm business to Maximize net profit.

Test Items

Form A r. Item 4.2
Form B, Ite,ms 38, 41, 42, 43, 41
Form C, Items 40, 41, 42, 43

I. Students will be able to calculate the cost of borrowing money.

Test Items

Form A, Item 39
Form B, ,Items 33, 39
Form C, Items 23, 39

J. StUd s will be able to calculate the total cost per unit of production.

Test Itemp_

Form A, Items 3, 9, 10
Form 13, Items 17, 31
Form 0),Items 4, 9, 34
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K. Students will be able to use the futures market when it is advantageous
in marketing farm products.

'rest 4.tems

Foal! A, Item 6
Form C, Item 6, 7

s

L. Students will be able to select an accounting system for a specific
farming- operation and use the accounting system properly.

, Test Items

Form A, Items 31, 35, 36, 37
Form B, Items 1, 30, 33, 34
-Form C, Items 1, 25, 35, 36, 37

.7.

M. Students will be able, to know, identify, and use marketing principles in
operating tie farm business.

Test Items

2,
5,
8,

8,
7,
10,

13,
9,
11,

14,
10,

12,

16
11, 12
13, 14, 15, 16

Form A, Items 1,
Form B, Items 3,
Form C, Items 3,

1-1

N. Students 'will be able tO select credit agencies and use credit appropriately
in operating the farm business.

est Items

Form A, Items 38, 40
Form B, Items 36, 37
Form C, Item 38

,

0. Students will be able to identify the types of taxes and calculate taxes
that are a cost of operating the farm business.

Test Items

Form '8, Item 40,
Form C, Item 32

1-
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,APPENDIX H

MASTERY, TESTS

FARM MANAGEMENT
(MANAGEMENT Or*PRODUCTION AGRICULTURE BUSINESSES)

Forni A -
Form B
Form C
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FORM A

FARM MANAGEMENT MASTERY TEST
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1'. Which of tbe following is(are) condition(s) for a free.markt?

A. No government interference to the supply and demand of a product'
B. - -No monopoly
C. No consumer will control supply or demand
D. All of the above

2. Which of the. following is an illustration of elastic demand?

B.

C.

Price

Price

Price

Quantity A.

Quantity .

Quantity C.

None of these

I

GO TO NEXT PACE
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USE THIS TABLE TO ANSWER QUESTION 3.
I

2

Effect Of Nitrogen on Corn

'; Added N Cost Added
Yield '9:25V1b. Added. Return

LbS. Yield ' for 60 lbs. for add. Yield Above
N'Applied (bushels). N 60 lb. N P-$2.50/bu. RCOst-._

0 , 65 0 ,, $ 0 '$ 0.00
60 100 35 15 87.50 $20

120 130 30 15 75.00 15
180 150 20 15 50200 5
240 170 20 15 50:00 5
300 , 165 -5 15 -122.50 -10

3. what yield loYel gave the highest net return?
V

A. 130 bushels per acre
B. 150 bushels per acre
C. 165 bushels per acre
D. 170 bushels per acre

4. Operating inputs can be substituted for other inputs. if

A. marginal returns equal total profits
B. marginal costs'are greater than marginal returns
C. marginal costs equal marginal returns
D. none of the above

5. An example of complementary interpilses is

A. hogs and corn ,

B. beef cattle and dairy
C.% dairy and isheep
D. hogs and meadow

6. A farmer and a,bUyer agreed that the father's beef cattle would be sold
to the buyer for a total of.$7,500 one year after the agreement was
signed. This is an example of

A. pure competition
B. futures trading'.
C. risk taking

insured buying

GO -10./MT PAGE +I"



7. Combining, crop enterprises to reduce. uncertainty is advantageous for

A. a farmer with unlimited capital
B. a fanner with limited capital
C. a farmer who is a good manager
D. ,a farmer .who only has two enterprises

-

8. Which is the demand)ourve on this chart?

, 7 .

1.40

Price
of

1.30

Wheat 1.20

1710-

1!00

.90

A. Line.0
B. Point A
C. Line B
D. None of the above

'900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 U;00

Quantity (Bushels)

9. Using aie,following infortation, what is the total' co t per acre to
produce corn?

Yield -- 110 bushels per acre
Price-of corn -- $2.50 per bushel
COsts (per acre) Seed $8.00

Chemicals $6.50
"Fertilizer $40.50
Tractor and machlnery_use $19.00
Labor- $19.50
Land value $435.00 (6 interest)
Taxes $6.00

a

A. $55.00
B. $99.50
C. $125.60
D. $275.00

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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104 Using the following information, what is the net return Per acre frau
producing Corn?

Yield -- 110 b'ushels per acre
Priceof corn -- $2.50 per bushel-'
Costs (per acre) -- Seed $3.00

Chemicals $6.50
Fertilizer $40.50
Tractor and machinery use $19.00
Labor $19.50
Land value $435 (FPJ interest)
Taxes $6.00

A. $125.60
B. $149.40
C. $275.00
D. Cannot be determined

11. Net cash inowie is not-an accurate picture of true farm returns
because

A.
.

beginning and closing inventories are hot accounted for
B. , depreciation is not considered
C. it does not include cash vilu of farm products consumed

by the family .

D.. all of the, above
,

,

12. Which of the following is the best measure of net farm returns?

A. Net cash income
B. Net farm Jincome,
C. Total cash receipts. '
D. What goes to the savings account

CA

13. Other things being equal, the greater the supply'Of an agricultural
product

A. the low4the price paid
B. the higher the price paid
C. the same price paid
D. none of the above

.

GO TO NEXT PAGE



14. If the priceofIan agricultural-coMmodity is too low, demand will be
greater than the supply resulting in

A. a surplus
B. a monopoly
C. a shortage
D. a slump

15. A marketing ohannelis

A. the route a product takes on is way from producer to consumer
B. the way a product is transported to the market place
C. the line of communication between the buyer and seller
D. the process of receiving market information via TV

6. The diagram shown below represents which of the following curves?

A. A supply curve
B. An eqiilibrium curve
C. A demand curve
D. A unit elasticity curve

p

+Oa

17. With limited capital, a farm operator would tend to invest available
capital in

long -term `land improyeMents
B., quick turnover operatia
C. new machinerY and equipment
D. labor saving equipment,

GO '10 NEXT PAciE
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18. A farmer ha. $12,000 to invest in his farm business. He is presently
raising 400 acre: of small grain and has been harvesting with his own
comb' ut. the combihe needs to be replaced., The cost of harvestingw his own combine $8 per acre' while custom catibining costs. $10
per acre. He can save $800 each year by doing his own combining. If
the piesent combine can be replaced for $12,000, the $800 he saved by
doing his own harvestingis about a 7% return on his investment. If
the $12,000 were invested in additional dairy cows, it would return
$3,000 abovecosts. What should the farmer do?

A. Replace the combine and continue harvesting small grain
because he saves $100 per year.

B. Invest the money in dairy cows and-hire the combining done
C- Plant more acres of small grain in order to reduce fixed

costs on the combine
D. Invest in a smaller combine which would still get the

harvesting done efficiently

19. Whether or not a farm operator should adopt a soil improvement plan
requiring an immediate large outlay of capital in o)der to insure a-
ligher income in five years will depend upon

.the present need for income
B. "'the current rate-of interest on borrowed money
C. the potential for increasing his farth output and his present

cash flow sheet
D. all of the above

20. TO secure maximum profit through increa milk production, a dairyman,
should increase the daily ration fedda cows until the cost. of th2
last pound of additional feed is

A. greater than the value of the increased unit of milk production
B. less than the value of the increased unit of milk production
C. equal to the value of the increased unit of milk production
D. one -;half the value of the increased uni.t of milk production -

GO 10 NM PAM
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21. A fatmer has been feeding cattle on his 300-acre farm since 1965 withthe help of an up-to-date set of machinery and a good full-time hiredman. He has always fed out 75 head of calves and 50 head of yearlingsper year. Over the last 5 years he has invested $20,000 in his cattlefeeding operation for buildings and modern feeding-equipment. His netincome has decreased even with the addition of efficient feedingfacilities and he Cannot understand why. Can you explain the reason?

A. Cattle feeders can expect losses for several years inB. He should have fed out all yearlings.'
C. He has increased overhead

costs without changing his volOMe ofbusiness
D. He made the wrong Choice of enterprises as dairying is a better

enterprise

22. The major reason for diversifying crop enterprises

A.
B.

C.
D.

increase efficiency
spread labor evenly throughout the year
reduce production -cots
lower machinery investment

is to .)

.23. In your judgment, which of the following farm operators would be moreinclined to invest in a ldng-range soil conservation plan?

A. A beginning farmer who is short on capital
8. A benant with a long-term lease
C. An owner-operator with money in a savings account
D. An owner-operator who is heavily in debt

24. Based on the table below showing the yield of wheat per acre at
different levels of nitrogen used, which statement is most nearlycorrect?

No. of ths. of Nitrçren1ded
0

10
20
30
40

A. The bushels added to the total yield
of additional nitrogen increase at a

B. The bushels added to the total yield
of additional nitrogen increase at a

C. The bushels added to the total yield
level

D. The 40 lbs. rate will yield the best
ment in fertilizer

3

GO TO NEXT PAGE

Total YielA,e,,r Acre.

30 bushels
38buShels
42 bushels
44 bushels
45 bushels

by each successive 10 lbs.
uniform rate
by each successive 10 lbs.
diminishing rate
are greatest at the'20 lbs.

return on a farmer's invest-
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25. Assuming that a fanner is efficiently managing his farm business,
last dollar spent on a factor of production (such.as seed, fertilizer,

--machinery, or buildings) will, yield a marginalor-ldded return

A. greater than the last dollar earned fran all other factors
of production

B. exactly equal to the last dollar earned from all other factors
of production
less than the last dollar earned from all other factors of
production

D. twice as large as the last dollar earned fran all other
--factors of production

26. What is the annual depreciation of ,a moldboard plow purchased at a
price of $1,250? This plow has an expectedAiseful life of 10 years.

A, $250
B. $125
C. $1,250
D. Canypt be calculated from the given information

27. From the following table, it is evident that diesel fuel is less
expensive than gasoline. However, before you substitute gasoline
with diesel tractor fuel, what other factors should you consider?

Days of Work Gallons of Gasoline Used Diesel Fuel Used to Replace Gas

5 75 60
10 150 120.
15 225 le"-
20 t, . 300 240

A. Initial investment
' B. Repairs and parts
C. Depreciation
D. All of the above

28. WhiCh of the following would most likely htave'a salvage value after
the designated life?

A. Purchased_bull_five years old
B. Grinder mixer after` -12 years
C. =Hog feeder after 12 years
D. Farrowing crates after 15 years

GO ¶10 Nteal PAGE
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TO use the additional- first
year depreciation, items must be setfor -at least six years" On which of the following could the-additional first yeardepreciation be used?

A. Farm house with 25-year life
B. Grain drier with 5-year life
C. Land
D. Machinery shed with 20-year life

up

30.. The undepreciated value of tile purchased 10 years ago which originally
cost $20,000 and is being depreciated over a 25-year life is

A. $4,000
B. $8,000
q. $12,000
'D. $16,000.

31. ,Which of the following is the best proof of purcha6e for a farmer's
record system?

A. Cancelled check
B. Original invoice
C. Cash register sales slip
D. The purchased item

32. The method of 'depreciation which does not recognize salvage value
in the calculation is

A. straight
B. declining balance
C. sum -of- the -year digits
D. appreciation

33. A farmer purchased a cow in November 1972 for $1,000. He sold the cowin May 1974 for $500. The depreciation taken on the cow since
November 1972 was $400. Which of the following' is an accurate
statement about this transaction?

"

A. There was a $500 long-term capital loss
B. .There was a $500 short-term capital loss
C. There was a $100 short-term capital loss
D. There was a $100 long-term capital gain

ro"

GO TO NEXT PAGE .
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34. A farmer should figure probable farm i Jme before the close of thetax year in order to

A. minimize taxeS for tha+ year
B. maximize income after tax,
C. income average
D. maximize inccme

t_o

35. The purchase of steers will be ent,red in which of the following
ekpense columns in the farm account hook?

A. Livestock supplies
B. Capital investment
C. Veterinary and medicine
D. None of the, above

.

,
.

,

36. The purchase of license plates for the farm truck would be entered,
in which of the following, expense columns in the farm account hook?-

A. Taxes
B. Machinery costs
C. Automobile
D. Machine hire and trucking

37. The amount a farmer pays for life insurance premiumS, is entered inwhich Of the following expense columns of the farm aCcounting
system?

.P

A. Debt repayment
B. Taxes
C. Family living expense
D. Miscellaneous

4

38. Which- of the following kinds of information will be most helpful to
a-farmer applying for a loan to buy feeder cattle?

A. Information that he is owner of a 4020 John Deere tractorB. A good set of records, and analysis of previous livestock raisedA copy of his .ncone tax forms from the previous year
-D.' A$500 savings bond

GO '10 NEXT PAGE



39. A $4,000 loan at 12% interest on full principle is to be paid back?
in 12 monthly installments. What is thud amount of each monthly

. payment?

A. $400.00
B. $373.33
C. $453.33
D. $500.00

40. Which of the following is not a practice for developing a good credit
rating?

A. Keep good records of farm enterprise
B. Make loan pants on time
C. Borrowing from a credit agency to\pay off a loan made by

a bank
D. Filling.out loan applications with correct information

ar

41. A farm was purchased for $50,000. (Land-$30,000; depreciable farm
buildings-$20,000; no dwellings.) Total depreciation claimed to
date has been $15,000 on the farm buildings. A new milking parlor
was constructed two years ago for $13,000. The farm sold f9r $100,000.
What will be the amount of the sales value subject to capital gains
tax?

A. $100,000
B. $ 50,000
C. $ 52,000
D. $ 48,000

42.1Theamount of WOrkmen'S Compensation Insurance paid. is based on

A. age of employees
B. sex of employees
Q. years of service
\D. dollars of payroll

'\*
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1. The fundamental principle in which of the following accounting systemp
is the balancing of-assets and equities or claims?

A.. Cash basis
B. Accrual basis
C. Double entry accounting
D. MOdified single "entry accounting

4

2. A John Deere tractor was bought two years ago at a cost of $10,000.
-The depreciation rate was determined to be 15 percent ppr annum.
What is the adjusted basis of the tractor assuming. a zero salvage
value?

A. -$13,000
B. $ 8,500'

C. $ 7,000 .

D. Cannot be determined from information given

A conclusion that is not appropriate, from the data in the following
table is

Supply Schedule of Soybeans
Quantity sold

Price of per unit of" time
.Scybdans/bu. (Millions of Bu.)

$6.65 1,625

$6.28 1;403
$6.15 1,010

$5.89 989

$5.77 875

A. as price goes up, the supply also increases
B. price is an expression of demand
C. supply schedule can be changed only by price
D. supply is.affected by price or demand for that product

t

GO TO NEXT p4i,GE
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USE THIS TAME ANSWER'QUESTION 4.

Effect of Nitrogen on Corn
. '--

. 4
Added , N Cost .Added

44 Yield @ 25/113. Added' Return
lios--/ Yield 'for 60 ibs. for add. Yield, Above

N Applied, (bushels) N 6 f lb. N @ $2'.50/by, N COst
p

0 65 0 $ $ 0.00 --
60 100 35 15 87.50 $20

120 130 30 15 75.00 15
180 150 20 15 ,50.00 5
240 170 20 15 -400 5
300 165 -5 15 ',z4 -10

6

4. What is the cost of each 60 lb.

A. $5.00
B. $10.00
C. $15.00
D. $50.Q0

nitrogen added?

5. *et is the equilibrium

1.40

Price 1.30

of

Wheat 1.20

1.10

L0

price for wheat indicated on this

$'.90
. $1.40'

C. $1.20
D. Can't be determined

800 '900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500_ 1600

Quantity (Bushels)

GO ¶10 NEXT PAGE



6. What part of a, record book includes all its of farm inccme and
expenses not included in-the- inventory?

A. Non-farm items
Farm business

C. Cash accounts
D. None of the above

7. For the demand of an,agricultuFa
be backed by

uct to be effective, it must

A. a desire on the part of the co it
B. a willingness to"pay the price
C. a need for the product s

D. a willingness and ability of the coriSuner t pay the

.8..- Marketing is all business activities involved in the .o of goods-
. .

and services from the point of initial production until they,a7. .in the hands of
4

A. wholesales --' ,

B. cx3n.stitier

C. retail store processor
. D. food market

The amount (or quantity) of goods ar.services that will be purchased
at a 'specific time and place'is called-

A. demand
B. supply

. market
utility

. The quanti luxury item purchased in canparisOn with a necessity
item would be

A. affected less by pricchange
B. affedted equally by price
C., Attie changed by a change in pri
D. affet, more by price change

GO To ,NExT PAGg
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11: The role of price,in a free market is to serve as a guide 1

A. in controlling supply
EL in limiting demand
C. to how important an item is to the consumers
Co, _:deciding what, when, and how much to produce

12. A supply schedule can be changed by a shift in

ik: inane
B. technology
C. :teas= of the year
D. all of the above

13. Assuming a fanner with limited capital can get $4 return for each $1
invested in protein supplement for hogs, he should invest his
limited funds in a new crop variety if

"A. /net profit on the Crop is increased
B.' investments in new varieties return at least $4 for $1 of

added costs
investments, in new varieties return more to net profit
thaninvestments in protein fdr hogs

D. investments in new varieties increase yields per acre, crop
quality; and total farm gross income

14. Assuming that-1Q0 lbs. of pork can be produced either with 340 lbs.
of corn and 15 lbs: of soybean meal or with 270 lbs. of corn and 40
lbs. soybeanmeal, which item below would be the most important for
the fanner to consider before he makes the decision regarding which
combination to feed? ,

A. price of soybean meal per pound
B. of corn per pound

/___-------
C. price-o.r2iogs-perhundredweight
D. /the price of and soybean meal per pound

4,---'
_.------

GO TO PAGE'
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15. Based on the "Return Per $100 Investment" table below, a farmer with
$1000 to invest in his farm business should invest the most in

Returns Per'$100 Investmegt

Capital Bonds Building Machinery -Dairy Equipment

1st $100. $104 $155 $158 ( $170
2n1 $100 104 148 143

) 160
3rd $100 104 136 139 151.
4th $100 104 115 135 140
5th $100 104 100 130 136

A. bonds
B. buildings
C. machinery
D. dairy equipment

-16. With a capital investment of $5,000 a farmer could install'an automatic
-feeding system for- his dairy cows. It is estimated that this system
would save approximately 300 hours of chore labor per year. In order'
for the farmer to make a sound decision on Whether or not to invest in
this system, he-Would reed to consider which of the following

A. the possible return on the $5,000 if invested elsewhere in
the farm business or outside the farming business in a
savings account

B. whether the labor saved could be profitable utilized elsewhere
in the farm business

C. the annual fixed and variable costs for operating andmain-
taining the new feeding system

D. all of-the above

17. When a farmer increases his investment in land, buildings, and
equipMent without increasing the total units of production, the
cost per unit. of, production 4

A. , decreases
B: increases
C. remains the spore
D. varies with the operator

GO '10 NEXT PAGE



18. If one lb. soybean meal will substitute for 1.2 lbs. of linseed meal
of equal nutritional value and soybean meal sells for 5.2 per pound
and linseed meal sells for 4 per pound, the livestock farmer who.
wishes to make the largest net income should

A. feed_68% soybean meal and 32% linseed meal
B. feed all soybean meal'
C. feed 20% soybean meal and 80% linseed meal
D. feed all linseed meal

. / ..

19. A beginning farmer with limited capital 9f $12,000 had to make a
choice between the following two alternatives: (1)'purchase a new
combine (estimated life 10 years) for $12,000-or(2) purchase a
used combine for $6,400 (estimated life/6-7 years) and have $5,60
to invest in needed lime and fertilizer. He decided to buy the
used combine and have the $5,600 for other prod on uses on the

_-
farm. He made the correct decision. Why did make the correct
decision?

A. The annual savings in fixed costs on the used combine will
be enough to replace the machine when it wears out

B. The added net return from the expenditure for lime and
fertilize will provide sufficient money to replace the
machine when it wears out

C. The return on investment is higher on the used combine
-than on the new combine

D. Beginning farmers have the tendency to "ovte invest" in
machinery and "under invest" in other production resources

20. A farmer can borrow only $400 for chemicals to control weeds on 100
acres of corn, 100,acresiaf wheat, and 100 acres-of barley. Previous
weed control trials have 'indicated that he can expect the following ,,,/H

returns per $1 investedin chemicals.

Return Per Additional $1 Spent For.Chemicalsr; : H\

,:',

',,

',

','$-.50

i/-

,

Barley,, COrn Wheat
1st $100 / - Ti.gb $1:50
2nd $100 / $2.25 $1.25 \

3rd $100 $1.75 $ .75
4th $100: $1.25 $ .50

$1:025,./

$1A0

'$ .25

What Should be do?

A. Put all $400 worth on corn ,

B. Put $300 on corn and $100 on wheat
C. Put $200 on corn and $200 on.wheat
D. Distribute it evenly over all crops

le-, 010
I
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21. is milking 50 Holstein cows with a yearly milk production
record of 11,000 lbs. per cow. He has $25,000 capital to invest in
his dairy enterprise. Ie had-tb make a choice between the f011owing
alternatives: (1) invest $25,000 in a modern feeding system or .

(2) invest $12;000 in a "conventional type" fe6ding system and have
$13,000 to invest in higher prodbeing cows. He ',decided to invest the
$25,000 in the modern feeding system. Hemade the wrong decision.
Why?

A The annual depreciation charge is more than he can profitably.
afford

B. $ 000 is too much to invest in buildings and equipment for 50
00W8

. "he ad d returns 'from the investment in 'high ,producing cows
would yielded more profit to the farmer in the long run-
than the feeding system

------- D. His neighbors think he made a mistake

22. Machinery should be substituted for labor when

A. there is plenty orlabCir
,

B. the machinery is first placed on the market
C. farth prices are beginning to go downward,
D. the value ,of labor saved ,is more than, the increase in

machinery cost
,

.

23. Which of the following is not a depreciable asset?

A. Purchased dairy cow
B. Raised boar
C. Pick-up truck
D. Concrete feedlot

24. Mich of the following is a

A. Steer
B. Land
C. Raised breeding ram'
D. Field tile

depreciable asset?

25. --Mich is not considered accelerated depreciation?

A. Straight line method
j Declining balance method

Sum-of-the-year digits method
D. Additional first year depreciation option

GO TO NEXT PAGE



26. Using the following information, what is tie farmer's cost basis on
the new machine?

Dealer's list price $10,000
A0ealer's trade allowance on used machine -- $2,000
Farmer's undepreciated

A. $8,000
B. $11,000
C. $7,000
D. $10,000

book value-RE traded item -- $3,000
.

' r

2

ti 27. Which of the followdhg transactions will result in a capital gain
ot lods?

A. Sale of grain
B. Trade (3.. farm machinery
C. Sale of farm .

.D. Purchase of fait' 'a machinery
,.

28. Knowing the following informatiori, a farmenwishes to separate in
his deprecihtion schedule atractor'and ploWthat were purchased, '
together. ' 4

Lit price of tractor -- $12,000
List ptice of ploy .44,000 ,

`Dealer's,all?wance on 'traded tradtorand plod -- $6,000
miner's unrecovered cost of tractor traded -- $2,500

Farmer's unrecovered cost of plow traded -- $500

What value would tbenew tractor andfacwPhave?

C.
p

Tractor $.7,000; .plow $3,000
Tiaator $4,500; plod $1,500
trractor 6,000; plbw $4,000
Tr -$12,000; plow $4,000

29. "Adjusted basis" of an item is equal to

A. ' cost pall; improvements minus depreciati56
B. depreciation
C. equity
D. one-half of ccisi`plus salvage value

GO '10 Mcr P
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30.' Which of the following is not an immediate part of a-gross income
calculation?

A. Cash receipts
B. Change in inv
C. Deduction of Ost f feeder livestock purchased
D. Value of sale of capitalassets

4,

31. Using the following information, what soybean yield'is-equal to a
120-bushel per acre corn yield in terms of dollars of profit per
acre?

Price of corn -- $2.50 per bushel
Price of soybeans -- $6.50 per bushel
Cost of producing corn $200 ppp acre
Cost of producing soybeans -- $160 per acre

A. 50 bushels per acre
B.. 35 bushels per .acre
C. 45 bushels per acre
D. 40 bushels per acre

32. A farmer's normal yield is 130 bushels of corn per acre and 45 bushels
of soybeans.per acre. He anticipates his cost of productia4 to be
$225 per acre onCorn $190 per acre on soybeans. If he can 1
contract corn at $2.40 bushel, at what price must he be able;to
contract beans to reali the same profit for each crop?

A. $4.16
13.1 $5.16
C. 1$6.16
D. $7.16

33. Which of the following items. is entered. in the "Livestock Supplies"
expense column in the farm record book?

A. Herbicide'
B. Steers
C. Straw
D. All of the above

A

GO W NEXT PAGE
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34. If'a farmer contracts with a company for the aerial application'of
herbicide, the expense would be entered in which of the following
expense columns of the farmer's records?

A. Hired labor
B. Machine hire and trucking
C. cbc supplies
D. Capital investment

., vb..
a .

35. A $16 -,000 restloan,for a combine at 81/2% simple in t,3 est is to be paid
in 4 equal payments over a 4-year periodic much Will the first
ymene be after one year including both principle and interest?

$4,000
B. $5,360
C. $54880.
D. $6,400

36. From which of the following credit agencies a farmer be more_-likely to obtain %a 30-year loan for a 150 acre arm?
4

A. Production Credit Association
B. Prudential Life Insurance Company
C. BancAmeridard
D. Federal Land Bank °

37. A local bank will loan 75W of a person's net worth. A farmer has
$120;000 worth of liabilities, total assets of $200,000, owns $50,000
worth of farm machinery and $130,000 worth of land and buildings.
What will be the greatest amount of money the bank will loan him?

A. $285,000
B. $ 85,000
C. '$100,000
D. $ 60,000

1

38. Wbich,of-the following is not a type of life insurance that can be
purchased by farmers?

A. Whole life
B. Ordinary life
C. Medicare
D. None of the above

r



39. Which of the following is not a method of calculating interest?

Ar.., Add-on
B. Simple
C. Interest plus carrying charge
D. Rental

40. A farm is appraised at $120,000 for tax purposes. The tax assessment
is on 40% of the appraised value and the total tax millage for the
community is 42 mills per dollar of assessed value., What is the
amount of property tax to be paid?

A. $400.00 -
B. $2,016.00
C. $420.00
D. $42.00

,

41. TO protect himself in case a full-time or part-time employee could be
injured, a farmer should carry

A. health-insurance
B. farm liability insurance

Workmen's Caipensation insurance
D. life insurance

fi

42. If a farmer contracts sOmeone'to harvest his crops and the custom
operator brings someone along to drive the truck, the farmer
should

A. enroll the truck driver for Wbrkmen's Compensation Insurance
B. not allow the truck driver on his property
C. Cheat with the custom operator to see that the driver is

covered under the custom operator's insurance policy
D, none of the above

43. If a farmer' does not have Wbrkmen's Compensation Insurance and an
employee is disabled, the farmer is liable to

A. pay a penalty and back insurance
'B. pay for the employee's recovery expenses
C. declare be wasn't aware of the law and not be liable
D. both A and B

f /

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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44. A farmer to be covered by Workmen's Compiensation Insurance oust have

A. told his county-agent that he is i4nterested
B. have at least one employee working for him,
C. paid at least one prdmium at the end of each six months of labor
D. sent in a registration form even if no one is presently employed

ENE) OF TEST
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1. Thb first step. to be-taken by a farmer beginning to keep records is

A. ',set values. or price on farm assets
B. make a farm inventory
C. determine investment v,Ilue
D. make a physical'countof assets and liabilities

2. Which of the following is a method of sellin4 livestock to the highestbidder?

A. Terminai market
B. Auction market
C. Daily market-
D. "Off" market

3. One conclusion that can be made from the'follOwing.table is
.

Deaand Schedule of Milk
Price/half
gallon

No. of Gallons
purchased

$ .99-

.....___
. 5,025

.90 5,780
7,800

.83 9,500

.75 '11,675
ti

.65 12,250

A. 10 6r prices rease demand for milk
B. higher prices dedrease demand for milk
C. demand for Milk is ,elastic
D.' all of the above

H GO TO NENT PAGE
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USE THIS TABLE TO ANSWER QUESTION 4.

-Lbs.
N Applied

2

Effect of Nitroqen on Corn

Yield
(bushels)

Added
Yield

for 60 _lbs.

Cost
d 25/lb.
for add.
60 lb. N

Added
Yield

fist $2.50/bu.

Adid
Rot. urn

Abc.ve

N CostS

4

0 65 0 0 .$ 0.0060% .100 35 15 87.50 s')o120 130 30 15 75.00 15-10 150 20 15 50.00240 170 20 15 50.00300 165 -5 15 -122.50 -1U "

4. What is the added return above the eost'of the second 60 lb. unit of
nitrogen added?

A. .$20.00
B. $15.00
C. $5.00
D. No addedireturn

What do youlcall an
enterprise /for re

A.. CCITIE4Efren
B. Supplemen
C. ComPetitiv
D. GOOd'rela nship9/

se that does not ecmpe.te with any other

. Which/qf the
compditymar
price chang

A./ Crop
B Specu
C. He dg'

D. Using

°naming is a protective proced
eting and processing losses tha

good'market channels
/./.?

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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7. If a farmer wants 'to protect hflm e if against a declining market
between the time he -buys ,a-product_ and setts-it, he is engaged in

A. futures contract

C. speculating
r. insured buying

_8. What would happen -Ito.the-equilibrLi-pricel-on-the following chart
if supply and demand .1Incfeasea. ally?

1.40

Price 1.30
of

, Wheat 1. ?0

J.10'

80,0 .909. 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600

Quantity (Bushels)

A. The price may remain the ssame
B. The pride will increase
C.. Theprice will decrease
';>.,f Esser quantity to be sold,Le

,9. Which of the following is not a factor of production?

A. -Management
B: Capital
C. Net returns
0. : Labor

-t-

1

GO TO NEXT
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10'.. Marketing of agricultural prodUcts is:productive since

. A. it does,not-cost much
B. it provides variety p
C. :dt'adds utility to a produC't-
D. it subtracts from the consumer'/

-Ehe.housewife

lar spent for food

4

11. Marketing, costs account for what percent ofitheiLLconsumer's- ollar
spent for food? 4

. A. 10%
B. 30%
C. 50%
D. 70%

'12. If the price of Soybeans is too high, the supply will be greater
than the demand: resulting in a

A. surplus
viB.. monopoly
C. Shortage'
D. slump

13.' What happens to the price received and the quantity sold of an
agricultural product when the demand increases and the Supply
remains the same?

r

A: An increased quantity'is Sold at a higher price
B. An increased quaritity is sold at a lower price
C. A decreased quantity is soldat a higher price
-D. A decreased quantity is sold at alower price

14, The fact that farmers receive less Of the food d011at spent by
'consumers.iS_a sign of

inefficiencies in the marketing system j
-B.- - demand- by consumers for more marketing services
C. government support prices
D. higher food prices than in previous years

f.



or'

..--e:-- '''rhe diagtam shcMn blow represents which-of the-fdlicwing7 ...
A. A supply cureey

equilibriuffi Ourve
C. A d CLIVA

1

D. A-unit lastici y curve

16. Men- parties (ins tuti ) cane toge er with one wanting to
'sell and on wanti to purcha e, somet ing, What comes
into existence?

A. A function
B. A wholesa1e.r
C. Aarketing channel.
D. A ket

Referring to the table below,*. what level o fertilizenapplication
shoUld the armer use to maximize. profits?

Quantity ()f-,..

Fertilizer Added

0#

10#
20#
30#
40#

A. 10#
B. 20#
C.' 30#
D. 40#

Cost of Added Value of
Total Yield Fertilizer Added Yield

60 bushels $ - $ -
65 bushels '-1.50. 4.50
68 bushels 1.50 2.70
70 bushels 1.50 1.80.

- . 71 bushels 1.50 .90

18. Referring to fixed costs and variable costs as they relatetothe_farm
business, which of the following costs must be paid by the farmer. ---
even if nothing is produced?

A. Both variable and fixed costs
B. Variable cost
C. Fixed costs
D. Neither variable nor-tixeA costs

GO TO NEXT PAGE
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19. If a ,farmer decided to expand his dairy herd, which of thefollowinl.
is a major problem most likely to be encountered? .

A. ---Additioriarmanagemen pro ems wit airy er
B. Shortage of labor during peak planting and hary esting periods
C. Obtaining additional roughage
D. Providing additional storage for corn

A farmee-Profit will be greatest if each unit of land, labor, and
_91pital-is used

A. in .euch a manner that it will add the most to-gross returns
of the farm business--=

B. on the enterprise in which the farmer haS the greatest
interest and ability

C. on the enterprises where he will reali4e the greatest yield
per acre or animal unit

D. in such a manner that Will add the most to net retur of
the farm business

-

21. An approved practice for increasing-the per acre yield of soybeans
has been discovered and .tested at the State Experimental Station.
A farmer should adopt the new practice if

2

A. it will improve tFe quality of soybeans
B. it will increase' soybean receipts more than expenses
C. it will increase the. size or volume of the farm business
D. it will increase -gross farm income

The normal seeding rate for barley is 90 ibs: per acre. Two fields
with comparable capability and fertility levels are seeded to
barley. Field "A" is seeded at the rate of 115 lbs. pet acre and
Field "B" is seeded at the rate of 140 Ibs..per acre. 'Assuming that
growing conditions were identical for each field, we might predict
that the yield per acre of Field "B" mould be

A. twice the "yield of Field "A1'
B. the same yield as Field "A"
C. . less than the-yield of Field "A"
D. more than the yield of Field. "A"

23. It is profitable for a farmer to borrow money to expand his farm
business when the borrowed money .

A. returns more than the cost of borrowing money.
B. can be secured 'at a low interest rate
C. can_improve the level of production
D. will increase volume of-business

GO TO NEXT PAGE



24. is the annual (Jepreciation of a moldboard plow-purchased at
rice-of $1,250? This plow has an expected useful life of 10

y s.

A. $250
B. $125
C. $1,250
D. Cannot be calculated from the given information

25. Which of the following is not a-fixed ,,:ost in the use of a tractor?

A. Insurance
Depreciation .

C. Oil and grease
D. Interest on borrowed money

26. Using straight line depreciation, what is the annual depreciation
on a combine costing $20,000 with a $4,000 salvage value and an

-6-year life?

A. $2,500
B. $4,000
C. ' $2,000``
D. $3,000

27. Which of the following would be_least apt to have a salvage value
at the end of its-useful life?

A. Tractor kept for five years
Complete con'f'inement building for livestock after 20 years'

C. Dairy cow after three:years
D. Portable transformer after eight years

28. Mich'of the following situations. would not Merit using the
additional first year depreciation?

A. A farm that expected much lower income in the future
B. A farm with extremely high income , .
C. A forthwith a new machine.which is likely to be obsolete soon
D. A farm with a net-operating loss for the 'second year

. GO TO NE, CT PAGE

or-
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'29. Which of the following capital purchases qualified for a full 7
investment credit?

A. Used -grain bin J.

B. New tractor with 6-year life.
C. Boar with ted 3-year life
D. Newmachinery ed

4

30. The income eligible or capital gain.treatment on a tradtor sold
for $3,000 with an ecovered cost of $2,000 is

A. $1,000
B. $2r000
C. $1,000
D. $5,000 ti

31. Using the following information, what is the value. of net farm
income?

Cash receipts - $30,000
Depreciation 10 - $ 8,000
Cash expenses. $20,000
Incrdase in inventory - $10,000
'capital investment $ 7,000

A. $5,000
S. $12,000
C. $2,000

* D. $10,000

32. For income tax a farmer has ad option to

A.- estimate income by January 15 and file the final return by
ch 1 ,

B. e no estimate and file by Febivary 15
C. e no estimate and file by March 1
D. . estimate by January 30 and file final return by March 1

5 GO TO NEXT PAGE

1)1

O
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33. Using the following -in tion,.what is the ,major problem with-4.

this farm operation?
,

. '

Gross-farm income -- 0,000, . ..-
..OvOthead ratio -- 3

-
.

.,Pe to labor i management ---' 6 ,01i0
tar :farm inves -nt -- $50,000--,-,--

...

. Ovrhead_ ses toohi.gh, .

. Investment oo high
C. 'Low vol.", r.

D. Low effi,iency

gr,

-34,. Using the following information, wha t is.tfij cost of'producing abushel of co'r'n if-the corn yields 120 bushels per acre? '

Price of cOrn -- 0.50 per bushel.
-Price of soybeans $6.50 per bushel. .

Cost of producing corn $200.per acre e
Cost of producing soybeans 7- $160 per acre

A. ,$1.67
B. $2:50
q.. $1.80
p. $1.20

35. An example of an overhead cost Is

A. hired labor
,B. interest
C. machinery repairs
D. feed

.14

r.

'36. . Which of the following is acapital
investment in farm accounting?

A., Dairy cow
B. - Lease of a tractor

40 C. Steers
D. Propane for grain drier

GO To\NExT PAGE

4 .

4
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37;,,'"ghe purchase of a grain bin would be entered in Which 0-the
following. expense columns in the farm account book?

. .

A. Drying and storage
B. Crop supplies .

C. Capital inveAment
.

D: Interest

%

4 .t 4 .
_ 38. -The most important factor.u4'ed by credit agencies in deteimining

.
. . .

aperiOn's credit ability 4 .

.,-

A. assets.
B. net worth ,*

1

aiabtlities '

D. value of land owned

A 11/2% rate-of interest per monthais tile same as paying an annual
interest rate of

B.

C.
-D.

12%
15%
18%,

24% '"

no

4
40 A young farmer has an investment of $100,000 in real dstate which

is covered by a mortgagq of $80,000 outstanding. In the event of
his death, what ,type of insuranceiwould cover the cost of the
mortgage?.

A. Personal liability insurance
B. Credit mortgage insurance
C.k;.Property damage insurance
D. .Automobile insurance

,

."
.

. , , .c.,

-411-. What type of-insurance does-a farmer carry on buildings. and earm
machinery to,,cover loss from fir and-theft? .

4Ordinary life insurance
B. Term insurance. %

C. Campreherisivel property damage insurance,
D. Disability insurance

4'

GO TO NEXT PAGE

a
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'.
42. A farmer is not required to care; Workmen's Compensation Insurance,'

j.f he employs

43%

4

A. 1-3 employees
B. 3-5 employees
C. 5 or more 'employees

only eMp i,his children

J.

Wbrlarielid_qmenAation Insurance is administered

Local insurance agents'
County Health Board
State-of Ohio
Internal Revenue Service

A.
111.

D.

Ma,

Ca

1

*hp

END OF TEST
r

ti
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1-2

AREA. VOCATIONAL CENTERS

Ashland County Area VocationaiCenter-(Agribusiness Supplies and Services)
Ash*bula 'County Area Vocational Center (AgrictiltuFaLMsehanics)
Belmont County Area Vocational Center (Agricultural Mechanics)
EHOVE Area Vocational Center (Agricultural Mechanics; Agribusiness Supplies

and Services; Farm Manageinent) _

Four County-Aricational-Center (AgriculturalT-Mechanics; Horticulture)
Great Oaks Area Vocational Center-Laurel Oaks (Agricultural Mechanics)
Greene County Area Vocational-Center (Agricultural Mechanics)
Lorain- County -Area- Vocational- Center -(Agribusinesp Supplies and Services)
Mahoning County Area Vocational Center {Agricultural Mechanics;

. HorticulturA
Montgoinery County Area Vocational Center {Agribusiness Supplies and

Services; Far ',Management)
Muskingum County rea Vocational Center (Agricultural Mechanics; Horticulture)
Punta County Area ocationarCenter (Agricultural Mechanics; Horticulture)
Pioneer Area Voca tonal Center (Horticulture),Vanguard Area V ational Center (Agricultural Mechanics)

.Washington Count Area Vocational Center (Horticulture; Agribusiness Supplies
and Service)

Wayne CountyA a VoctitionalCanter (Agricultural Mechanics; Farm Management)

4'

Dalton High gChool--Wayne County (Farm Man agement)
Eaton High School--Preble Connty (Agribusiness Supplies and Services)
Evergreen Local. High School--Fulton County (Agribusiness Supplies and

Services)
Margaretta High School--Erie County (Farni Management) 11

Miami. East HigA'School--Miaiii County (Farm Management)
Newton High School--Miami County (Agribusiness Supplies and Services)
Triway Local High ,School--Wayae County (Farm Management)
Twin Valley South High School--Preble County (Farm Management)
Wauseon High School -- Fulton County (Agribusiness SUppliea and Services)
Western Reserve High School--Huron County (Farm Management)

'4$

a

4

3.5'
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TABLE '1

ITEM ANALYSIS: FORM A --A&RICULTURAL-MECHANIGSALASTERY

J-2

Test Form Correct __Relative Point Biserial Discriminpion ,

Lied Item Option Difficultya- Coefficient' - Crefficientc Index"

Form A-1

1 C
2 D
3 C
4 B
5 A

6 ... A
7 C
8 D
9 C

10 D

11 A'
--t 2 A

13 1:1'

14 A
15 A

16 C
17 D
18 B
19- A

20 B

" ' 211' ,, C
22 41. C
23 A
24 C
2S B

,
26 D
2/ B

. 28
.

C
29 2 A/ 30 1B

31 . A
32, ° D

" 33 B

. 53
.03'
.10
.03
.36

.

.16

.35

.50

.02

.34

.32 .75 .
.31 .60
.06 .35
.46 .54 '
.20 .37

.

.30 .73

.22 .81
.12 . 50

I .31 =03
. 26 )89.

.05 .35

.06 -.12
..03 .25
.38 .60
.30- .61

:i
. 44 . 28
.04 .16
.23 .47
.32 .55
.53 , 4 .35 .

.40 .41
.53 . 60
,.77 .37' .

. I 83 ..55 '
. 05- . .43 .

.A2 .20

.'08 .14
.13. %.70

. 54. 34' A .. 60

35 C .16, .55

.11 10.1

.27 9.5

.22 19.Q

.07 0.4

.29 21.9

.44 . 48.0
.28 39.8
.20 9.5
.23 35.4
.28 20.3

.44

. 52
.43
. 03
.63

48.4'
52.4
24. 2
-1.9
67.1

.12 9.5
..43 -3.9

,18 4.8
.34 39.'8
.39

7

. 33.i
.17 18.
.13
.23 6
.28
.11 113.2

.14
.35
.16

49
.31

.11

.10
J41
.37
.22

. 26.3
41.s0
20.5
30..0
14.3

12.8.
.5.6
38.1
33.5 .-
23.8
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TABLE 1--CtIntinued

J-3

Test - Form- Correet___Relattve iserimi nati On
and Item Option Difficulty"' Coefficientb Coefficients Indexd

Form A-2

I

1

2
3
4
5

B B.

B
C
D
A

B
C
B
D
A

D
B
D
B
B

A
B
A
B
0
C
C
B
D* '.
B .

C
D
D
C
A

B
B
B
A
C

°

,

.

. 34

.40

.34

.49

.27

.49

.61

.05

.13

. 51

. 65

. 25

.52

. 42'

. 62

. 94

.73

.91
4.56

,8.7

.40

. 29

. 65

. 51 r

. 90

.9

;,. 41463135

,38
. 22
. p4
.71
;86

d

,

,,

';

. 05

.28

.28

.55

.48

. 72

.11

.50

. 43

. 84

- .12
.81
.54
. 41

'. 55

.22
.32
.40
.14
.17

.70

. 75

.44
,... 54
.06

.68
; . 03

.48
.66
.84

''.12
,. 50
:43
.19

-. 32

.

i'

. 07

.24,

.17.17

.27

.35

.40

.06
.34
.14
. 52

- . 0
.48
.31
. 25
.31

.19
:16.
.24
.1,5
. 04

.31
, 45
.18
.32
.10

.40
-.02
.28
.34
.26

.11

:34
.19
.15

-.13-

`

.

'

-

44,

3

2:9
.17,8
16.8
36.6
30.2-

50.5
6.2

19.0
19.5
64. 0

-8.1
52. 4
35.8
26. 7

. 36.6

<8.3
16.6
13.0
8.9
7.9

49. 7
48.0
28. 4
36.2

3.1

'46. 6e it
1:. 9

29.2
45.8

,.3.....;22. 4
.1 '

7.7
29.8
28.0
11.0
-15..1 ,

6,

7
8
9

10

11

13
14

15

16

17
18

19
20

21
22

.23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

31

32
33
34
35

*
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TABLE 1--Continued

J-4

Test Form
and Item

Correct
Option-

Relative ,Phi
Difficultya Coeffidientb

Point Biserial
CoeffiCientc

Discrimi tion
Index

Form A-2 ...-,1

36 / B .57 .16 .06 9.7
37 D . 74 9-.63- -.16 -1.7
38 D .58 .14 .13 9.3
39 C , 52 .48 -.27 31.9

40 A .36 .80 .48 58.4

41 B 03 .02 .02 0.4
42 D .32 .54 .28 35.4
43 B .52 .41 .26 26.7
44 A .72 .36 48.9
45 C / . 66 -. 20 -.09 -12. 0

.

46 J C .31 .61 .33 39.3
47 D .78 .20 .21 11.4

48 D .22 .75 .52 48.0
49. D 7 .70 -.20 -.11 11. 6

50 II .6 .09 .06 5.8

51 C 3 .56 .32 34.6
52 D 90 -.35 - .21 -9.5
53 A /. 35 .61 .33 39,3
54 C .62 .08 .05 5.4
55 B .54 .61 .28 41.4

56 C .31 .41 .13 26.3
57 B .71 .23 .06 11.8

58 B .73 .40 .14 20.9
59 D .44 .75 .47 54.0
60 C .54 .43 .2b 28.. 0

61 Ilf .10 .55 .39 23.8
62, A .61 .77 .41 55.3
63 A .56 .55 .37 37.1
64 B .44 .75 .37 54.0
65 C .20 .29 .25 15.5

66 A .91 .12 .05 3.9
67 C .21 `.37 .28 20.3

Percentage of students missing the item

bA corrected phi correlation coefficient indicating an item to item
relationship between the upper group (top 27.5 per cent of students based
on total score) and the lower group (bottom 27. 5 per cent of students based

on total score).



Footnotes -con VI-ruled
s,c P ()int biserial correlation coefficient_ indic,ating the relationship

of the item to the total score on the test; a measure of the validity of the item.

J -5

dThe degree to which the item discriminates between the upper group
(top 27.5 per cent of students based on total score) and the lower group
(bottom 27.5 per cent of students based on total scorer.

4
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TABLE 2

ITEM ANALYSIS: FORM B--AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS MASThRY TEST

Vf

Test Form Correct Relative Phi Point Biserial Discriminvtion
and Item Option Difficulty Coellicientb Index'

Forth B-1

1 D .69 .32 / .21

2
4 B .62 .54 / .31

3 D .20 .45 .13
4 B . 67 .57 . 27
5 D . 20 .76 . 54

6 C . 36 .06 .06
7 D .60 .14 .00
8 A .67 .57 . 35
9 D .51 .14 .14

10 C . 20 .71 .35

11 C .24 .06 .11

12 B .09 .38 .09
13 D .40 .17 .17
14 B .74 .69 .36

15 C .44 .34 .25

16 B . 42 i 74 .42

17 D . 38 .60 .33

18 A .25 .66 .47

19 B .53 .57 .41

20 D 27 .35 .26

21 A .14 .66 .48
22 C .2`2 .48 :42
23 B .47 .68 .42
24 C . 29 .76 .47
25 A . 34 .48 .27

26 A . 3131 .42
27 B .161 .37 .19
28 D .10 1 .60 . 50
29 C . 74 .17 -. 05
30 A . 56 .49 .25

31 D . 5,f .49 .33
32 Ad-' . 11

'

. 54 .40

33 C .4i .66 .34

34 C .166 .66 .52

35 C 54
. q

.49 .21

20.2
32.0
23. 2
39. 0
47..1

3.7
8.5

39. 0
- 8.8

41.2

3.7'
11,8

10..3
37.5
21. 7

42.2
3p.7
0.8
69.3
,9 9 1

d 35.3
28.7

/ 46.3
47.1
28.7

52.6
17.3
29.4

-10. 3
32..7

32.7
23.5-
45:6
35.3

33.5
--, 1
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TABLE 2 --Continued

Test Form
and Item

Correct
Option

Relative
Diffic.ultya

Phi Point Biserial
Coeffieientb Coefficients

Discrimination
I nd e .xd

Form B-2

1 B . 45 . 34 . 23 21.7

2 B . 20 .11 .13 5.1

3 A .85 .31 .19 12.9

4 A .33 .6`2 .4' 40.4
5 D . 53 . 59 . 24 39. 7

6 .14 . 32 .40 16. 9

7 .38 .35 .28 22.1

8 t . 18 . 54 . 42 29.0
9 .87 .02 .00 1.1

10 .40 .79 ..51 57.7

11 A . 67 .41 .31 26.8

12 A . 36 .89 .58 69.9
13 A . 69 .81 . 40 66. 6

14 C ..24 -.01 . 03 - 1.1

15 B . 23 . 71 .45 41. 2

16 D . 05 . 38 .3'2 '448
17 A .54 .32 .18 X1.0
18 A .76 .0'2 .02 .7

19 A . 56 .59 . 31 38.6
20 B .90 .02 .07 N

4

21 C .29 .60 .45 40.1

22 A . 25 . 19 .20 10.7

23 D .40 .90 .52 70.2
24 A . 13 .37 .35 17.3

25 C .40 .66 .36 46.0

26 D .45 .43 .25 27.6
27 .56 -. 05 -. 05 2.9

.20 . 71 . 5 41. 2

29 .20 .66 .47 35.3
30 B . 22 .71 .43 41. 2

31 C . 45 .14 . 07 9.2
32
33

13

c
.31
. 73

.37

. 23
.22
.18

22.4
14.0

34 B . 18 :66 .44 35.3

35 C .60 . 16 .03 .° 9.9

36 D . 65 .43 .21 26. 1

37 C- .14 .22 7 .22 11.0

38 A . 89 .19' . 07

39 . 54 .14 .08 S

,40 A .4 .84 .53 64:0
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TABLE -Continued

Test Form
and Item

Correct Relative Phi Point Biserial DiscriminationcOption Difficultya Coefficientb Coefficient, Index

1 C . 64 .14 .14 8.8
42 C . 65 .17 .17 -10.3
43 A .40 . 73 .45 51.8
44 B . 29 .17 .12 10. 3
45 B .33 . 60 .43 40.1

46 B . 20 .54 .32 23.5
47 C .18 . 71 .56 41. 2
48 A . 62 . 65 .30 45. 2
49 D .94 .00 .08 0.00
50 C .16 .60 .42 29.4

51 C .34 .74 .49 52.2
52 D .74 .54 .26 3`2.0
53 C . 49 . 32 .20 21. 0
54 D . 76 . 25 . 04 13. 6
55 A .73 .57 .25 32. 0

56 B .58 .23 .11 14.3
57 B .56 .32 .04 20.6
58 A .20 .41 .40 21.8
59 A .33 .82 .45 58.5
60 D .56 .66 .34 .44.9

Al
"62

A) .56 .42 .19 26.5
( .44 .43 .29 27.6

.33 .62 .43 40.4

aPercentage of students missing the item.

bA corrected phi correlation coefficient indicating an'item to item
relationship between the upper group (top 27.5 per cent of -students based on
total score) and the lower group (bottom 27.5 per cent of students based
on total score).

cPoint biserial correlation coefficient indicating the relationship of
the item to the total score on the test; a measure of the validity of the item.

dThe degree to which the item discriminates between the upper grail)
(top 27. 5 per cent of students based on total score) and the lower group
(boiton'i 27.5 per cent of students based on total score).
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TABLE 3

ITEM ANALYSIS:, FORM C--AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS MASTERY TEST

Test Form
and Item

CorreOt
Option

Relative
Difficultya

Phi point Biserial
Coefficientb Coefficiente

Discrimination
Indexd

Form C-1

1 a, .04 .32 .15 8. 3

2 D . 65 . 76 .44 53. "

3 A .78 -.03 - .-01 1.9

4 A .76 .48 .24 29.5
5 C,

a

. 22 . 55 . 38 34.6

6 A . 80 .25 .02 14.1

7 C .43 .64 .40 43.6
8 C .43 .31 .13 19.9

9 C .17 .59 .25 34.0

10 A . 83 .12 .15 6.4

-11 A . 09 .47 .19 16.7

12 C . 91 . 00 . 08 00. 0

13 B .39 :31- .15 18.6

14 B .11 .65 .37 33.3

15 D . 06 .47 . 29 16. 7

16' A 1.00 .00 .00 00.0

-17 b . 63 .22 .18 13.5

18 C .0'2 .32 .18 8.3
19 B . 06 . 22 . 21 9.0

20 A .17 .56 .26 25.0.

21 A .11 '1,.. .65 .47 33.3

22 B .02 .32 .14 8.3

23 D .04 .32 .18 8.3
24 B . 39 .64 .37 44. 2

25 A .13 . 56 .31 25.0

26 D .46 .31 .t7 19.2

27 C .19 .59 .23 34.0
28 C -. 37 . 65 .36 42.9

29 A .89 -.56 1, -.34 -25.0
30 C .02 .32 .32 8.3

31 C .19 - .12 .00 - -6'. 4

32 B .74 .31 .14 14.7

33 A .24 .43 .20 26.9

34 C . 02 .3'2 .32 8. 3

35 A' .48 -. 08 . 02 - 4. p,'t 3
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TABLE 3--Continued_ -

Test Form
and Item

Correct
Option

Relative
Difficulty

Phi Point Biserial
Coefficientb Coefficient c

Disc riminpion
Index"'

Form C-2

1 C .17 .37 .18 P7.3
2 C . 37 .17 :13 10.3
3 A .52 .32 .02 20.5
4 B .24 .44 .33 26.3
5 D .19 -.31 . 21 -14.7

13 D .11 .22 .07 9.0
7 A .39 .43 . . 23 26.9
8_ _ D .41 .06 .11 3.8
9 ' D .28 .67 .36 42.3

10 C . 61 . 20 .16 12.8

11 B .54 .54 .32 35.9 ,

12. B . 33 -. 08 -.02 - 4.5
13 A . 30 .90 .51 67.3
14 C .24 .31 .26 18.3
15 B .30 .43 .18 27.6

16 C ,. 63 .48 .25 29.5
17 C .78 -.32 b - .16 -17.9
18 B . 56 .20. . 09 12.8
19 C .19 -.12 -.12 - 6.4
20 C. .00 .00 .00 00.0

21 c . 56 -. 55 - . 20 34.6
22 A .08 .47 .24 16.7
23 B .54 .88 .43 67.3
24 C .26 .37 .23 17.2
25 A .28 .79 .37 '50.0

26 C .. 59 . 06 - . 04 - 3.8
27 C . 74 - .19 -. 06 9.6
28 C . 61 .66 .33 44.9
29 A .72 .34 .2.7 21.2
30 C . 69 - . 71 -. 34 -50.0

31 C .8/ -. 65 -. 33 - 33.8
32 B .30 .67 -.36 -42.3
33 C . 06 .02 .04 00.6
34 A .56 .81' .48 60,3 .,,

35' D .52 .44 .24 28.8

36 B .35 .75 .49 50.6
37 -C . 48 . 31 ' . 21 19: 2
38 A . 50 .82 .46 59.0
39 A . 43 .73 .44 51.3

40 A .8383 -.65 65 -.32 32 -33.3
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TABLE 3--Continued

Test Form
and Item

Correct
Option

Relative Phi Point Biserial
Difficultya Coefficientb Coefficients

Discrimintion
Indexu

41 B .30 .75 .49 50.6
42 C .28 .67 .39 42.3
43 D .30 .82 .54 59.0
44 A . 59 .66 .28 44.9
45 A . 50 . 66 .35 41.9

,
46 A .13 .65 .40 33.3
47 e, A .06 .22 .17 9.0
48 C .02 .00 -.03 00.0
49 C .11 .65 .38 33.3
50 C .61 .55 .24 36.5

51 A .74 .48 .17 29.5
52 D .67 .20 .01 12.8
53 B . 37 .17 .07 10. 9
54 B .43 .32 .26 20.5
55 C .11 .02 .04 -00. 6

56 B .39 .54 .31 35.9
57 B .28 .75 _ .48 50.6
58 A . 06 . 32 .06 8, 3
59 A .93 .43 .19 15.4
60 B .69 -.17 -.15 -10.9

61 B .30 -.09 .00 5.8
62 C .83 .17 .04 7.1
63 A .78 .25 .09 14.1
64 A .74 .34 21. 2
65 D .56 .54 . 28 35.9

66 C .80. -.03 .02 1.9
67 A .89 ..17 . 05 7.1

aPercentage of students missing the item.

LIA corrected phi correlation coefficient indicating an item to item'
relationship between the upper group (top 27.5 per cent of students based
on total score) and the lower group (bottom 27.5 per cent of students based
on total geore.)

-ePoint biserial correlation coefficient indicating the relationship of the
item to the total score on the test; a measure of the validity of the item.

dThe degree to which the item discriminates between the upper group *

(top 27.5 per, cent of students based on total score) and the lower group
(bottom 27.5 per cent of students based on total score).

r
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TABLE 4

ITEM ANALYSIS: FORM AB-1 HORTICULTURE MASTERY TEST

Test Form
and Item

Correct.
Option

Relative
Difficulty a

Phi- Point Biserial Discrimiugion
Coefficient"' Co efficiente Index

Form A-1
1 . .22 . 06 11.9
2 .96 .00 -. 09 00.0
3 A .88 .22 . 12 11.9
4 B .12. . . 56 50.0
5 .76 .22 . 03 11.9

6 c .72 .16 .29 9.5
7 C . 08 ;00 -. 09 00.0
8 A .88 -. 05 .03 - 2.4
9 B .76 .83 .48 57.1

10 B .12 .66 .3q 33.3

11 D .16 .58 .23 35.7
12 C .48 .56 .26 38.1
13 C . 00 ... . 00 .00 00.0
14 D

. . 72 .24 42.9
15 D , 24 --___ . 35 . 18 19.0

--,
16 A .68 .83 .47 57.1
17 A .60 .56 .37. 38.1
18 B . 00 . 00 . 00 00.0
19 A .72 .60 . .38 40.5
20 C . 00 Q0- . 00 00.0

21
22

B
.64 285

19.0
54.8

23 B . 08 . 66 19 33.3
24 A .72 .60 . .52 40.5
25 D . 52 . 56 35 38.1

4.-

26 B , . 28 . 58 . 23 35.7
27 A .16 . 08 -..--------.11 4.8
28 D . 40 . 58 :35 35.7 _____

38.129 B .60 .56 :47
30' 0 . 52 . 56 .28 38.1

31 B .28 .25 .32 19.0
32 . 52 -. 16 . 14 - 9.5
33 C . 56 w .37 .. 22 23.8
34 , A .40- .37 .20 23.8
35 C .92 .58 .37 28.6
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TABLE 4--Continued

Teat Form Correct Relative Phi Point Biserig Discrimination
and Item Option Difficultya Coefficient'' Coefficient"' Index

36 B . 20
37 A .80
38 A . 56
39 A .80
40 C .08

41 A .48
42 D . 08
43 C .68

Form B-1

1 B . 68.
2 C . 88
3 C . 80
4 B .88
5 B .68

. 6 C .64; 1

7 C . 76 `1
8 , B .. 36
9 C . 56

10 A . 72

11 B .. 60
12 A . 20
13 B . 64
14 A .44

.

15 B .48

.16 C . 96
17 D 52
18 D N28
19 . C ...
20 3 . 44

.

21 C .2.4
22 A . 56
23 - 13 . 76
4

15
A 36
C . 84-

44 ,........ .....

6 A .32
27\ C . 64
28 B . 76
29 C 64
30 C ,.-52

-. 72 -. 40 - 42. 9
.83 .31 57.1

-. 11 . 12 - 7. 1
.43 .50 26.2
. 66 . 44 33.3

.35 .33 19.0
. 47 .26 16. 7
.43 .37 26.2

-. 08 . 11 - 4. 8
. 58 .43 28. 6
. 83 :59 57. 1
. 58 . 40 28. 6
-.16 . 27 9. 5

.

. .11 . 27 7. 1
. 43 . 45 26. 2

-. 72 -. 12 - 42. 9
.84 . 34 21. 4
. 58 . 32 28. 6

. 37 . 30 23. 8
.66 . 24 .40 33.3
. 58 . 07 28. 6
. 76 . 31- 54. 8 -

-..08 -. 12 - 4.8

. 00,...--:- --09 00. 0
x.11 .,,.04 - 7.1

. 90 ' . 4)3,.. 66.7
.. 43 .18 '''''',. 26.2
. 98 59 85. 7

. 58 0 '1,5. 7
37 2":,,8

. it 14.
. 58 .4 35. 7 ''''.,
. 22 . 25 11.9

.. ":7A, 52.4
. 16 .,,L.?

_00.-91 '''f;`,7 7 r.V`'-u"
194, . 60 . . _, .--, -.40:'5'

. ,. 76 5 8 -
I

7,-
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TABLE 4--Continued

Test Form
and Item-

Correct
Option

Relative Phi Point Biserial
Difficult34 Coefficient" Coeffipientc

Discrimination
Index

31 B . 56 .22 .27 11. 9
32 A .72 .83 .31 57. 1
33 B .52 . 34 .44 21. 4.
34 B . 92 .41 .28 14. 3
35 C %.40 . 11 -. 05 7. 1

36 A .52 .00 . 71 100. 0
37 C .44,. .56 .48 38. 1
38 \ 4 B . 52 '-, . 97 . 59 83. 3
39 B . 8'8 . -. 35 . 06 --19.
40 B .52 .37 -.10 23. 8

41 B`, .60' .37 . 47 23. 8'
43 D . . 24 -. 22 7. 06 - 11:9
43 B .68 .91 . 57 71.4
44 C .72 -.47 -.24 - 16.7
45 C 36 . 34\ . 32 21.4

46 -. 47 , -. 18 - 16..7
47 . 60 .33 40. 5
48 A . .75 56 52.4
49 B . 72 -. 08 . 09 4. 8
50 A ' . 80 -. 05 -. 09 - 2. 4

51 B . 64 . 27 40. 5
52 -13' .48 8 . 53 85. 7

_ - A . 68 . 43 . 17 26.2
54 B .84 . 22 . 16 11. 9
55 C .72 . 83 . 43 57. 1

S

B .52 . 60 . 20 40. 5
.36 . 35

i . 14 19. 0
A -44 . 58 .43 35. 7
D . 88 . 41 . 03. 14. 3
C i

. 72 . 43 .. . 18 26. 2

61 C .68 -.11 -.03 - 7.1
62 C .52 .37 .30 23.8
63 D , . 32 . 80 . 43 50. 0
64 -C .44 . 11 . 07 7. 1

65 C . 68 -. t8 -. 36 - 35. 7

66 B .36 .37 . 25 23.8
67 C .76 .43 .36 26.2
68 A .36 .75 .34 .52.4
69 B 1. 00 . 00 . 00 00. 0
70 D . 92 . 00 -. 09 00. 0

)
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TABLE 4--Continued

Test Form Correct Relative Phi Point Biserial Discrimingion
and Item Option Difficultya Coefficient(' Coefficients Indexa

71 A .72 .43 .35 26.2
72 .56 .93 . 58 85.7
73 .68 .60 .34 40.5
,t4 -D .60 .00 .70 100.0

V7a B : 80 .43 . 42 26.2

7.6 R .72 .72 .40 42.9

aPeiventage of students missing the item

bA corrected phi correlation coefficient indicating an item to item
relationship between the upper group (top 27. 5 per cent of students based on
total score) and the lower group (bottom 27. 5 per cent of students based on
total score),

dint biserial correlation coefficient indicating the relationship of the
iten to the total score on the test; a meaBure of the validity.of the item.

dThe degree to which the item dis iminates between the upper group
(top 27. 5 per cent of students based on ital score) and the lower group (bottom
27. 5 per cent of students based on total score).

off) (
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TABLE 5

ITEM ANALYSIS: FORM AB-2 HORTICULTURE MASTERY TEST

Test Form Correct/ Relative Phi Point Biserial Discrimin1,tion
and Item Option Difficultya Coefficient" Coefficients Index

Form A-2
1

2
3
4
5

6- .,`7

8
9

10

C
B
A
B
B

D
4C

A
B
D

. 05
. 10
.65
.05
. 50

1.00
. 55
.70
.15.
. 75

.00

.00

.00
,./- .00

.31

.00

. 00

.85

.50

.34

.07

. 12

.05
-.05

. 13

. 00

. 22
. 57
. 24
. 22

00.0
00.0
00.0
MO
20.0

00.0
00.0
60,0
20.0
20.0

11 C .50 .34 .27 20.0
12 C . 25 , .34 . 19 20.0
13 A . 55 .31 . 10. 20.0/
14 A .55 .96 .58 80.0
15 B .20 .71 .51 40.0

16 B .10 .00 .09 00.0
17 A .25 .71 .36 40.0
18 D .00 .00 .00 00.0
19 B .50 .00 .06 00.0
20 A .50 -.34 -.20 -20.0

21 B . 00 . OW . 00 00.0
22 A .45 .60 .27 40.0
23 D . 30 , 34 . 14 20.0
24 C . 75 ' .71 .43 40.0
25 B .75 .60 .43 40.0

26 C . 55 .31 . 13 20.0
27
28

C
C

,25
. 55

. 96
. . 00

. 59

. 13
80.0
00.0

29 A .40 .85 .47 60.0
J A .35 .81 .47 60.0

31 A .20 .50 ,21 20.0
32 A .30 .00 -.01 00.0
33 A .90 .00 -.07 00.0
34 c- . 75 .3-4- .26 20.0
35 A . 55 . 00 . 10 00.0

c
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TABLE 5-- Continued

Test Form
and Item

Correct
Option

Relative
Difficultya

Phi
Coefficient"

Point Biserial
Coefficients

Discrimi4tion
Index"

36 D .10 .00 -.02 00.0
37 B . 05 . 50 . 19 20.0
38 A . 15 . 00 .07 00.0
39 B . 50 . 60 . 16 40.0
40 D 55 .81 . 51 60.0

41 A . 10 -. 50 -. 16 -20.0
42 C .25 .50 .20 20.0
43 D .30 .96 .53 80.0

Form B-2
1 D .45 . 85 .23 60.0
2 B . 40 .34 . 10 20.0

,-3- C . 45 .00 .68 100.0
4 B . 45_ -.31 -. 13 -20.0
5 A .65 .81 :50 60.0

6 A .45 .85 .50 60.0'
7 A .80 . 00 -.01 00.0
8. D .45 .71 .29 40.0
9 C ._85 . 50 .34 20.0

10 B .50 ,: . 85 '' .41 60.0

11 D ..80 .00 , -.01 00.0
12 B . 80 . 00 . 05 00.0
13 B . 80 . 00 -. 09 00.0
14 B .35 .85 .48 60.0 .

15 C .40 .96 .62 , 80.0

it B .55 .00 .05 00.0
17 A . 60 . 96 :63 80.0
18 D .55 .00' -.01 00.0
19 B .25 .85 . .43 60.0
20 B .40 .60 .41 40.0

21
,

C . 70 .00 , .03 00.0
22 C . 65 . 85 .45 60.0
23 B . 55 . 00 . 63 100. 0
24 A . 55 . 60 .30 40.0
25 D . 95 . 00 -. 16 00.0

26 C . 65 -.50 -. 14 -20.0
27 A . 70 . 81 .47 60.0
28 B . 75 . 8,5 . 51 60.0
29 B . 60 . 00 .01 . 00.0
30 C . 55 .00 .67 100.0
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TABLE 5-- Continued

Test Form Correct Relative Phi Point Biserial. Discrim tion
,and Item Option Difficultya Coefficient u Coefficientc- Index

31 D .45 .96 .50 80.0
32 D .70 . 31 .36 20.0
33 D . 85 -. 85 -.45 -60.0
34 B . 75 . 00 .08 00.0
35 C . 30 . 85 .54 60.0

.36 B .65 .96 .59 80.0
37 B .70 -.71 -.30 -40.0
38 B . 50 -.31 -.08 -20.0
39 A .55 .00 .78 100.0
40 B . 25 .71 .35 40.0

41 A .80 , 00 -.06 00.0
42 D .60 .00 .694 100. 0
43 B .80 .60 .52 40.0
44 B . 50 . 00 .62 100.0
45 B .50 .81 .39 60.0

46 B . 60 . 31 . 31 20.0
47 C . 45 .00 .74 100.0
48 . D . 60 .96 .67 80.0
49 A . 55 .60 . 18 40.0
50 C . 75 . 00 -. 09 00.0

51 B .80 .50 .31, 20.0
52 D .70 -.71 -.,32 -40.0
53 A .65 . 00 . 72 100.0
54 C . 45 .60 4 . 34 40.0
55 A .85 .50 c. .28 20.0

56 A . 65 . 96 .62 80.0
57 A . 35 .71, . 39 40.0
58 A .60 .96 .55 80.0
59 D .60 a .00 .73 100.0
60 D .85 . 00 -.12 00:0

61 A .40 .96 .67 80.0
62 B . 70 .85 .41 60,0
63 C .40 .96 .60 80.0
*64 D .35 .81 .36 60.0
65 D .65 .00 -.02 00.0

66 - A . 60 .60 .42 40.0
67 B . 45 .00 .03 00.0
68 . D .55 .96 .60 80.0
69 A .75 .60 .39 40.0
70 C .50 .31 .16 20.0 :- 03

9
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I TABLE 5--Continued

Test Form Correct
and Item Option

71
72
73
74
75

76

A
B
A
C
A

IT
lative
icultya

Phi
Coefficientb

Point Biserial
Coefficientc

Discrimin.tion
Index

80
80

.16

.32
20.0
40.0

50 .96 .64 t 80.0
55 -.34 -.01 -20.0

665 .34 . 14 20.0

. 80 .85 .48 60.0

aPercentage,of s

bA corrected phi
ship between the upper
and the lower group (b

cPoint biserial co
item to the total score

dent missing the item

orr:lation-codficient indicating an item to item relation-
grog (top 27.5 per cent 6f students based on total score)
itcnnj 7.5 per cent of students based on total score).

eia on coefficient indicating the relationship of the
on iii test; a measure of the validity of the item

xcli the item discriminates between the upper group (top
based on total score) and the lower group (bottom 27.5

on total score).

dThe degree to w
27.5 per cent of stude
per cent of students b

r N9
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ITEM ANALYSIS: FORM AB-3 pORTICULTURE MASTERY TEST

J-20

Test Form
and Item

Correct
Option

Relative
Difficulty'

d Phi
oefficien

Point Biserial. Discriminytion
Coefficients Index

Form A-3
1 B ) . 55 . 60

64-

. 39 40.0
2 B . 65 . 00 . 10 00.0
3 A .60' .31 .09 20.0
4 C . 60 . 31 .24 20.0
5 A .60 .00 .08 00.0

6 D . 45
t

.96 .55 80.0
7 A .60 .60 .33 ' 40.0
8 A .45 .34 .28 20.0
9 A . 85 . 00 .07 00.0.

10 A .65 1 .96 .48 80'.0
6.

11 B . 20 . 50 . 14 20.0
12 A .60 .81 .35 60.0
13 C .25 .71 .33 40.0
14 A .45 .96 .56 80.0
15 D .55 .3.1 .16 20.0

16 C . 70 . 71 . 19 40.0
17 B 1.00 . 00 . 00 00.0
18 A .65 -.50 -.24 -20.0
19 B . 70 -. 34 -. 10 -20.0
20 B .40 .00 .10 00.0

21 C . 60 .34 , . 14 20.0
22 B .75 .50 .05 20.0
2":4,/ A . 75 . 34 00 20.0
I4 C .40 -.31 .04 -20.0
25 B . 55 ' .85 .43 60.0

26 I D .40 .85 .42 60.0
27 D .70 -.31 -.18 -20.0
28 B .30 .34 .37 '20.0
29 C . 80 . 85 .62 60.0
30 C . 65 . 85 . 38 60.0

31 A .90 .00 .14 00.0
32 D .30 .71 .13 40.0
33 A .20 .34 . 16 20.0
34 A .90 .00 .17 2.0
35 B se . 10 ". 50 , 21 2Q. 0

,
% ,15
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TABLE 6--C 6ntinu ed

Test Form Correct Relative Phi Point Biserial Discriminition
and Item Option Difficultya Coefficient" Coefficient' Index

36. A ..20 .71 .37 40.0-
37 B .25 .71 .45 40.0

.38 C .15 .50 .32 20.0
-29 C . 65 . 50 . 01 20.0.
40. C . 50 .31 . 16 20.0

Form B-3
'7"'

1 C .25 .85 .44 60.0
2 B .55 .85 .34 60.0
3 B . 90 -. 50 -. 10 -20.0
4 B .40 .34 .08 20.0
5 B .60 .34 .22 20.0

I
6 A .30 .81 .60 60.0
7 B .70 .00 -.16 00.0

4 8 A .55 .96 .70 80.0
9 C .65 .60 .38 40.0

10 A .90 .50 .18 20.0

11 C .65 .71 .40 40.0
12 C , .55 .00 -.05 00.0

'. 13 A . 50 . 96 . 60 80.0
14 C .60 .85 .43 60.0
15 B .95 .00 .10 00.0

16 A .45 .60 .28 40.0
17 B .35 .85 .43 60.0
18 Ap. .60 y .60 .28 40.0
19 C .75 .34 .13 20.0
20 'C .70 .60 .20 40.0

21 . 85 -. 50 -. 05 -20.0
22 B .40- .34 .26 20.0
23 A .65 -.34 -.21 -20.0
24 D ..40 -.81 -.19 .-60.0
25 A .50 .31 .06 20.0

26 C . 75 . 85 .40 60.0
27 A . 25 .60 .29 40.0
28 C .25 .71 .31 40.0
29 B . 50 . .34 , .1.2 20.0
30 D .20 .71 .44 ' 40.0

.
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TABLE 67 Continued

Test Form
and Item

Correct
Option

Relative
Difficulty'

Phi Point Biserial Discriml
Coefficient" Coefficient(' Inciei

tion

31' C . 55 .60 .37° 40.0
32 D .25 .50 .29 20.0
33 B .65_ .85 .47 60.0
34 D .50 . . 60 .38 40.0
35 A . 45 .96 '''-'11, . 45 , 80.0

36 D % . 45 .60 .16 40.0
37 C . 80 -. 71 -, at -40.0
38 B , .45 .81 .50 60.0
39 B . 45 . 85 .28 60.0
40 C .95 -. 50,

-. 38 -20.0

41 C .65 .31 .37 20.0
42 D .15 ' .71 .34 40.0
43 D . 45 . 96 '. 58 40.0
44 C . 45 .34 .24 20.0
45 C .25 .9+6 .61 80.0

46 v D .35 .96 . 54 80.0
47 B .80 .00- .21 , 00.0
48 B r .25 .71 .38 40.0
49 D .65 - .60 .27 40.0
50 C . 40 . 85 .54 60.0

51 D" .60 -.96 -.45 -80.0
52 C .65 4.34 .36 20.0
53 A. . 45 .96 . 6.1. '80: 0
54 B .80 ... 34 .1,52 20.0
55 C . 65 .34 .22 . 20.0

56 B . 75 .50 ; 23 20.0
57 C .70 -.50 -..09 -20.0
58 C . 45 . 81 . 49 60.0 i
59 ' D .70 .60 .27 4Q.0

60 A .80 .71 .50 40.0
.

61 B .80 .71 :28 40.0
62 A 55 .31 .22 20.0_

63 A .75 -.71 r-.35 -40:"0

64 B . 30 .85 .40
o

60.0
65 D .45 .96 .50 8 @.0

-

66 B . 65 . do . '. 33 20.0
67 B . 75 . 00 . 00 00.0
68 C . 75 -. 34 -. 12 -20.0

)69 -.. D A . 80 .34 . 22 20.0
70 C .70, .34 .14 20.0

5



TABLE ,6--Continued

Test Form
and Item

COrrect
Option

Relative
Difficultya

Phi
Coefficientb

Point Biserial
Coefficients

DiscriM* ion
In Flex

71 B .40 .34 .15 20.0
72 D .60 .96 .61 80.0
73 A .65 .00 .03 00.0
74 D .55 .60 .44 40.0
75 B . 70 -.6.0 -. 16 -40.0

76% D .75 . 50 .11 20.0

aPercentage of students missing the item

hA corrected phi correlation coefficient indicating an item to item relation-,
ship between the upper group (top 27.5 -per cent of students based on total, score)
and the lower group (bottom 27.5 per cent of students based on total score).

.1"ssiv.

cPoint biserial correlation coefficient indicating the relationship of The
i4 m to the total score on the test; a measure of the validity of the item. .od L

4

-The degree to which the item discriminates between the upper group (top
27.5 per cent of students based en. total score) and the lower grouP (bottom 27.5
per cent of .students based on total score).
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TABLE 7

ITEM ANALYSIS: FORM A-- AGRIBUSINESS SUPPLIES AND SERVICES

Test Form
and Item

Correct
Option

Relative Phi . P6int Biserial
Difficulty° Coefficient" Coefficients

Discriminpion
Index

1 C .0 .0 .0 00.0
4 D .18 .60 .50 30.8
3 C .24 .74 .42 46.2
4 D .20 .67 .55 44.8
5 C .89 .05 .04 1.4

6 C -. 80 .52 .19 28.7
7 B .49 .26 .25 17.5

4, 8 C . 78 .77 . 36 45.5
'9 C .73 -.40 -.09 i -20.3
bp D .11 .52 .24 23.1

U D .20 .67 .37 313.5
12 D .67 -.03 - . 17 1

13 D. . 20 .45 .44 28.0
14 B .33 .55 .39 35.1
15 .

.
A . 27 . 55 . 41 35. 7

16 D .62 .60 .23 39.2
.17 D .24 .67 .46 44.8
18 A .22 .09 .11 4.9
19 A .18 .60 .36 30.8
20 B .64 .09 .11 5.6

21 D . 51 .23 .24 14.7
22

.
D . 87 .25 \ . 02 10.5

23 C . 60 .26 .02 17.5
24 D .13 .67 .68 38.5
25 D .07 .29 .15 7.7

26 A i..20 .51 .54 29.4
27 D .22 .51 .46 29.4
28 C . 49 . -.11 .07 -7.0
29 C . 84

4
. 22 . 26 - 12. 6

30 D . 49 .71 . 42 49.7

31 C .58 .60 .35 40.6
32 B . 87 .25 . 06 10.5
33 C .80 .08 .03 4.2
34 ,c .73 .08 -.04 4.2
35 A .71 .63 .26 37.8
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TABLE 7--Continued

Tegt Form
and Item

Correct
Option

Relative Phi Point Biserial
Difficultya Coefficientb Coefficient'

Discrimination
Indexd

36 B . 64 .19 -.08 11:2.
37 " A .78 .06 .14 2.8
38 B .82 .50 .24 18.4
39 D .42 .80 .54 58.7
40 A .82 '.40 .05 19.6

41 D .47 .72 .26 51.0
42 C .58 .. 38' . 09 25.2
43 D .84 .40 .20 19.6
44 B .33 .55 .35 35.7
45 C .40 .06 .02 3.5

46 _ B .31 .60 .33 37.1
47 D .36 .13 .23 , 8.4
48 B .62 .37 .32 21.0
49 D .40 .61 .40 42.0
50 A .67 .60 .40 39.2

.
aPercentage of ptudcnts missing the item.

bA Corrected phi correlation coefficient indicating an item to item
relationship between the upper group (top 27.5 per cent of students based
On the total score) and the lower group (bottom 27.5-Per cent of students
basAd on total score).

'Point biserial correlation coefficient indicating the relationship of
the item to the total score on the test; a measure of the validity of the item.

dThe degree to which the item discriminates between the upper group
(top 27.5 per cent of students based on total score) and the lower group
(bottom 27.5 per cent of students based on total score).

0"

*
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TABLE 8

ITEM ANALYSIS: FORM B-- AGRIBUSINESS SUPPLIES AND SERVICES

Test Form
and Item

Correct
Option

Relative
Difficultya Phi

.Coefficient
Point Bi serial

Coefficientc
Discr.iminriOn

Index

2
3._
4
5

D
B
A
D
C

.28

. 25

.94

.25

. 69

.00

.74
-.37

.19

....
.00

.01

.24
- . 15

.34

.06

00.0
44.4

- 11.1
11.1
00.0

6 D .47 .50 .25 33.3
7 D . 28 .37 .30 22.2
8 B . 25 .,65 . 19 33.3
9 D 4:53 .83' . .47 55.6
10 , A .03 .37 .53 11.1

11 A .41 .65 .31 44.4
12 D .38 .78 .47 55.6
13 C . 47 -33.3-AO -.25
14 A . 41 .65 .37 44.4
15 B . 09 .65 .52 33.3

16 B . 34 .37 .29 22.2
17 A . 06

,
.37 .43 11.1

18 A . 75 . 37 . 16 22..2
19 A . 28 .90 .55 66-. 7
20 A .03 .37 .17 11.1 .,

21 D . 78 .41 ,,,20 22.2
22 D . 75 . 19 103 11.1
23 B . 25 .55 .24 33.3
24 B ..31 . 67 .33 44.4
25 B .28 .67 .35 44.4

26 D
.

.41 .00 .07 0 00.0
27 A . 16 .83 . 67 55. 6
28 B . 81 .19 -. 02 - 11. 1
29 B . 38 .34 .26 22.2
30 D .56 .65 .42 44.4

31 C .28 .67 . .43 44.4
32 A . 22 . 23 , 27 11. 1

33 D . 66 -. 37 .10 -22, 2
34 A .25 .67 .41 44.4
35 Ar . 38 . 78 . 37 55. 6
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Test Form Correct Relative Phi Point Biserial Discrimination
and Item t Option Difficultya Coefficientb Coefficients Index d

36 A .47 . 51 . 34 33.3
37 A . 06 .37 .10 11.1
38 B . 69 .19 .00 11.1
39 C . 28 . 00 -. 09 00,4
40 B . 59 . 78 .46 55.6

41 D .75 .23 .20 11.1
42 D .81 - .19 -. 23 - 11.1
43 C .88 .00 .07 00.0
44 D .16 .65 .51 33.3
45 D .38 ,4t9 .50 66.7

46 C . 25, . 74 .36 44.4
47 B .53 .17 .08 11.1
48 C .47 .65 .36 44.4
49 D .38 .67 .46
50 A .47 . .77 .37

44.4
5.6

aPercentage of students missing the item.
bA corrected phi correlation coefficient indicating an item to item

relationship betWeen the upper group (top 27.5 per cent of students based on
total score) and the lower group (bottom 27. 5 per cent of students based
On total score).

ePoint biaerial correlation coefficient indicating the relationship of
the item to the total score on the test; a measure of the validity of the item.

dThe degree to which the item discriminates between the upper group
(top 27.5 per cent of students based on total score) and the towel:group

-(bottom 27,5 per cent of students based on total score).
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TABLE 9

ITEM ANALYSIS: FORM C --A GRIBUSINESS SUPPLIES AND SERVICES

Test Form Correct Relative Phi bPoint Biserial Discrimirwtion
and Item Op-tion - Difficultya Coefficient Coefficients , Index

1

2
3
4
5

6
7

8 .

A
D
D
B
D

B
A
D .

9 C '

10 D

11 B
12 D
13 A
14 A
15 A

(1

'16 D
17 A
18 B
19* A
-20 A

21 B
22 - A
23 C
24 0
25 D

26 B
27 ,,, A
28 1..)

29 A
30 D

31 A

----,,,,

32 D
33 A
34 B a

35 C

. 32

.16

. 87
.45
.19

. 84

. 42

. 71
.55
.03

. 23

.13

.13

.07
. 36'

.29

. 26

.13

. 74
. 07

.61

.84

. 07

.39

.10

A6
/ . 71

.36
.84
.77

.80

.07
.16
.58
. 77

.77 .

.67
-. 20

.66

.20

.41
.50 ,
.15
.42
.02

50. 0
37.5

-'10.7
46.4
10.7

-.'3 -. 06 -12.5
-. 29

____.--
-. 04 -17.9

.08 .16 5.4

.29 .09 17.9

.38 .50 12.5

.67 .34 37.5
20 .21 10.7

-.06 1.,8-:->
.66 .40 25. 0
.51 .32 33. 9

.77- .32 50.0
, 56 .20 35.. 7
. go .36 10.7
.61 .24' 28.6
.38 .30 12.5

-.14 -.20 - 8.9
-.38 - .17 -12.5

.55 .48 25.0

.98 . .53 87.5

.55 .33 $ 25.0

-.05 .08 - 1.8
: 50 . 32 32.1
.67 .29 37.5
.05 -.06 1.8
.29 .06 17.9

.,-06 .01 3.6

.38 .40 12.5
.38 .11 12. 5
.66 ;26 46.4
. 74- .46 42.9
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TABLE 9-- Continued
t

T st Form Correct Relative Phi hpoint Biserial Discrimination
rid. Item Option Difficulty \ Coefficient"f Coefficient Index

36
/ 37

39
40

B
A

D

.48 .31

.36 .93

. 45 .S1
.. 42 .66
.45 .34

41 . $ .26. 1) .34
.42 , D .52 -. 08
43

- - t
B, .16 .20

44 C- :10 -. 05
45 A .07 .55

46 B ' .52 . 91
47 C .55- .50
48 B .58 .51

A .55 .81
0 A .68 .81'

.33 I 19.6
i ,49 75. 0
.54

7
58.9

.34 46.4

.17 .21. 4 .1
. . 1

.36
..'

21.4
-. 03 - 5.4

.15 19.7

.09 1.5

.25 25.0

.54 7'3.2

.34 32. 1

.42 30.4
.46 58.9
.25 - 58.9

aFrentage of students missing the item. 4
ee;

b A c rrected phi correlation coefficient indicating an item to item
relations p between the upper group (top 27.5 per cent of students based on
total cqr and the lower group (bottom 27.5 per cent of students based
on to e).

cPoint b serial correlatio coefficient indicating the relationship of
the item to th total 'score on e test; a'measure of the validity of the item.

dThe degr e to which the itenkdiscriminates between the upper group
4 (top 27.5 per c nt of students based on total score) and the lower group

(bottom 27.5 percent of students based on total score).

-\



TABLE 10

ITEM ANALYSIS: FORM A --FA RM MANAGEMENT MASTERY TEST

J-30

,TestForm Correct Relative tii tioint'Biserial Disbrimivtion
and Item Option. Difficultya Coefficientb Coefficient° Indexu

0

5

, 6
7
8
9

10

11

12;
13,
14
15

16

.1;7
18

19
20

21
'22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

31
32
33
34
35

.

-

'')

`.

-

D
B
D
C -

.A

B
B
A
C
B

D
B'
A
C.

A

A.
B

.A
.0
c- -

r.,...)C

T3

C ,

B
, A

B
. B

A''
A
C

B
B
C
B ,

D

.

.

,

.

,

,

ti,

,

.35

.75

. 90

.75

. 20"

.55

.45"
'.70
. 50
.90

'. 30
.70
.45
. 30
. 50

.85

. 60

. 85

.70

.55

.15
,80
. 20
.45
. 70

. 35
1. 00

. 55
. 65
.80

. 80
:135
. 40
.- 80
. 55

.

".60
.34
.49
.85
. 85

.81

.60
.85
.85
:49

. 81

.34

.00
...1

. 34

. 81

.49.

.60
-.49
-.34
..60

. 50
-.34
, .:71
.60
.34-

. 34

. 00
-.31

. 31

. 00

'. 34
. 7 1

. 71

.49

.,31

0

-

4t4

.31

.05

.15

.45 ,

.52

.45
.15
.143

.39

.40

.38
-.06

.19

. 25.,

.19

.35
-.15
-. 31f

.26`

.27
-.13'

' ./41
.37
.16

.. 1020

.12

. 29

.20

-. 08
. 65
.40
.30
. 06

,

40.0
20.0
20. 0,
60.0
60.0

60.0
. 40.0

60.0
. 60.0
20.0

60.0
20.0
00.0
20.0
60.0"

20.0
40.0

-20.0
-20.0
40.0

26.0
-20.0

X40.0
40.0
20. 0

20. 0
00.0

-20. 0
20.0
00.0

r 20.0
40. 0
40.0
20:0
20.0

4

.

.

.,



TABLE 10Continued

Jr31

Test. Form
anct Item ,

Corr'ct.
Option Difficulty

Phi hPoint Biserial
Coefficient Coefficiente

Discrimiwtion
Index

...

36 A .. 65 . 34 .31 20.0
37 C

P 1 ,.40 .60 .43 40.0
38 B .30 .85 .51 60.0
39 B_ ,.. ,,, . 50 .31 .18 20.0
40 C .20 -.34 .13 -20.0

41 . C .80 .85 .61 60.0
42 45 .00 .70 100.0

aPercentaqe of students missing the item.
bA corrected phi correlation coefficient indicating an item to item

relationship between the' upper group (top 27. 5 per cent of students based on
total score) and the lower grop (bottom 27.5 per cent of students based'on
total score):

cPoinebiserial correlation coefficient indicating'therelationship of the
item,to the total score_n the test; a measure of the validity of the item.

dThe degree to which the item discriminates between the upper group
(top 27.5 per cent of students 12aged on total score) and thelowet group (bottom
27.5 per cent of students, based on total score).

71.C.10
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TABLE '11

ITEM ANALYSIS: FORM B FARM MANAGEMENT MASTERY TEST

Test Formv Correct Relative .Phi tydint Biserial Discrimineion
and Item Option Difficultya Coefficient '' Coefficientc Index

1

2 ..

3
4
5

D
C
C
C
C

. 90

.67

. 76
.29
. 57

. 65

.72
-. i65

. 79

.49 '

r -
v

. 24

.42
-. 22
.35
. 16

33.3
50.0

-33. 3
50. 0
33:3

6 C . 76' . 29 .08 16.7
7 -

eD , . 86 ; 65 .50 33.3
8 B .43 .26 .33 16.7
9 A .71 .29 0

.10 16.7
10 D . 57 . 00 . 08 00. 0

11 D .52 .72 .-" .43 50.0
12 D .43 .72 .39 50.0
13 C .71 .00 .24 t 00.0
14 D .52 .49 .31. 33.3.
15 D .52,, .72 ' .37 50.0

16 A . 81 .29 .10 16.7
17 B . 71 ,5.2 .33 33. 3.
18 -C . 67 .79 .31 / 50.0,
19 B . 71 .79 . 28 50.0
20? --- .

. . ,

'21 C . 71 . 90 . 61 66. 7
22 D . 33 .72 . . 38 .50-, O.

23 A A .81 -.45 -.10' -1.6. 7.
24 D .81'. .bo .r5 oo. 0
25 A .86, .65 .0. 33.3

26 B . 86 .65 . 41 33. "3

27 C .76 .00 .01 00.0
28 B . 52 ' .49 .22 33.3
29 A . 81 , 65 ' . 47 33.8 .

;.30 D .81 .45 f,12
9.,

16.7,

31 D . 161 .00 -. 02 00. 0
32 '' C . 81 .65, -1' . 28 .33.3
33 - C .52 . 97,,, .69 83.3
34 B .81 :65" .33 33.3

5 B . ..86 . 45° . 14 - 16. 7

-1L
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TABL, 11--Continued
1,14-

Test. Form. Correct Relative Phi: bPoint Biserial iscrimtretion
and Item Option Difficulty Coefficient Coefficient c Index

36 A .86 -. 29 . -.07 -16.7
371 iD .86 .45. .11 16.7
38 C .57 -.29 -.07 -16.7
39 D . 52 .-72 .39 - 50:0
40 B . 71 .00 .19 00.0

41 B .90 . 00 .24 00.0
42. C .71 . .29 . 28 16.7
43 B -1181 .29 - 06' 16.7
44. C - .71. .52 .17 33.3

-L.

aPercentage of students missing the item.
bA corrected phi correlation. coefficient indicating an item to item

relationship between the upper group (top-27.5 per cent of students based on-
total score) and the lbwer group (bottom 27.5 per cent of students based -on
total score).

ePoint biserial correlation coeffitient indicating the ralationship of the
item to the total score on the test; a measure of the validity of the item.

The degree. to which the item discriminates between the upper grdup
(top 27.5 per cent of students based on'total score) and the lower group
(bottom 27.5 per cent of students based on total score).

eItem 20 was not scored due to a typographical error.
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TABLE 12

ITEM ANALYSIS: FORM C`:-FARM MANAGEMENT MASTERY-TEST

Test Form Correct Relative
and Item Option Difficulty

p

1
0 B . 25

2, B .11

3 D .46
4 B .61
5-. B -.46

6 C .57
7 A :39

8 A .. 46
9 C .54

10 - c . 86
, .
11 D .89
12 A ..39
13 A . 79
14. B .75
15 ,. C : .75

16 .D .57
17 C ' '. 86
18 c .36
19 - B .75
20 D .46

21 B .39
22 D .43
23 A . 29
24 B .32
25 C ..36

26 C .29
27 3 . 64
28 D . 79
29 A ..96.
30 .0 . 21

31 B . 75
32 C .. 75
33 C .75
34 A .6.1

35 B . 64
''',)

J-34-

Phi isPoint Discrimingtion
Coefficient -Coefficiente Index

. 32 g .11, 17.5

.16 .26 7..5

.16 .10 10.0

.16 .25 . 10.0
'. 20 , .01 12.5,

.76 -- - .43 .', a 55.0

.65 , .45 5.0
. 98 ° . 59 90.0
.87. .58 67.5

OS . 09 . 5.0
.

.31 .14 15.0

..59 .32, 37.5
: .49 .32 27.5
.. ,., 12 .22 7.5
-. 32 -.25 t 717.5

.16, .03 10.0
11 -.16 -. OS - 7.5

.20 .18 12.5
.49 .34 27.5
. 984 .66 9.0.0

..,-

.52 .42 35.0

.05 .12 - 2.5

.59 .44 37.5

.25 .06 15.0

.95 .65 80.0

.47 .37 27.5
u -;05 .07 - 2.5

. 81 . . 65 , 50.0 -
. .00 .02 , 00.0

:47 - .39 '4' 27.,5

. .

*-t

s
-.16 -. 02' - 7.5

.12 .06 7.5
..64 .38 40.0
.99 .66 H7.5
95 - .69 , 75.0
. .

A
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TABLE 12--r.nntinned

Test Form,:
and Item

Correct Relative Phi ,Point Bisprial Discrimination
Option - Difficult?. Coefficient' Coefficients Indexd

36 A .43 .76 .37 - 55.0
37, C .25 .32. .22 17.5
38 B .39 .68 .35 47.5
39 d tit,..18 .34 .16 10.0
40 B .32 .47 .26 27.5

41 C .00 .00 .00 00.,0,
42 0 :04 .34 .13 10.0
43 C .32 .25 .21 15.0

aPercentage of stildents missing the item.

b.Acorrected phi correlation coefficient indicating an item to item
relationShip between the upper group (top 27:5 per cent of students based
on total score) and the'lower group (bottom 27.5 per-cent of students based on
total score).

cPoint biserial correlation coefficient indicating the relationship of the
item to the total score on the test; a measure of the validity of the item.

dThe degree' to Aid? the item discriminates between the upper group
(tOp 21.5 per cent of students based on total'seore) and the lower group
(bottom 27.5per cent of students based on total score).

ay.

.

e'Y"
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TABLE 13 14.

e

a-36

-SUMMARY STATISTICS: AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS MASTERY. TESTS

s1)

STATISTIC

Number of Items

-Number of Students

' .,Mean Score
Median
Mode
Maximum Score
Minimum Score

Reliability Estimates
-,,, Kuder-Richardson 20

kuder-Richardson 21

Mean Item Difficulty
a

an Item Discriminationb

C
$14..

FORM A FORM B
2

FORM

102 98 102

77 55 46
D

57.4 5.7 59.4.
58.0 57.0 61.0
58.0 57.0 62.0
77.0 80,0 73:0 "

X1.0 14.0 41.0

.82 .88

. 76 .84

.44 .43

c . 24 .27

. 71

. 58

'142

.19

a . .

See Table 14 fOr item difficulty distribution.

bSee T'able 15 for item discrimination distributtom

-
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TABU 14

ITEM DIFFICULTY DISTRIBUTION:', AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS MASTERY TEST

Form A Form B Form C

Item Difficulty
Range

Number
of Items

Percent Number
of Itcps of Items

percent
of ItemS

Number
of Items

percent
of Items

-
. 81 - 1100 8 8 5 5 9 9

. . 61 - . 80 20 20 17 17 .. . 20 .20
.41 - . 60 26 25 26 27 20 20.

.21 - .40 29 28 ',28 29 - 24 24
. 00 20 19 19 22 - 22 .29° 28

TABLE 15

ITEM DISCRIMINATION DISTRIBUTION: AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS MASTERY
TEST

Form- A Form B Form C

Item Discrimlnaition Number Percent Number Sercent Number Percen,t
- Range, of Items of Items of Items of Items of Items of Items.

.81,-- 1.00 0 0 0 0 0 0

. 61 - .80 2' 2 3` 3 2 2

.41 . 60 17
h 17 20 20 18 18

.21 - .40 36 35 43 44 25 25

. 00 - . 20 39 38 '' 27 28 40 39

Below .00 8 ' 8' 5 5 17 17

4.

.0
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TABLE 16

SUMMARY STATISTICS: HORTICULTURE MASTERY TESTS

STATISTIC FORM AB-1 FORM AB-2 FORM AB-3

Number of Items

Number of Students

Mean Score
Median
Mode
Maximum Score

. Minimum Score

0

119

25

52. 0
49.0
46.0
87.-0
22. g

119

20

56. 6
52.0
52.0
$9. 0
30. 0

116

20

50.8
54. 0
33. 0
73. 0
30. 0

Reliability Estimates
Kuder-Richardson 20 .88 . 90 . .85
Iinder-Richardson 21 - .84 .88 .82

Mean Item Difficultya . . 56 . 52 . 56

Mean Item Discrimination
b . 26 .33 . 28

asSee Table 17 for item difficulty distribution.

bSee Table 18 for item discrimination distribution.

4
4 e
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TABLE 17

ITEM DIFFICULTY DISTRIBUTION: -HORTICULTURE MASTERY TESTS.

Form A B-1 Form, AB -2' Form AB-3

Item Difficulty Number Percent Number Percent Number
Range of Items of Items of Items of Items 'of Items

Percent
of Items

. .81 - 1. 00 15 13 7 6 11 9
. 80 41 34 34 29 38 33

.41 - .60 32 27 45 38 38 33

.21 .40 18 15 20 17 22 19

.00 . 20 13 11 13 11 7 6

'TABLE 18

ITL,M DISCRIMINATION.DISTRIBUTION: HORTICULTURE MASTERY TESTS

Form AB -I. Form AB-2

Item Discrimination Number Percent Number Percent
Range of Items of Items of Items of Items

'Form AB-3

Number Percent
of Items of Items

,...1.
.81 1.00 6 5 9' 8 . 0

.61 -- .80- 3 3 14 12 12 10

.41 . 60 16 13 18 15 17 15

.21 - .40 48 40 17 14 25 22

.00- .20 30`. 25 52 44 47 41

"Below . 00 16 13 9 8 15 13
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TABLE 19 4

SUMMARY STATISTIC& A ORIBUSINESS SUPPLIES AND SERVICES MASTERY TESTS

STATISTIC FORM A FORM B FORM. C

Number of Items 50 50.
.

50

Number of Students 45 2 31

Mean Score 25. 4 29'. 2 29. 7
Median 26. 0 30. 0 31. 0

Mode - 26.0 34.0 *. 32.0
'Maximum Score 35. 0 38. 0 41. 0
Minimum Score 11. 0 . 13.0 16. 0

Reliability Estimates
Kuder- Richardso'n 20 .64 . 70
Kuder-,Richardson 21 - .50 . 61

Mean Item Difficultya, .. 49 . 42

Mean Item Discrimination .23 .26

.67

. 54

41

.25

a
See Table 20 for item difficulty distribution.-

bSee Table 21 for item discrimination distribution.

O
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TABLE 20

ITEM DIFFICULTY DISTRIBUTION: AGRIBUSINESS SUPPLIES AND SERVICES
MASTERY TESTS

Form A

Item Difficulty Number Percent
Mange 'of Items of Items,

Form B

Number Percent
of Items of Items

Form C

Number Perbent
of Items of Heels,

.81 - 1. 00 "- 7 14 8 5 10.

.61 - .80 13 '26 7 14 7 14

.41 . 60 9 18 12 24 13 26

.21- .40 " 11 22 20 40 18

. 00 - 20 10 20 7 14 _16 32

TABLE a

ITEM DISCRIMINATION DISTRIBUTION: AGRIBUSINESS SUPPLIES AND
SERVICES MASTERY TESTS

Form A

Item(Discrilnination Number Percent
Range of-Iems of It ems

Form. B Form C
f -

A

Number Percent iNumber Petcent,
of Items of Items i of Items of Itenis

A

,81 - 1. 00(-
61 - . 80

.0
'0

0
0

0
2

0
4

1

2.
'2
.4

.414-, .60 9 18 17 34 9- :18

.21 - .40 18 - 36 11 22 15 30

bo . 20 18 36 15 30 14 28

Below - 00 5 10 5 10 .9 18

-
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TABLE 22.

SUMMARY STATISTICS: FARM MANAGEMENT MASTERY TESTS

STATISTIC FORM A FORM B *. FORM C
a

O

NUmber of, Items . 42 43 43

Number of Students 20 21 , '28

Mean Score 17.8 13.1 21.6

Median 17.0 13.0 21.0

Mode o
17.0 . 13.0 -18.0

Maximum Score 30. 0 24. 0 34. 0

Minimum Score . 9. 0 3. 0 14. 0

Reliability Estimates .

Kuder-Richardson 20 .67 .62 .72
Kuder-Richardson 21 .58 .57 .63

Mean Item Difficultya . 58' . 70 ._50

Mean Item Discriminationb .29 :25 . 27

aSee Table 23 for item difficulty distribution.
bSee Table 24 for item discrimination dis.tribntion.

0

°

t.
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., TABLE 23

ITEM DIFFICULTY'DISTRIBUTION: FARM MANAGEMENT MASTERY TEISTS
t.

Form A Form B Form C

.Item Diffidulty Number Percent Number Percent' Number Percent
Range of Items of Items of Items of Items of Items. of Items.

. 81 - 1. 00 6. 14 16

.61,7 .80 13 . 31 14,

.41- ,60 12 29 11

.21 - .40 1 -.17 2

. 00 - . 20 4 10 ,0

37 4 9
33 12 . . 28
26 9 21

5 14 33
0 4 "0

TABLE 24

-ITEM DISCRIMIgAMON DISTRIBUTION: FARM MANAGEMENT MASTERY TESTS

Form A Form B Form C

Item Discrimination Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
Range of Items of ItemS* of Items of Items"of Items of Items'

. 81 - 1. OQ 1 , 2 1 2 3 7

.61- .80 b 0 ' 1 2. .,3 "7

.41 - .60 9 21 9 21 . 5 12

.21 - .40 9 2L 12 28 . 9 21

.00 - ..20 . 18 , 43 16 37 19 44
Below .00 5 12 ti 4 . 9 4 9.,

.4,

it

0

of,


